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ular cliffs that rise above the stream ‘ab
many places. To such villages the floods

| brought certain and swift destruction. The
other day, on our way to a market, we
had to cross the Subanrika, that most

Ab No. 30 Washington Bt. Dover, N.H.

LUTHER
RB. BURLINGAME, Agent.

old home at Patna, in the golden sands of
chI played in boyhood with brothers
and sisters now ‘scattered over the earth.

shotild be addressed to the Agent, and all communica
ons designed for publication should be addressed to
| On the bank we found crumbling walls, and
the Editor.
iN
the remainsof a settlément of several
TERMS. For one year, $3,00; or. if paid strictly
in
houses. - But what of the inhabitants ? The
sdvance, $2,50,
angry flood swept them all, men, women
Canada and the other British Prov20 cents a year in addition to
lo and children, in the darkness of a dreadful
ae
paper, So puopay | e postageto
night, down to the sea. Men and cattle
perished all together
in the gurgling, greedy
a f Noensed,) 2
fanaa tho procul Sap
current.
Immense
banyans
were torn from
1o acts Agonia noObtaining

ati,

FE

their

village,

WP

set

this

leaves

or

eight

houses

of

which

huts had built for

divine.

Pardon the digression,
kind reader, for how could Ihelp it?

with delight. The native brethren did their
very best, and seemed to stand on tiptoe

the very arguments they try to use against
cold season,

and

their

god Krishnu from

sorrows is needed toreach and move

their

headed

The Lord my Saviour liveth;
‘What though the darkness gather round?
Songs in the night he giveth;
No storm can shake my inmost calm
While to that Refuge clinging—
Since Christ is Lord of heaven and earth,
How can I keep from singing ?
thin;

I see the blue above it;
And day by day. this pathway smoothes
Since first I learned to love it.
The peace of Christ makes fresh my heart,
A fountain ever springing:
All things are mine since
I am his—

And as I gofrom
and

place

to place this

learn ‘more

of

the

real

stuff that these people are made of, and

see

how great a knowledge of their life, their
manners, their vices,

their

joys

Unity of the Church.

the strongest fortresses of Satan.

How can I keep from singing ?

This is a historic spot on our

w= QObserver,

field.

In

this village more than twenty years ago the
glad tidings of salvation were published by

Missionary Correspondence.

one of our own missionaries
and his

assistants.

Mahapal, India, Nov. 30, 1868.
Tours—Marke 91 the Famine—Foot-

Many people listened attentive-

ly and respectfully

—Harvest

et Preach-

The first month of our cold season work
closes to-day. Our party consists of father,
one Bengali and one Santal native preacher
and myself. We have thus far visited the

Many

native

to the preached

word.

tracts and portions of the Sacred

Scriptures were distributed among the
hearers. And after a few days the Christian teachers went away to sow the seed of

the kingdom in other places.

One of these

books, given away atthis Mahapal market
on
the Subanrika so many years ago, made
principal villages in a route through the
jungles to the north and west of Santipore. | its way far into the country to the 'west,

In these the glad tidings -of salvation have
been published in both the Oriya and Santal
languages. And it affords me much pleasure to say that in no place have we failed
to find excellent congregations and attentive hearers. But during these thirty days
many evidences of the fact that the Lord
God has a controversy with this” people
“have met the eye. That fearful famine of

and fell, by

God's

merciful

ordering,

into

the hands of a serious and sin-sick man,
who had searched the Hindu Shasters in

vain for pardon and peace. That man was
‘our brother Bangsi Mahante, of whose con-

—

Be

The forces of our common enemy are
united and concentrated in their assaults
upon the church and the kingdom of our
Lord; and shall we suffer questions of order, red-tape policy, or carnal party zeal to
divide our hearts, and paralyze our strength
in the great battle to which our glorious
Captain leads us?

The explicit instructions of Christ and the
apostles leave no room for the least doubt
that unity is the fundamental law of* the
church, and that sectarian divisions oppose

this law, . and supply obstacles to. the
progress of Christ's cause. Read his prayer
for his disciples (John 17). ‘That they may
be perfect in one; that they may all be one,
as thou Father art in me and I in thee,
that they also’ may be one in us,
that
the world may believe that thou hast
sent me.”
Read also Paul's reproof of

version your readers were told three years
ago. We hope to visit him three weeks the Corinthians (1 Cor. 1), for their party
‘hence, so I will say no more of him now. divisions. This must forever settle all difThat book has brought four families already ferences upon this subject, among those
who receive God's word as authority.
two years ago has left its dark, deep traces into the Good Shepherd's fold, and through
these
converted
men
and
women,
it
is
still
But of the nature of this unity and of the
throughout this land, and years must pass
at work convicting and converting others. way to effect it, there are serious “doubts in
ere these can be obliterated,
As we move
along over the rice fields and through the One of thesé new converts, whom I baptiz- many Christian minds. I desire to speak.
settlements we very often find human bones ed in February, 1866, the wife of a wealthy briefly on this point.
I. Gospel unity is not an outward -arOn Saturday, as we left farmer, has joined the church triumphant.
scattered about.
I have litKukudakhumpi, withih the space of four She died rejoicing in the precious hopes of rangement between rival sects.
tle
sympathy
with
those
who
would
consoliheaven,
and
now
sings’
the
eternal
praises
square rods I counted no less than twenty
human skulls bleaching in the sun. What of the Lamb. Do you wonder, Christian date all the party organisms of the Protestant
atale of suffering these could tell, —how the reader, thatin view of these facts, and in orthodox churches into one huge body polirice crops failed, how food became too dear remembrance of the abundant blessing of tic with the same government and order,and
to be bought, how they begged from door God upon that little volume of Oriya Tracts, the same forms of faith and worship. The
result of such a union would only be a vast
to door, how sickness laid them so low that we entered this village last Saturday eveearthly
establishment, rivaling in worldly
ning
with
hearts
overflowing
with
gratitude
they could beg.no more, how the rich villagers passed them by and the dogs licked and sustained and cheered by strong hopes| power, pride and corruption the church of
their sores, how, while life still lingered, of the success of our ‘holy religion? The ‘Rome. . The wisdom of God is displayed in
the jackals began to tear the flesh from sun was sinking in the clear western sky the ptovidential divisions which prevent
these worldly and ambitious people from
limbs far too weak to move, and how at when we reached the center of this large
realizing
another hierarchy of the dimenand
beautiful
village.
Under
two
tall
bamlast death eame to set them free from a sick
body and a cold and eruel. world,—these bu trees, whose dense foliage yields ‘a sions of Rome. One such power is enough,
are some of the things we should hear grateful shade, our traps are put down, although the party zeal and idolatry, incicould these dry bones speak. In several and whilé the little Wnibrella tent is being dent to every sect, would aspire to the same
instances we have found entire villages pitched, we have our introductory preach to carnal supremacy.
deserted.

The weaker died and the

strong-

‘er fled,—thatis the story of many a broken
up settlement ‘in thete parts. Hundreds
and thousands of families were destroyed.
The general rule was, so far as I.can learn
from inquiry and observation, for the man
of the house to run away first, leaving wife
The
and children to shift for themselves,
poor mother roamed about with her little
ones until one by one they dropped away
The baby on her bosom
from her side.

the score or two of people who have come to
see the
strangers.
One intelligent man

11. There can be no scriptural tinion of believers with unbelievers—righteousness with

speaks out frankly, ¢“ We don’t want to hear

unrighteousness—in any religious organization or communion.
This union is strict
(2 Cor. 6:14—18.) And
ly prohibited.
we are required to withdraw from all such
fellowship in the church. (Rev. 18:4.)
ILL. The union required by the gospel is

about Jesus Christ.”

Several

rebuke

him,

and all seem anxious to know what we have
to say. Oh, butit is God who gives the
hearing ear and the believing heart. May,
he help us preach to these eager listeners.
Yesterday

came

the

market,

the

same

Sunday maiket that heard the gospel more
than twenty years ago. How many of
those who heardit that day and heeded it
pined for food.and hunger,0! how piteously
I'shall not soon forget, on tha dry and not, have gone to their final account! Kars
Who wonders that the ly in the morning we had our regular Sabwithered breasts,
parent in many cases sold for a mouthful of bath service in camp. Atnoon the buyers
bread, gave away,or even flung from her and sellers are on the ground and the noise
sight, the starving babe,saying with Hagar, begins. We also begin, and for four or
‘Let me not see the death of the child?” five hours such a congregation stands in
Our little Emma, whom I left at home, the front of our tent, which by the way is dibaby of the school, was thus thrown away rectly on the market ground, as moves and.
tw cinto the low jungle by the road side. Dear inspires a man to preach with all his soul
child, Heaven minke her a blessing to her and all his strength for Jesus’ sake. The
uproar on every hand obliged us to speak
motherland
Next.to the fainine the Hoods have made loud, and after three turns 1 found my chest
Dear old father Place,could he

terrible changes in the face of the country.

a trifle sore.

Some of our rivers rose from fifteen to
twenty feet above the ordinary lovel. Ime

have willed us bis lungs when he had done
with them, what grand service they might

agine the consequences to villages built
down in rome cases to the edge of the sand,
and in others to the verge of the perpendio-

EEL)

a spiritual union.
Its foundation is our
unity with Christ by a living faith and love.

As the bond of our union to Christ is spiritnal,

so likewise is our unity with’

brethren.

It is not an outward arrangement, like

an

insurance

of

company,

or

any corporation

this world. We are not held together by
the special agreements of humanly organized societies, The church of Jesus Chrisg
bears no resemblance to any parliamentary
body on earth, It is not held or bound by

parliamentary rules of men's devising,
IV. The
not man.

chutch is organized
Itis

by God and

called in scripture, God's

building.” We are ‘built upo
tion of the apostles and propherg,
Christ himself being'the chief corner stone;

in whom

:

false note, and a few make no sound of any

“tea; and-pormit

4th. The plea was urged in favor of the
resolution, that to procure another place for
holding the ball would involve an outlay of
$8,000 or $10,000, an expense the committee having it in charge did not care to incur,
so thatthe ball would probably have to be
given up. In spite of this, however; the
majority of the Senate took a considerate.
view ofthe subject, and very properly refused to grant the use of the Rotunda for
this purpose. But before any final decision
‘was reached, Gen. Grant himself relieved

the managers of the affair of their perplexi-

never mind, you will

be

attention to it, and do

not drawl

out like a

musical machine that has been set a-going
and runs

mechanically.

With a little care,

the heart brings the art, and the heart, desiring to praise, will by-and- -by train the
voice to time and tane.
»

The

Wasunidro,
irom, D.D0, Jib 0, 1860.
4
gregational
bot

The moral value of the Sabbath is

determined chiefly by the

to

be

experience

of

those who have devoted it to its highest
uses. Such men are really the only competent witnesses, and they have a right to
be heard. Here are some testimonies from
a class ot men whose words are weighty
elsewhere, and they deserve to be pondered
nere:
If Sunday had not been observed as = day
of rest.during the last three centuries, I
have not the smallest doubt that we should
have been at this moment a poorer. and

less civilized people than we are.—LORD
MACAULAY.

A corruption of morals usually - follows
the profanation of the Sabbath.—BLACK-

I can truly declare, that

to me

the

Sab-

strong hold of the other.

Pass the morn-

ing at church, and the evening according to

for its account, ought to be

as

strictly

en-

forced as the laws for the protection of
persons and property. If the Sunday laws
be neglected or despised, the laws of persons and property will soon share their
fate, and be equally disregarded. —ATTORNEY GENERAL BATES!
The very life of religion doth much depend upon the solemn observance of the
Sabbath; consider, if we should but intermit the keeping of it for one year, what

a hight of profanemess would ensue in those
that fear not God!—ArcHBISHOP LEIGHTON.

3

We never, in the whole course of our rec:
ollections,
met with ‘a Christian friend

who. bore upon his character every other
evidence of the Spirit's operation, who did
not remember the Sabbath day to keep it
holy.—Dgr. CHALMERS.
The Sabbath must be observed as a day of

NEW

YORK

ELECTION

was mainly confined to two points—the administration of church affairs, and the sermon referred

to and the action of thé Church connected there-with. ‘The council were of opinion that. in the
conduct of .its affairs and in the exercise of
church discipline, the church had departed from
Congregational principles and usages, and recom-

mended a return thereto. On the other point
they say, “ The supposed attitude of this church

evidence, it is said, will show that in many
of the courts of that city naturalization went
on at the rate of two per minute during
long sessions. All papers were filled up,

toward the colored race excited painful ipterest
in our churches throughout the coun
That
by the sermon of the pastor and the* proceedings

signed

of the

and

sealed

in the

courts,

and

the oath to them in a body.

not

bership.
‘pleasant

The “repeat-

state as

an

must take food or die,—~WILLARD

PARKER,

M. D.

facts.

. . The council believes that this unimpression is not fully warranted by

It does

not

appear

that their

pastor has

changed his life-long convictions, or abandoned
his life-long and manly support of the rights of

the African race. . . The pastor and church

utterly deny any sympathy with a spirit’ of caste
and repudiate all its manifestations.” Yet the
council think it was

inevitable

that the

mittee estimate that at least 25,000 fraudu-

lent Democratic votes were cast
in the city.
Every facility was offered to the Democratic
member of the committee to prove frauds
on the part of the Republicans, but nothing

mend the church to “renew

of the kind was established. While such
villainy ought to be reached and punished,
SENATORIAL

continuance of the present pastoral relation they
give no distinct opinion, .but intimate that it

should not continue unless more harmony shall
prevail in the future. The result of the council

CONTESTS

all closed, and have for the

is not fully

most part resulted as we have already indicated. Some of the states have manifestly
made wise selections,

while

others,

term.

term,

and

The seat

the

which

latter for a

the

son,

inclu-

JamesA. Bayard,

place
since

who

the union.

full

Thomas

is to give

on the

part of Mr.

Sue Murphy has been dispesed of for the present.
After a discussion lasting two wéeks, information was lujd before the Senate which threw
grave suspicion upon Sue’s loyalty during the
war, and the matter was re-committed for further inquiry.
The Judiciary Committee nave decided to report adversely to the admission of
Joshua Hill as a Senator irom Georgia, on the
ground that the legislature which elected him
was not organized in obedience to the requirements of the reconstruction acts.
Mr, Hill was
an undoubted friend ot the Union during the
war, and it js with regret on his wccount that
the committee are compelled to this conclusion.
Mr. Reverdy Johnsou’s handiwork is at lerigth
tefore the Senate for consideration in secret session.
The main feature of the treaty, so far as
the Alabama claims are concerned, is the reference of these claims to four persons, each government choosing two, who are to determine
the question of the liability of ®rglind to pay,
and, if that is determined in the aflirmative,
then the amount of such liability.
Mr. Seward
is very anxious to settle the matter before he re-

Cum-

him, and he has consequently thus fai fail-

above all

other men, a sinner,

FORETBY.
For some

facts

relating to the Alabama

treaty, which has now
representatives

of

the

been signed
two

tires, and. didmot wait for the
but sent a copy thereof to the $

by the

governments,

12th.

He protested against

public debt and to create a sinking

the

js-

for legal tenders, and an issue of gold certificates
to an amount not exceeding the gold in the reas.
ury.
With the gold ceitificates six per cent.
bonds may be purchased equal to the amount of
legal tenders received for 10-40 bonds as above,

and the legal tenders are thercupon to le can
celled. . National banks may issue demand notes,
secured by U. 8. bonds and redeemable in specie,

The Cou-

over and above the amoynt of currency now

au-

thorized®by law. This scheme is more compli
eated than any yet proposed, and sufficient objections will be likely to be raised to its various
points to prevent its passagé during the present
Congress.
Ww.

by all the powers participating in the Con:
ference, it will be offered to Greece: for her

.

wr

fund,

sue of 10-40 five per cent. bonds to be sold at par

ference came ‘to a dead lock, almost, as a
consequence of this action. The latest news
from the Conference is that a protocol hus
been adopted ; and when it has been signed

Ey

treaty,

te.

num from the customs, to pay the interest on the

this decision,

ed to his government.

ofiginal

Mr. Sherman, from tue Commi
ance,
has reported a finance bill, agreed upon by the
Committee, which attracts attention just now, —
The leading features of this scheme are the authorization of specie contracts with some restrictions, the setting apart $140,000,000, per an-

the reader is referred to our Washington
letter. The European Conference for the
settlement of the Eastern question in its
latest development,
met at Paris on the 9th.
Everything went on smoothly at first, and
it was announced ‘that the work of peace
would be speedily apgcomplished; but a
hitch was soon experienced.
It seemsithat
the Greek ambassador at Paris was expect-

Pand a

of the

be done.
The address of the convention to the
colored men of the U. 8.is a production of no
mean
ability.
The ellogy of Langston upon
Thad. Stevens, delivered before the convention,
is not inferior to any that were delivered in Congress.
Indeed
Douglass, Langston,
Varhon,
Day, Turner, Purvis, and others who were present, are men of such marked ability as would
attract attention in any assembiy,

ed of an election, and it is said that there is
no hope for him. His fate should be a
warning to others, but we cannot believe
is

committee

secureto them the right of suffrage in all the
States, They were assured that it would soon

back, many Republicans refuse to support

that he

were

Senate and in a forcible manner urged the passage
of a law or canstitutional amendment that should

tion on the State ticket,and thereby aid Gov.

act

Many of them from the South

appeared before the Judiciary

o his son, hasbeen in the Senate.
1851, with _the exception of three

corrupt

3

recently slaves and, of course, were not possessed of the learning and graces of the schools.
But there was a comprehension of their interests
and a foree, earnestness snd power in their utterances hardly to have been expected under the
circumstances.
A committee of the convention

Baker in securing a renomination for himself. In consequence of this indiscreet, if
not

it re-

The national convention of colored men, re:
cently held here. was a noticeable body of men:
About one hundred and fifty delegates were iii
attendance, representing nearly every state of

Bayard, will take in March, will have been
occupied by his grandfather, father and un-

cle.

satisfactory to either party, and

mains to be seen whether it will have the effect
of settling their differences. There are some indications that it may do so, and all good men
will desire such a résult,

ding Maine, Pennsylvania, and Michigan,
might perhaps have done better. Delaware has done the unexampled thing of
electing both father and son to the Senate
on the same day,the former to fill out an unexpired

emphatic ex-

pression of its principles that of coler or race the
church is ignorant.” Upon the subject of the

we greatly fear that it will not be done.
THE

most

#

sermon

and the consequent action of the church shoul

com-

9

La

made:

produce the impression referred
to, and give rise
to dissension within itself. The introduction of
the theory was unhappy and unfortunate, and no
such theory is within the proper province of the
church, as the church of Christ knows no distinction of race or color. They, therefore, recom-

The

ence, but he was refused admission on the

do not

impression has been

and what residences

ed to represent his ocoun‘ry in the Confer-

I

“an

ing them exactly under what names to vote,

opinion,

This

church

that this church is conscious of the distinction
between persons of different races in its mem-

ers” were organized before the registry,
and had their names entered differently in
several wards; then on election day .the
Democratic managers furnished them with
printed lists copied from the registry, showto give.

°

fore them, but the advice or result of the council

FRAUDS

but knowing that it has its foundation upon
a law in man’s nature as fixed as that he

rest.

ma-

ard and others, and ledto much discussion in the

your taste or rank, inthe cricket-field or
the opera, and you will soon find thoughts of
the “evenings hazards and bets intrude ‘years. The term upon which he is now
themselves on the sermon, and the recol- serving is the unexpired term of the late
lections of the popular melody interfere George R. Riddle. In Indiana the contest
is still undecided.
Efforts to defeat Mr.
with the Psalms.—S1rR WALTER SCOTT.
I feel a8 if God had, by giving the Sab- Cumback, the Republican nominee, have
bath, given fifty-two springs in the year.— been persistent. A correspondence betweer.
him ard Gov. Baker has come to light, and
S. T. COLERIDGE.
A Sunday given to the soul is the best of it seems that about a year ago Mr. Cumback
all means of refreshment to the mere in- wrote to the Governor that Mr. Hendricks
would probably be nominated by the Demtellect.—IsAAcC TAYLOR.
Where there is no Christian Sabbath ocrats for Govenor, and would thereupon
be likely to resign his seat in the Senate.
there is no Christian morality; and without this, free insfitutions cannot long be He suggested to the governor that the person appointed to the vacancy would be
sustained.—JUSTICE MC LEAN.
The religious character of an institution thereby aided to secure an election by the
Legislature. He further told thegovernor
so ancient, so sacred, so lawful, and”so
necessary to the peace, the comfort and that if he, Mr. Camback, were appointed he
the respectability of society, ought alone would retire from the contest for any posito be sufficient for its protection; but that
failing, surely the laws of the land, made

t the land. The

Boynton, while the minority regarded Gen.
0. O. Howard as
ir leader. x
it among
the subjects of
difference was a sermon of the
pastor, delivered a little more than a year ago,
in which, while expressing his entire readiness
to welcome colored persons to membership in
the church if they desired to come, he neyertheless advanced the . opinion that there is an inherent race-repulsion existing in the minds of black
and white men, and that the
t development of the colored race would be attained by
separate - schools and churches’ for them. This
theory was strenuously opposed by Gen. How-

18 prepared to ‘report the result of their investigations, and it will soon be done. The

" The Sabbath, as a political institution, is ‘have nearly

bath has been invaluable. —WiLriam WiLBEBFORCE.
Give to the world/one half of the Sunday,
and you will find that religion has no

thro

church, and, in connection with other matters,
produced a most unhappy state of division therein. During the past week, a council consisting
of eighteen members, pastors and delegates, repnie known there seemed to be a pretty resenting eleven different churches of the North
‘general concurrence of opipion amongthe and West, assembled here at the request of the
senators that his view was the right one, church and pastor, have been endeavoring to
and it is probable that nething more will be compose their differences. The sessions of the
heard about the matter. This result is council occupied four days, and a great variety of
most gratifying, and we hope that it only matters pertaining to the chureh were laid be-

STONE.

of inestimable value, independently of its
claim to divine authority.—ADpAM SMITH.
Sunday is a day of account, anda candid
account every seventh day is the best preparation for the great dayofaccount. —Lorp
KaAMES.

church at Washington have ‘long

notorious

Jority. of -the church adheredto the pastor, Dr,

names left blank. At times fifty persons
were naturalized at once by administering

Be

%

The differences which have existéd in the Con-

signed and sent out with the places for the

Sabbath.
—

errors

events to-take thoi. LODE

ty by writing a letter, requesting that the
ball be dispensed with. Itis stated that
en the tenor of the General's letter be|'w

right

enough if you sing from the heart, and pay

If she

ce.
Corre
Wachingion Correspondort

kind. I hate to enter a place of worship
where halfa dozen sing to the praise and
glory of themselves and the rest stand ard:
listen. I like that good old plan of every- foreshadows a return to the simplicity of
body singing, singing his best, singing former times. The committee appointed to
id
carefully and heartily. If you cannot sing investigate the
artistically,

Xf Gross signs it, the Sublime

refuses, the Great Powers will remain neu-

{o have been attended with special interest.

lution of the House, granting the use of the
Rotunda of the Capitol for an ‘‘inanguration bail,” to be held on the evening of March

all the building, fitly “fr med to-

gether, - groweth unto a holy temple in the
Lord.” (Eph, 20--22)® But now bas ‘God

:

!

refusal of the Senate to.concur in the reso-

Knowledge always desires increase ; it is
like fire, which must he first kindled by
I shall not soon forget his fatherly words set the members every one of them in the some external agent, but which will afterane. Sabbath ‘morning at Great Falls, as ‘body as it” bath pleased him; and/God hath ‘wards propegate itself,

have been to a market-preacher in India,

pr

Among the more noticeable of its acts is the

right in the midst of the large audience.
I never knew them to answer objections sentences. The last statement will hardly
better, to illustrate truth more clearly, or bear the strictest construction, but we like
plead with sinners more faithfully. O! these the general doctrine:
I have noticed one thing—I have jotted
native preachers,they are the men to convert
the Hindus. May God make those we this down in the diary of my recollections—
have, tenfold stronger and more successful, that you always sing best when you are
Last Monday night the
and send us a host besides, fresh and fer- most spiritual.
singing was better than on Sabbath evenvent for the work.
I often feel how poorly at best foreigners ing. You kept better time and better tune;
can enter into the hearts of these people not because the tune was any easier, but beand impress upon them that strong sense of cause you had come up to worship Godwith
their personal need of -salvation. Itis ome more solemnity than usual, and therefore
there was no slovenly singing such as pains
of our very best lessons, and one, when
my
eur and heart sometimes.
Why, some
learned, that helps us the most, to sit and
study a native brother’s discourse to his of you care so little to give the Lord your
countrymen. * It requires calm, close atten- best music, that youfall half a note behind
tion to catch his idioms, to see the point of the rest; others of you are singing quitea
his apt illustrations, -and particularly to
mark hos hard he drives home to Hindu
hearts the true force and the full scope of

signatuwe.

Porte will withdraw its ultimatum.

NAUGUBARION BALL...
| ~~~
The proceedings of Gongress do not seem

Mr. Spurgeon, in a recent sermon upon
praising God, delivered himself of these

us.

and,

se

Chureh Music.

as one never forgets,but always reverts to,

and undermined its foundations, so that the

ruins,

i

‘Yesterday was a glorious:day, sucha day |

A

first apostles, sec-

that voice has come back to me a thousand the" organizer of the church. Tt bond of
times at least in these ten years,almost,that. unionis therefore internal, heavenly and

brick and mortar fell to piedes and the brazen
image waslaidina heap of rubbish. The
villagers hastened to the rescue, lest the
idol sink into the stream. They took the
the

some in the chiurob;

ondly prophets, thirdly teachers. This establishes the truth.that God and not man is

by several expert drummers, marched with minds, I am more than ever before impressmusic and banners to the neighboring vil- -ed. with the fact that what is now most
lage, and placed the idol in another brick “wanted to evangelize
India is a consecrated
- temple by the side of Jagannath himself. and educated native mini¢try. And could
This retreating place of the famous Krishnu I speak a word in behalf of India to-night
stands about twenty-five rods from the bank, to the ear of every praying man and womand the river is gaining on it steadily but an and child in America, it would surely be
surely. In time this too must tumble into this,—Pray God to give.us a Strong host of
the stream, and the perplexed people must native laborers in this field, “who shall go
seek a safer home for their gods of wood from the mountains to the coral isle and
and stone and metal. What a type is this from sea to sea, across these parched plains
falling temple, this reti@ating idol, of the and through these wildest jungles, . preachsure decay and demolition of paganism in ing Christ crucified to the millions that sit
India: and throughout the world! The in pagan darkness.
mighty, majestic stream of gospel truth
Jas. L. PHILLIPS.
is sweeping through these heathen lands,
and its penetrating waters are undermining

‘What though my joys and comforts die ?

I
r India.

seven

these dwellers in mud

How can I keep from singing ?

the seed of Twen
ing—Native Laborers

by

their favorite idol. Bat the water-god came
down in violence upon this little temple,

My life flows on in endless song;
Above Earth’s lamentation
I catch the sweet though far-off hymn
That hails a new creation:
Through all the tumult and the strife
I hear that music ringing ;
It finds an echo in my soul—

Flood—

changed

agency, which

went off in the flood. Directly in the midst
of them stood a little brick temple which

“ Always Rejoicing.”

ts of the

completely

aqueous

This morning 1 was looking up some
birds for breakfast, and” came to a little

hd

I lift my eyes: the cloud grows

stream was

tremendous
ple.
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old Season

thick roots

its impress on both the land and the peo-

fe . Borin Star,
—

their. long,

es broken, and”in one vast float sent down
In many places the bed of the
Remember, it is- the river.

. aot
reid
of the towns where they reside that we
the names of the P ost Office at which they
“ar Aon
TE
somas of revivals, and ube
a, Must be accompanied wi th the
~

5

strorigholds,

snapped, theirlofty and far-reachiirg branch-

SST at straits Penis
, &c.

Bro. Fullonton and I were stepping into the
buggy that wasto take us to Dover. * Keep
in the dust,” said the venerable man; and

beautiful of rivers that flows Past the dear ‘have glided past.

All letters on business, remittances of money, &o.,

‘afte ana’
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spitit for words to awaken them fosthe of-

While we would not do good with

this as an end, yet how infinitely

pred

valuable

that does labor for the goodof the world.

of the Laity.*

of things in re———
:
Conversion is the beginning of life, and ligious development. ‘ If ye love not your
how. can ye
not its consummation. In conversion a hith- brother whom ye have seen,
love
God
whom
ye
have
not
seen.”
Our
erto unfelt motive is introduced into the
brother, however despised, however crimisoul,—a free loyalty to Christ. Nota loy-

There is a natural relation

alty bound in a prison house of fear, but a

loyalty that reigns
There is a

class

in ‘a palace

of men

in our

of love.
churches,

cleared

of his

thunderbolts, would

‘desert “his standard.

Another

able to instructin that, Attention,however,
is something more than a prayer in the
morning, & prayer at night, afid grace at
~mealss-it-isaconstantly
Yecurting thought
upon religious subjects. when the mind is
released
from the necessary attention to our
4

are very important departments in our
work, though, as I well know, in a very imperfect and fi
entary manner. I have not
laid down particular rules, but have rather

cration; a free and full consecration from
love.-

bounty recruits ; the elysian fields of Paradise and the gold of the New Jerusalem

Much of the religion of the

present

bey because his character is infinitely
vable.
A
fh
4
The first work, for this class‘ of men, is

far | him, or give him. The lover loses all conin- | fidence in his espoused if he. finds her af-

continues in the
Conversion is an

which

| fections based upon his wealth

a man commences

or position,

to purify his thoughts, habits, affections, as- | rather than upon himself alone, and a pure
pirations, at which he commences to .fash- | mindéd man would ~consider
ion himself after the model, Christ.
A per- | with such a love, -prostitution.
son may

| to be loved by our

be an infant in Christ in a moment,

friends,

a marriage
We

want

our wives, our

exer- | children for what we are; not

but he must have time, and food, and

for what

we

Is Christ any jower in his deDoes he want to be loved and
~ the foqd.of the Christian; thisis an imper- mands?
ative demand ; without it he perishés. For | served from fear or the hope of reward,

cise to become a man

Truth is | can bestow.

in Christ.

it he must seek, for it he must

be

understood,

I

saved; another ed; the farmer is hoeing corn, the work
refrains from lying, cheating and swearing: soon becomes
ly mechanical, hands
that he may be saved ; another ¢¢ does duty” and hoe go without any particular attenin conference meetings, and still another tion, the mind is released ; the carpenter is
‘gives to the gospel of his money, all that planing boards, the full powers of his
they
may be saved;—serving. God, as mind need not be employed. At such
they call these things service, that they may times the mind of a man who loves religion,
be saved. Let us stop a moment and think will constantly referto his favorite subject
(of the indignity thus offered£9 the Almighty, with joyous alacrity and with longing de-

the work of development. No man can
spring into Christian life and labor like a
needeth not.the poor device of
full-fledged eagle springing upward from “who
man.”
The
love of a friend loses all its
his eyrie.. There must be a process of education, of discipline, of growth, and I value to us when we find his affections
believe, from the
nature
of the human based upon what he expects us to do for

itial point, at

it may

the church hat he may “be

neither of these classes is this essay written.
They will find in it nothing to their liking.
But Iinscribe and dedicate it to loyal men,
loyalto Christ, loyal in heart, who love

this growth
of, eternity.

That

-day partakes of the nature of a bargain.
For One man attends upon the ordinances of mind need not dwell upon that, it is releas-

are the incentives to their devotion.

soul,
ages

business.

will illustrate. We are driviag to a neighboring village to get a "horse-shoe set, the

when we, so infinitely

toil, and this

pelow him, despise a

sires for the manifestations of God’s Spirit,

and as truth breaks in upon his vision he
feels like rushing to his friends with the

grand and beautiful, and then, perhaps,

threshed, and

{al love.

winnowed,

So Christ wants a spontaneous

* and ground in the mill of love, before it be- | consecration based upon a fervent personal
comes food for the

soul.

Then,

love of himself, and no man

God, with-

that has this

out the intervention of outward means, gives love can possibly withhold this consecration.
his children truth through the direct contact | Many think they love Christ when they love
only his gifts, think they are devoted to him
of his infinite mind with ours,
:

the truth,” and he when they are devoted to themselves,
calls himself ** the bread of life.” Here let | to saving themselves. ¢ Whosoever will’
Christ says, “I am

the meeting closes, he leaves with sadness,
that no one seems to care for that which to

him is so lovable.

:

If a man is taught of God, is he

:
not

ca-.

pable of teaching his fellows? The chitirch
should be a nursery. of beautiful and holy

thoughts.

Every

mefber

who

has any

such thoughts, and every Christian must
have them, should keep them as a precious
treasure to be preSented to the church, as
the children of Israel presented their offerings for the building of the Tabernacle.

would mutually strengthen each other.
Pastors should encourage the presentation
of the ideas of the laity in all appropriate
ways, and on all proper occasions. It would
have a tendency to surround pastors with
body guards of faithful, earnest, intelligent,
thoughtful
co-workers.
Such .exercises
would add an interest to our Quarterly
Meeting gatherings, and in time they might
become an element of influence and character in our whole church economy.
Nor
should the sisters be excluded. They have
beautiful and valuable ideas that should
not be lost. Perhaps if the truth were
known,it would be found that they possesess
a greater aggregate of talent than the

us be careful and net err. Christ is not the | save his life shall lose it.” What multitruth in some mysterious way beyond our | tudes are professors of religion from noothcomprehension, but the truth brought com- | er motive than to save their lives, their
pletely within our reach and exactly adapt- | souls! How few are Christians ‘simply beed to our needs.
His character is the true | cause they love Christ !
character that God designs man to possess; | To practically ¢ give all for Christ,” or,
the principles by which h®lived are the true which is the same thing, «zive all for the
principles by which we should live; the | good of humanity, we know to be a very
rules that regulated his conduct’ among his | different thing from preaching this senti- brethren, in the Christian commonwealth,—
fellow-men, in popularity, in unpopularity, | ment to admiring hearers, or from singing talents which now are but little known and
in successes, in reverses, toward friends, | it amid the ecstacies of the prayer meeting.
felt. These should be unlocked and emtoward enemies, in strength, in weakness, | To hold all our means with an unbiased’ ployed for Christ.
He calls for all the talin afflictions, in weariness,in pain, in death, | judgment to be freely used for Christ in ent of the church; not for the ministerial
are the-true rules which should regulate our | educational and reformatory enterprises, talent alone, not for the talent of the brethconduct under like circumstances and in | alike af home and abroad ; to hold our com- ren alone, but for the talent of ministry and
like experiences ; and his resurrection is the | forts, our time, our influence, our money, laity, of male and female, of old and young,
sealing truth of his mission. His character | our farms, our merchandise, our ambition to be used in all the ways that it can be emis the bread ¢ of which if a man eat he | for honor and place, our good names, our- ployed in the building up of the city of God.
shall never die,” and to make assurance selves, to be used unsparingly for Christ in
“Let him that heareth say, come.”
There
doubly sure, he calls himself the ‘ water the elevation of mankind,—this is consecra- is no exception to this sweetest and best,
of life.” The author of the Revelation saw tion, and nothing else deserves the name. this crowning and last command.
a pure ‘‘ river of water of life,clear as crys- This consecration'is very easy where love
The work of edification should not be
tal, proceeding from out the throne
of| is, and impossible where love is not. I confined to public meetings. It is the most
God and of the Lamb, and on either side of | hear an objection. “ A man thus conse- effectually carried on in individual social
it was there .the tree of life.” Who can erated would throw away his property, be intercourse; by the fireside, in the streets
doubt
that 'this river is the grace of Christ careless of his health, reckless of the com- and in the public markets, amidst the busy
flowing out to men, so. full, so free, so fort of his family, and loose in his business; scenes and even the strifes of life. But this
sweet, ‘ clear as crystal,” so clear that every | he would be a wild fanatic and bring him- work is never successfuily carried on unman can look into its depths and of which | self and all that depend upon him to.want Jess the truth comes as naturally from the
. every mans welcome to drink ? Who can | and shame.” Not so; the man thus conse- heart of him who would edify as the water
measure its inexhaustible depths and its | crated, of all men, will and should be the flows from a fountain. He thathas to pump
eternal flow? In comparison with Christ | most careful to collect his dues, husband the truth up fromehis heart cannot satisfy
all other sources of truth fail and sink into | his resources,r and profitably invest lis many thirsty souls, the truth must be in
utter insignificance.
| means, not that he may gloat over accumu- him, springing up in his conduct and manIf the laity would become men in Christ lated wealth, but that he may have means ner, and overflowing his whole being. Perthey must study. Education is free in this to judiciously use for Christ. The man thus haps I have an unjust prejudice against the
state, yet we would laugh at the credulity consecrated will be careful of his health, old style of formal religious visits. Of all
of a man who, because it is free, would his habits, his reputation, his education,and
the lifeless, heartless things this to me was
think of obtaining an education without the most careful in these respects of his the most unbearable. What a sense of re;

laborious study.

Sothe truth in Christ is

free, or, in other

words,

salvation

wife and children,

souls,

being.

and

so is made

The great aim

of

a part

of our

our public

in-

structors should-be to make men think. The
reason that the preaching of hell is
times effectual, is found'

in the fact

somethat

it

'rouses men to think. - - |
Nor should

the

man

well developed Christian

who

would

be

a

depend exclusive-

ly upon the pulpit for his subjects of reflection.

Atruth

worked

into our minds

by

the process of discovery is worth a thousand taught to us. Men must also work
+ out truth in practical life. We must, toil
. with and for Christ,or we shall lose Christ.
The bodily faculties perish without exer, cise, the intellect grows weak

unless em-

ployed, and this rule holds equally good

“with
a man’s

m

and religious faculties,

The world is & vast field of labor, wisely
ordained
for the development of the human
Y., Aud published by reqmant” Union Q. M., N.
ho

Si.

he

is

laboring

with them and training them for Christ;

is free,

yet this cannot be obtained without effort,
without study. It is a too common idea
that the laity are to be simply moral receptacles into which the ministry are to pour
ethical and theological truth, Sabbath after
Sabbath, year after year, without any
thought or effort on our part. Men do not
receive the truth as unfledged birdlings receive. their food, with closed eyes and gaping mouths.
It is only through earnest reflection that truth becomes assimilated in
our

because

Our days are fallen on remarkable
A higher Christian life is ‘opening

up to men’s minds.

The timg-is at hand

whén the kingdom

of heaven

shall suffer

violence as in the. days of Christ.

Some,

‘with their selfish jdeas of Christ and heay| en, will turn their ‘backs upon the truth.
Others will be drowned by the waves of opposition. And some will stand on the * sea
of glass, haying the harps of God.”
S
:
S. H.

Prospective

and Retrespective.
Y.
RR

as

is the principal duty the Christian owes to tlove founded upon such'motives? Or thinkhimself. Where is the truth to be found? | est thou, O man, to huckster iith Christ
. God has provided itin rich abundance. He | and sell him thy petty services for ‘the pearl
has ordained nature to be a store-house of | of great price!” No ! Christ wants to be lovreligious truth. The heavensreveal God's | ed for what he is and not for what he can These thoughts may be spoken, or written
infinitude and all the earth his fatherhood. | bestow, and salvation is neither bought nor and read on proper occasions. The soul is
The history of our race, with its sorrows, sold. Bargaining is not consecration, neith- like a field ; cultivate it,and harvest it,and it
is full of lessons of God’s truth. It teaches {er is engaging in the service of Christ yields bountifully ; unharvested, weeds soon
how God has pressed to his yearning, throb- | from a legal sense of duty the consecration take the place of grain. The simile ends
bing heart his children as they have passed | acceptable to him. The whole subject of here ; whereas the harvesting exhausts the
through perseeutions, and even in natural | consecration is very plainly illustrated by soil of the field, it increases the fertility of
sufferings. That sweetest and dearest, of the relation of husband and wife. No wife the soul. ‘A harvest of affections and
all truths, God’s inexpressible love, is of- | wants a devotion from her husband based thoughts prepares for another, more” rich
ten the most effectually taught to us through upon a cold, legal sense of duty. She and bountiful. Laymen should think more,
deep suffering. The Bible is an ample field wants, and her heart is only satisfied with, and speak and write more, upon réligious
of truth. It is like a field of grain, it must a devotion fou.aded upon a glowing person- subjects. This and the practice of virtue
be harvested, and

lives.
times.

lief it was to us children, and to father and
mother too, when the sonorous amen was

THE

MOUNTAIN

A

DESERT.

The tree of Knowledge:- eatof this and
ye shall be gods. The old promise still—

»

Baby
poi A is Dead.
rn

of

luxury.

;

results. In Sabbath schools as wellas in
other departments of Christian labor, we

are virtually

saying, ‘‘ Four monthsthe fact
and

|

—overlooking
then cometh harvest,”

that death may snatoh many. of the shea ROR

corres

Did we set at

And the ‘before that time expires.

Poor

for worldly

we labor without expectations of present

laying

down his snowy: bundle, *¢ for the baby has
been very sick.” ¢ Oh! never mind,” said
we, ‘“it has been no inconvenience. How
is the baby now?” His lip quivered. ‘The

home

more zeal

—Too often in the vineyard of God do

«Mother couldn't get the clothes ready

man’s

had no

of us would die paupers.

in time,” said a sable son of Africa,

baby is dead I" How the w
our heart!—The baby is dead.

we

work for present results with a persistent
earnestness that would not accept defeat,
did we ‘lift up our eyes” from worldly
schemes ‘‘and look upon the fields that
even now are all ready for the harvest,”
we -

should soon joyfully know that * according
to our faith so wouldit be done unto us.”
If you

mother!

had the

tongue

of Apollos,

She could not go away in some quiet part and a large multitude for an audience, you
of her humble home and weep and mourn suppose that you might do something to-

ward serving men; but if like Jesus,” you

over her loss. No, even as the little one
layin its death robes, after she had tied the
bit of black on the handle of her cabin door

to let the thoughtless passer-by know
mourning

was there, back she must

would

that
go

think

to

her heavy labor at the wash-tub or over
the ironing'board. And after the poor little

for God.

baby is laid under its heap of earth, she

Selections.

And think you

Luther’s

not she yearns for the smile on that little
ebony face, and the pattering of those little
dark feet? Aye! and with as strong yearnings as any white mother in

the

J. HAYDEN,

Laat

hasmno time for the luxury of tears, for she
must tramp to the city and gather her
bundles. Customers must not be disap-

pointed even for death!

it worth while to talk to just

one lost sinner * by the well,” or in the
shop, or upon the way, you wouid be tak.
ing the surest method to do great things

Bereavement.

Luther was called to part with Magdalen
at the age of fourteen. She was a most
endearing child, and united the firmness

land—and

the old lie.
Or if fulfilled, but to with tears, and the heart quivering on: the ‘and perseverance of the father,-with the
entleness and delicacy of the mother.
wretchedness. Miserable gods they who be lip ; and with faltering voice and downcast
she ‘grew very ill, Luther said,
such by knowledge that knows not God. eye,does she reply to those who inquire, When
“ Dearly do I love her! hut O my God, if it
:
:
The tree of such knowledge is not the tree “ My baby is dead.”
Thy will to take her hence, I resign her .
The baby of a black mother is precious tobe Thee
of Life. Itis the tree of Death. So the
without a murmur.”

and

white-haired

traveler, in view

land of thie River
mortality, whereto
ing the true God
sent to be his way
his course, saw

of the

near

of Life and Tree of Imhe was coming by knowand Jesus whom he had
thither, now reviewing

it to

have

been to him

in

his youth. The mountain to which he had
aspired, though yielding fruits to his intellect, was a famine-desert to

fountain,

without

the

life,

his soul

to

left

his spirit.

water
its

of

Its

spiritual

death-thirst—the

death that never dies but as it is drowned
in the water of life. His intellectual ascension was spiritual sinking, as he used

wordly knowledge without the heavenly:
Science showed him Nature's processes,
through the little ‘extent of some links in
the chain of cause and effect. And because
the light of science could reach no ‘further,
nor his sense perceive further, he deemed

the origin and end discovered—origin,
process and end all in Nature—Nature its
own cause—no God before for beginning,
nothing after for its ending! The origin of
all in dust, the end in dust!
What then was for him? This mortal
life! And what to him this life? A turmoil, struggle, agony.
The elements at
war against mankind, and mankind against
the elements—and mankind at war against
each other.

. Cold, heat, malaria, infection,

pestilence; freezing, burning, sickening,
torturing all the living. Death the only
refuge, the only thorough and final cure.
Hunger-pains
and
surfeit-miseries—and
these begotten of one another! The poor
made poor to make rich the rich. The poor
wretched by their poverty; the rich miserable by their wealth. In ways innumerable
effecting innumerable and unspeakable
woes.
‘Man's inhumanity to man made
countless millions mourn.”
Some giddy
pleasures there were; and they were the
delirium of the fever preceding the re-active pains of remorsé ‘and collapse to despair and death. There were joys; but they
were

the

intoxication

of

delusion,

the

drunkenness by the tears of the wronged,
defrauded and oppressed—borrowings to
be paid in remorse and pains—the dancing
of maniacs to the music of their chains, and

of convicts on the gallows-scaffold.
He had not the means for joining the revel. - So, of necessity, he must be but a
spectator,

a sober

looker-on.

Té

such,

drunkenness appears what it is, while to
the drunken its foolishness is wit and wis-

dom, its poverty .and degradation

wealth

and honor.

He must needs suffer the sober

view of it.

He must needs" suffer in some

ways its penalties without
pleasures.

partaking its

No refuge, no rest from

it but

in death. And who would not sleep rather
Sai be awake to toil, vanity and pain? He
as without God in

the world, and

in the sight of God. These are the gems

He then approached
the. bed, saying to
her, “My dear little daughter, my
beloved

that-gild the canopy of heaven.. The ~ skin
is barely the envelope, the jewelis in the
casket. The beauties of the immortal mind
can shine as bright as heaven.
The infant
image of Jesus is internal. I think that
blackor white, red

or

one ere long. The
babes and others by
rapidly ; eternity is
Let all remember

day for distinguishing
their color is passing
soon coming.
that there is sorrow for

tawny,

will

be

Magdalen,you would willingly remain with
your earthly father; but if God calls you,
ou will also willingly go to your Heaveny Father.”
al 4
She replied, ¢* Yes, dear father; it is as
God pleases.”

all

¢ Dear little

girl,”

he

exclaimed,

* oh,

kow I love her! The spirit is willing, but.
the flesh is weak.”
He then took the Bible, and read to her
the passage in Isaiah: ‘‘Thy dead men .
those who chain and torture the immortal shall live, together with my dead body
mind. But in thé ranks of the blessed will shall they arise. Awake and sing, ye that
be seen, walking hand in hand, small and dwell in dust, for thy dew is ‘as the dew of
herbs, and the earth shall cast out the
great, clothed in whiite robes. The same dead.”
whiteness covers them; the same glory
He then said, ‘‘ My daughter, enter thou
:
endears them. Physical distinctions, and into thy resting-place in peace.”
She turned her dying eyes towards him,
distinctions made by money, are passed
away and lostin the beauties of an eternal and said, with touching simplicity, ‘Yes,
Heaven.

HH.

.

Sa

father.”

The night preceding

her death, Catharine,

worn out with watching, reclined her head
on the sick bed, and
slept.
When she

The Way to have Peace.

awoke, she appeared much agitated; and,
as soon as Philip Melancthon arrived, she

——

The President elect, after his nomination
last May, wrote a letter accepting the nom-

ination and closed with these words, *‘Let
us have peace.” That expression was used

hastened to him and told him her dream.
“I saw two young men, who seemed to
be clad in robes.of light, enter the room.
I pointed -to Magdalen, who lay quietly
sleeping,

and made

a sign to them

not

to

distarb her; but they said they came to
through the canvass. The use of it contin- conduct her to the bridal*ceremony.”
Melancthon was much moved, and afterues.
:
!
wards said to his wife, ‘“ These were holy
It is a magic seiitence. But it ought to .| angels that Catharine saw in her dream;
be felt that peace is not oftep purchased by | wr
they will conduct’ the virgin to her
talking about it.
bridal in the celestial kingdom.”
When her last moments were near, she,
To have peace in our country, some re-.
raised
eyes tenderly to her parents, and
forms must take place. The purity of the begged herthem
not to Jrvep for her. “I go,”
elective franchise ;—the ceasing of fraud said she, ¢‘ to my Father in heaven;” and a
.and robbery by those who are in office and sweet smilé irradiated her dying eounte:
knees,
handle the public money ;—sobriety instead nance. Luther threw himself upc
prayed God
of drunkenness by those who legislate or weeping bitterly, and fervently
to spare herfo them. Ina few moments
execute the laws, and disallowing systems she expired in the arms of her father.
often

by

political

speakers

and

writers

of organized wrong, flagrant injustice and

crime ;—all these and other similar offenses
must be done away.

“Let us have peace.” "We hear this some-

times in churches.
where.

Catharine, unequal to repressing the agony

of her sorrow, was at a little distance, perhaps unable to witness the last long-drawn
breath.

repeated

When

the scene was closed, Luther

fervently, “The

The lack of union, the unkind feel-

ings towards each other, the hard.speeches have produced unhappiness and prevented success. Dissatisfied and tired at
this state of things, it is proposed to have
peace. It strikes many favorably.
But the
right way to obtain it is sometimes overlooked. They propose to cease strife, drop
all complaints and endeavor to go on again
in concord and harmony,
- What is the way to have peace that shall

be such in reality and lasting?

The Bible

informs us, *‘ First pure, then peaceable.”
Correct disorders, remove errors, confess
| faults, pray with and for one another, then

there will be peace.

H. N.

heaven.”

Philip Melancthon, who with his

into the coffin, the father said, *‘ Dear little

Magdalen, I see thee now lifeless, but thou
wilt shine in the heavens

moralist

reminds

me

of the

from

weeds, and

quite as clear from profitable crops.
His
neighbors remonstrated against his allowing his lands thus to lie idle; but he answered, pointing in triumph to his grounds,
my

land is as clear from

weeds

rowful. It is wonderful to realize that she
is happy,—better taken care of,—and yet to
be so sad.”
Then turning to her mother, who was

bitterly weeping, he said, *‘Dear Catharine,
remember where she has gone;—ah! she

has made a blessed exchange.

fail to do what would be so easy in obtaining
The moralist may

care-

fully guard against destructive vices,but un-

less the sower who ‘* soweth the good seed”
shall cast into his heart the word 'of bis
grace, the seed of the hidden life, he will

gather no fruit to life eternald,

7

If all men had as good facilities for

getting

.The

heart

bleeds, without doubt,—it is natural that

it

should ; but the spirit, the immortal spirit,
rejoices. Happy are those who die young;
doubt—they

believe;

with

riches as they have for gaining

eternal life, probably there would he
|poor men on this globe.
4\ -

people were assembled to convey the body
to its .last

no

home,

some

friends. said they

sympathized with him in his affliction.
not sorrowful for me,” he replied,
sent a saint to heaven.
Oh, may

‘Be

“I have
we all

die such a death! Gladly would I accept it
now !"—Words of Hope.
+

Broken

as

yours.” Very well,” replied the neigh.
bor, ‘keeping down the weeds is right
and necessary, but this-alone will not fill
your cellars or barns: It seems to me to
be the greater pity that, while you kuep
your land so clear from weeds, yon should
valuable crops.”

I am

When the funeral took place, and the

farmer who carefully cultivated his grounds
and kept them very clear

as a star!

joyous in spirit, but in the flesh most sor-

them all is trust; they fall asleep.”

Chips.

“See,

be -

wife was present said, ¢* Parental love is an
image of the Divine love, impressed on the
hearts of men; God does not love the beings he has created less than parents love
their children.”
:
When they were about putting the child

children do not

———The

will of God

There have been un- done! yes, she has gone to her Father in

happy divisions, generally by wrong some-

no life

not that they may be placed above their fel- spoken, and the minister’s white cravat and to him ‘beyond it—his heaven the sleep of
lows, but that they may be the more fruit- the deacon’s long face went out at the door. the grave,
ful at¥profitable servants of their fellows. We have a model of religious intercourse in
But had never that name which brings
With him they are the gifts and instruments the conversation of Christ with the woman righteousness, peace, joy, eternal life
of Christ, and how much higher, and sweet- of Samaria, growing out of the slight cir- reached his ear? He had hehrd it with the
er, and purer, and tenderer, is family love cumstance of asking for a drink of water. outer hearing. But he shut it out by diswith such motives. Such an one may not Christ’s words were as natural as the open- belief from the ear of his
spirit. He even.
give to every call in church or neighbor. ing of -a blossom, and the woman sought took the worlds of which he had learned, or
hood or in the world ; he rather studies to truth from him with the ardor of a bee seek-. believed he had learned, and built of them
give where it will be the most judicious and ing his treasures among the petals. There a barricade against the admission of the
profitable for Christ.
To pin, to bestow a was no exhortation about the ineffable joys light and life to his soul.
What of the refew dollars for the building up of Christ's of heaven or the dread fires of hell, yet the demption of all the myriad worlds of illimkingdom is not like the bringirg into the woman went joyfully bounding back to the itable space? Would-the Maker and Lord
world of a man angid the throes of ghild- cityto tell of the new found Messiah, and of them all come to this, one of the least
birth, but ¢ it is more blessed to give than Jesus sat on the well alone and fed and of them, to suffer and die for only this one?
to receive.”
:
rested even his weary body with the food of ~was his answer to all he heard of an ofThe last work that I will mention, be- heavenly satisfaction.
fered Saviour.
It was the answer of a
longing to the laity, is the work of edificaReligious conversation is profitable only mind in conceited wisdom, ‘ dazzled to
tion. In its primary meaning this includes when there is some mutual relish for it. blindness" by the Tittle it saw, or imagined
both the preceding parts of my subject. ‘“ Then,” says one, ** we should never talk it saw, of science, and unconscious of its
Edification originally meant building up,and to the sinner.” How little do we know the own soul dead in unbelief. Had he known
as the building up in the gospel is the best minds of our fellows! How they, watch that soul, he would have known it to be, as
of all building up, the word has come to our life, and conversation with starving is each one of all the souls of the innumermean instruction alone in the gospel. It is eyes! Do’ we give them in our conver- able race in the lineage of the being creatgenerally assumed that this work belongs sation ‘“ a stone instead of bread,” and in ed son of God, a world in itself greater
only to the ministry. And with many it is our example “ a serpent instéad of a fish P” than all the material worlds of the universe
considered a mark of over-weening self: Around us are thirsty spirit longing for together—in the infinite Father's esteem
esteem and a lack of proper humility for a truth ; yet it will do no good to present the worth redeeming, event at the price of the
layman to try to edify, hough the spirit of truth in the form of an iceberg. Oh the life and death of Jesus.
truth may glow in his breast like
a flamé of inexpressiple coldness of religious converThe traveler, nigh to the full Paradise to
fire. - For this reason, among others, the sation from a legal sense of duty! The riv- which Jesus is the Why, seeing around him
laity do not strive to edify, but, laying er of life flowsin a channel of love. Many a world of souls dead as his own was, in
aside all reflection and originality, content complain that ¢‘ the sinner refuses to hear that term of his early years, struggled in
4)

yet how teartless are

| things than we havefor God, a large portion

tried to present general principles. I trust poor mother }—through secessity, she was
they find.a ready response in your hearts. laboring for us, while-her heart's darling
The laity are like coral insects working in lay sick and gasping and dying.
The baby is dead! And it was a little
the depths of the ocean. It is but little that
each one of us can do, yet the evangeliza- black baby, with cheek as sable as coal,
tion of the world will be the mighty aggre- and with crispy locks, but as dear “to that
gate in which is the little offering of our mother’s soul as the fairest lily in the white

wild exclamation of Archimedes of old,—** I

have found it! I have found it!” and when
the covenant meeting comes, with a heayving heart he speaks of what to him is so

~The
host

They have not sought an increase

Every man is tapable of instructing in his of truth; there has been no inward nor outown peculiar trade or business, for the ward flow, and like a pool that stands still;
simple .xeason that he gives it his daily | their souls have become a stagnant waste.

minsterto Christ. And I solemnly assert
that no man can be a well developed Chris-

have just now hinted, is the work of conse-

gladly

class are

d
st.

“Brethren and sisters in the laity, I have
thus briefly presented what, to my" mind,

The second work, and one at which we

and the sky

selves.

|a

the

ork of leading souls to

he

thought] and attention. So he who will
give religion his daily attention will be

who, fearing God's wrath and cowering at
. his thunderbolts, profess his name, put on tian until he lives to labor in this world,
set pirat
ieityorrH —~cRSbut who, if Clrists-vineyard, for-the-good-of-his-race:—

that writh were withdrawn

Cause |

instruct, belove to ad-

nal, we are to feed, clothe and
cause we love to, as we would

for utterance of His

live.

love, purity, meekness, patience, to the soul

‘The Work

life, yearning

‘word, which heard by the dead,

are the returning richesof development,

Chains.
—

i

}

»

)

A company of captives were one ay set at liberty.
For many
years they had been
“‘in bonds,” and the joy ofibeing free once
more was likes

foretastefof

heaven,

But

there was one who, instead of rejoicing in
his freedom, ‘gathered up
his broken fetters
and carried them with him on his homeward

ourney. Wherever he stopped, he might
{u a mourning—*‘Oh these ply
chains, what misery have they caused me!”
And at last death found him still hugging to
his heart lis broken chains.
Is it not so with many
who

have been

freed from the fetters of sin? Instead of
Soming into the fullness of the Ilberty wherewi
rist has made them free, they sit
Highin
of the

over their broken chains. (Instead
Te Deum, the Miserere is forever on

their lips. ¢¢ Oh my sins, my sins!” is the
burden of their song, notwithstanding they

have long since

received

the’ assurance of

The same benign influences which
mature the wheat also ripen the tares; and

forgiveness.

leaves and

receives her kiss of reconciliation, and goes.

these may stand in close relations, their
branches

intertwining, yet the

wheat shall be garnered and the tares shall
be destroyed.
How diligently we labor, how pa
’

Sins once blotted out should

be.remembered only to make us humble and
teful. ~The little child, peuliedpforthe

ault that has grieved, its loving mother,

back to play with a happy
? Should
it not be t us with God’s children P—The
Advance.
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as lang a threadas you like 0’ Gosp #dohble Soujefiia and marvels.
Uda
solation after it.” 4
is go
they are a power
in the preacher's
hell never having sought God. ~~
i: Gy
PROBABLY the largest Bible class in the
mind, and more AL heh of mhontal en- Yoru is that conductedin connection with
A
largement than any other
subject
¢an be
’s church in London,by Mrs.
‘80, of course, are they in the hearer’s mind, Bartlett, of which
- Effective Preaching.
interesting account is
pad because when a preacher is in good glten in a recent,annumber
of the Sunday
eat
himselt,
the
inevitable
laws
of
influence
In his addressat the centennial celebraSchool Teacher. 1Itis stated that on the
ache
it
somewhat
into
his
audienc;
tion of the North Church in Newburyport,
ation, about eight
first Sabbath of its
se
the venerable
Dr.
Withinoton-gavee+
di
be, ridav.
ago, three i

BY WoB.R.

Sweet is the peace that comes from thee,

My Saviour,
Lord and King;

-

‘What joy sweeps o’er my troubled soul
On Mercy’s hallowed wing.
|

soul, with sorrowsi

down

"In
grief looks up to Thee; F
And prays that mercy may be shown,
And pleads imploringly.

»

ih :

3

.

!

ese rich old gospel subjects to take hold | at the end of the first month
:of any sort of a soul; and
y because

«The

congregation,

as

was

that day, owned a black

O may I ever look to thee,
Thou only Power to save!
For Thou wilt bridge each dread abyss,
And calm each stormy wave.
Union, N: H,
:
a

very

slave.

customary at

The

discourse whichis so remote from

next

like to be free.. ‘Yes massa,’ said the ne0, ‘I do want to be free.” Well then said
is master, ¢ You are free; after hearing
that sermon and remembering that we are
hting for our liberties, I find it impossi-

school

«

y

his knife,” So said my friend in rather a
musing tone as we were discussing the

qualifications of an individual for a

we be consistent, how can we be indignant
at the
y of Great Britain, when we

next

persons have
m this re-

markable class.

some-

college at such. a time, naming the
The doctor replied that he was.
“I

there,” said the interrogator, ‘‘ and
you by your limp.” - ¢¢

Well” said

tor, ‘“it seems my limping made

year.
was

knew

the doc-

a deeper

© Adbertisements.

in Superintendents.

You

may

ed fires

have

© learned lessons without it.

But

amongst

mens

ed."—Biblicqi

t

dieth

not.

‘For

what mistakes in manner or language he
had made.
It was noteasy for his friend,

e under heaven given

whereby

we must be

Recorder.

sav-

the truest,

ighest, most Christian-like success you
canhot have unless you have more of Christ
in your heart.
can go into your school when
you are
away, and know just what sort of a man
> ou are. There's an aroma of a good Su-

perintendent in some schools.

and worm

there is no othe

a large school without it. You may have
a abd picnic without it. You may have
order; without it. You may even have well

The Conquered

Conqueror.

How little the circumstances of our death
and burial can be anticipated by us. Even
the king who has commanded armies and
nations, is

When ‘¢
William the Conqueror” lay dying
in the Monastery of St. Gervais, his son
William waited only to hear himself pronounced his successor to the throne of England, then he galloped off to secure his
prize of a crown, leaping his wretched
father to wrestle with
his antagonist—
Death—as best he could.
;
In a sulky mood his son: Henry lingered presence of God in His Word, then will the ‘about until his Jopacy Sus declared, and
teachér teach thus, and the scholar study in then he hurried offto the treasury, to weigh
the same spirit. The atmosphere through out his silver and secure it.
which a scholar will regard the Scripture
Just
as the sun was rising the last coners there

is life,

and

order,

and

outward

for all the rest of his life, is often

fixed

by

flict came, and when those

surrounding the

his teacher's way of teaching, and that is royal pillow perceived the hue of death setvery generally the reflection of the Super- tle over the face, the nobles, knights, and
intendent’s spirit.
wi
priests all departed to look after their severVery earnestly have I spoken, but I have al interests; and the conquered conqueror
spoken also very humbly. For I also am a was left alone.
Servants pilfered whatSuperintendent, and I would not press ever could be carried away, and there lay
these things upon your conscience any more the once powerful sovereign, deserted and
closely than upon my ewn.—S. S. Teacher. robbed by even his lowest menials.
What an impressive lesson it teaches us
with regard to the weakness.of worldly
Selling the Soul.
ower, the vanity of earthly greatness.
ow that the strength had departed from
The Rev. C. H. Spurgeon tells the fol- his gigantic form, he could not command
the presence of even his children. His
lowing story in one of his sermons :—
whole treasury of gold and silver could not
There is a story told of a most eccentric buy their affectionate attendance in his last
minister, that walking out one morning
he
moments. Even his burial was delayed for
saw a man going to work, and said to him, the payment of sixty sous, which the man
‘“ What a lovely morning! How grateful claimed who owned the ground in which his
we ought to be to God for all his mercies !” grave had been dug.
The man said he did not know much about
Surely ‘‘we brought nothing into this
it.
Why,” said the minister, ‘‘1 suppose world, and it is certain we can. carry nothyou always pray to God for your wife and ing out.” All of King
William's riches
- family—for your children—don’t * you?” were of this world, and
the spoiler was
““ No.” said he,

“I do not know that I do.”

« What,” said the minister, “do you never
pray?” * No.” Then Iwill give you half
a crown if you wilkpromise me

will
he,
to
half

you

never

as long as ever you live.” = ¢* Oh, says
‘“I shall be very glad of half a crown
get me a drop of beer.” He took the
crown, and promised never to pray as

long as he lived.

He went to his work, and

when he bad been digging fora little while,
he thought to himself, ‘That's a queer
thing—I've

taken

never to pray as ong

money,

it over, and it made

and

promised

89 I live.” He thought

him feel wretched.

went home to his wife and told

her

spoiled, even before the turf was

his breast.

self, and is not rich toward God.”

It we have bound hearts to us by love and
kindly deeds, we shall be honored and
truly mourned when we depart. If we
have laid up treasure in heaven, we shall
have an inheritance to enter into,

He commenced

when

we

leave our possessions’ here. ‘‘ An inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that
fadeth not away.”—=8S. 8. Times.

of it.

This was

all his thought—that hé had sold himself to
the devil for money, and would soon be car-

*ried off to hell,

X

He

upon it, it was the devil, you've sold yourself to the devil for half a crown.” This so
bowed the poor wretch down that he did not
himself.

on

“So is he that layeth up treasure for him-

attending

places of worship, conscious that it was of
no use, for he had sold himself to the devil,

but he was really ill, bodily ill, through the
fear and trembling which had come upon
him, One night. he recognized in the

——

The truths of Christ and his cross have
been studied and publicly dispensed for
long generations now, and the minds of
men in these Christian lands have become
somewhat familiar with them, so that one
might conclude on natural principles that
the pulpit, if it is to have much freshness
and much acceptance with the people, must
mingle something a little modern with
these

venerable

old

writings;

but

going

to: school

a little longer.

No

one

regular as the waves, and

not at all depending on the sense.
uses one part

Another

of his throat, Weaking

upon

it unnaturally, till you are sure
he. will
have the ‘ministers ail.” Why cannot some
kind friend tell him ?"
«0, they call that their peculiar manner
or style.”
“Yed, and a very ruinous style it is.
However, I don’t suppose our talking of i$
will help the

matter.

What a dull

world

it would be if we were all perfect. To be sure
a little improvement would be & good thing,
but I fear till the end of the chapter we
shall have to go on saying, ‘“ He's a very
good man, but—he eats with his knife.”
—Congregationalist.

Telescope and Microscope.
—

While the telescope enables us to see a
system in every siar,.the microscope unfolds to us a world in every atom. The
one instructs us that this mighty globe,
with the whole burden of its people and
its countries,
vast field of

is but.a grain of sand in the
immensity—the other, that

every atom may harbor the tribes and families of a busy population. © The one shows
us the insignificance of the world we inhabit
—the other redeems it from all its’ insignificance;

for it tells us

that in

the

leaves

of every forest, in the flowers of every garden, in the

waters

of every

rivulet, there

are worlds teeming with life, and numberless as the stars of the firmament. The
one suggests tous that above and beyond
all that is visible
gions of creation
ly along,
and
Almighty’s hand

the

to man, there may be rewhich sweep immeasuracarry the impress of the
to the remotest scenes of

universe—the other, that

within

and

beneath all that minuteness which the aided

eye of man is able to explore,
be a

world

there may

of invisible beings;

and

that,

could we draw aside the mysterious veil
which shroudsit from our senses, we might
behold a theater of as many wonders

as as-

tronomy can unfold—a universe, within the
compass of a point so small as.to elude all
the powers of the microscope, but where

athe Almighty Ruler of all things fiids room

.| for the exereise of his attributes, where he
can raise another mechanism of worlds, and”

Wid yet New. 1

‘Well, John,” said she, ‘‘ you may depend

know what to do ‘with

placed

nateasy for him, but the effect was
®nd lasting. In fact,it was merely

a rise and fall as

powerless before his last enemy.

prosperity, but there is no feeling of Christ’s
‘presence in his word. The observer feels
that there is a Superintendent who either
does not live near to Christ, or who fails to
make his Christian spirit felt in the school.
As the Superintendent is, so are the teachers. If Christ is vividly
present in his
prayers and other exercises, if he feels the

it was
good

surely need be ashamed of that.”
“Well, I wish some of our ministers
would adopt that plan. How many faults
would be corrected. One man is too mo-,
notonous, another has a regular sing-song

—

But. in oth-

if

we

appeal to fact and experience, we find that
preacher
the very man who had given him. these ancient and well-worn themes do
the half-crown,
and probably the preacher take hold of the mind as no others do. No
recognized him, for the text was, ‘ Whas minister has power in speech unless he is
shall it profit a man if he shall
gain the pretty well absorbed in what he is saying;
whole world and lose his own soul?” The and every one who has triedit knows, that
preacher remarked that he knew a man of all the mighty stimulants to the mind
who had sold his soul for half a crown. there are none which so take hold of it and
The poor man rushed forward and said, warm it and expand it in grand outlays of
‘Take it back! Take it. back!” . ¢ You energy, and thrill it and in ‘every’ way put
said you would never pray,” said the min- Ait on its very best, a8 the facts and truths of
ister. ‘* if I gave you half a crown; do you Christ do. They are larger than any thing
want to
pray? «Oh yes, I would
give else. They touch more .interests. They
the world ‘to bb aHowed to -pray.”
That reach back into and involve the whole naman was a great fool to sell his soul for ture of God. They carry in them the deshalf a crown, but some of you-are a_greab tiny of man, they ueapy the angels, and
deal bigger fools, for you never had the our immortal life shall be but yne ever-

| As

Best

‘Baker

Peirac

af.

fo
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PROVIDENCE,

fill and animate them all with
his glory.— Chalmers.

evidences of

GREELEY'S

explained and

secures every

purchaser

thing

that

taken that its

A CLEVER old-school deacon in Litchfield
county was asked, ‘What is the difference
between old divinity and new ?” Answer:
«Old divinity sends the prodigal son home
in rags and utter
poverty; “new divinity
brings him back with money enough to pay
his expenses.”
Tue Advance quotes a shrewd Scotchman
as saying, ¢ You never saw a woman

sew-

ing without a needle ! She would make but
or speed if she only sewed wi’ the thread.
0, I think, when we are

will first be
of THE

NEW YORK TRIBUNE, and will appear in all its editions—DAILY, SEMI-WEEKLY,
and WEEKLY.
The
work will contain the best results of the observations

and study of a lifetime, and, as the question of Protection to American Industry concerns our entire
“people, it will be looked for with great interest. In

addition to this workby Mr. Greeley, THE TRIBUNE
has

engaged

George

Geddes,

one

of the

best

and

most successful farmers in the country, and other

I

H

REEDS

home and

foreign

interest,

together

with

full

carefully printed reports of the markets, will be
furnished from week to week, and at a lower price
than that of any other newspaper in America. By
pursuing this policy THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has attained its present commanding influence and circulation, and we enter upon the new ycar with an assurance to our readers that no pains and no expense
will be spared to give it still greater usefulness and
power, and to make it a yet more welcome visitor to
every fireside in the land.

GREELEY’S HISTORY OF THE WAR.
THE TRIBUNE also proposes to send The American
Conflict,” by Horace Greeley, in 2 Vols, of 648 and
782 pages respectively, to clubs on terms stated below.

Co. as.

dealing

with sin-

ners we maun aye putin the needle o'the
law first; for the fact is they're sleepin’
gonnd, and they need to be awakeped-up
wi’ something sharp. But when we've got
the needle o' the law fairly in, we may draw

CES.

scholars

who

can,

with,

a few

hours

of

attention,

iraise a Tribune Club an'd secure the history.

Almost

any one who wishes can now obtain it by giving a
few hours t6"procuring subscriptions for THE TRIB-

UNE among his fidnds and neighbors, and
many will

be

incited

to do

so.

The

we

work

hope

will

be

Club,

TRIBUNE, Mail Subscribers, $10 per

annum,

:

SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE :
i
Mail Subsefibers, $4 per annum. Five copies or
over, $3 each; 16 copies, $45. For $34, 10 copies,
and Greeley’s History ; for $63, 20 copies and Greeley’s
History + for $116, 40 copies and Greeley’s History.
WEEKLY TRIBUNE:
Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 5 copies, $9; 11
copies to one address, $15; 10 copies and Greeley’s Historo one address, $20; 21 copies, te one address, $25;

20 copies and the History, to one address, $31; 50 copies,to one address, $59; 50 copies and the History, to
one address $56; 11 copies, to names of subscribers, $16;
10 copies; fo names, with one copy of the History,
#21; 21 copies, fo names, $27; 20 copies, to names, with

one copy of History, $33; 60 ‘copies, fo names, $55; 50
copies, fo names, with one copy History,
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cels every other attachment of this class in the beau
and variety of its effects, the ease with which it is used,
and its freedom from liability
to 5% out of order.—
Solid

Walnut

Case,

Carved,

and

Paneled.

(New

Style, No. 21.) THIS 1S THE FINEST ORGAN OF ITS
SIZE AND CAPACITY WHICH CAN BE MADE. $170
Price

free to any applicant.
HAMLIN

ORf

Address THE MASON &

CO,, 154

596 Broadway, New York.

Tremont St., Boston; or

oh

3t2

Desiccated Codfish,

;

Tos

Salt

© ‘Someof the most Fascinating and Brilliant WriMRS. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
E. SFUART PHELPS,
MRS. LOUISE CHANDLER MOULTON,
PAUL DU CHALILLU, and others.
Its articles are mostly
ori
1, th
actical in their character, }

Fish Co.

AGENTS

One pound equal to four pounds in the usual state.

Put up ready forimmediate use. Can be freshened
in TWO MINUTES.
Every family should try it.
Ra=For sale by all Grocers.

HENRY MAYO & Co , Boston,and
DODD, TARR & Oo, Gloucester.

Asthma! Asthma! Asthma!
Cured certain and speedily by ‘DR. RHOADES’ MEDICATED ASTHMA CURE;”

world;

will cure

the greatest inhaler in the

the most stubborn

LIGHT ON
ELDER

Rages.

D.

Cases, no matter

12mo.,

FREEMASONRY.

BERNARD,

cloth.

Sent

Revised

post

ALLEN’S

Edition.

500

for $2.

Ad-

paid,

ess, (or'send for a circular,

. J.

ton, Ohio.

e HAL

.

SHUEY, Day-

“Great American Scout and Spy.”
A true story of the adventures of MR. C. L. RuGGLES, commonly called “General Bunker,” while actjogs a Federal
Scout and Spy quting the Great Rebellion. This book,written by
self, is full of thrill
ing and interesting incidents, and is instructive and

amusing

to both young and old.

Itis endorsed and

certified to by Generals Grant, McPherson, John A..
Logan, Ross,Force, Leggett and others,and is worthy
the at-ention of and reading by all. Sold only by
Subscription,

ALLEN & SHAILER,
199 Washington Street, Boston,

GENERAL NEW ENGLAND AGENTS.

1869.

Cae

LUNG BALSAM.

WANTED

' ®10 CANVASS FOR THE

how long standing; never fails, For sale by H. E.
BREHM, Middletown, Conn. Price 50 cts., by mail.
556 cents.
:
412
By

Seka

- Sub cription price, $1.50 a year. For sale by
Newsdealers,
rice & Cents single Copy.
With a circulation of nearly 50,000 each week, the
Companion is one of the best
ums for advertising
in New England. For terms, address T.C. EVANS,
Adveriising Agent, 106 Washington Street, Boston,
8t1}--P
Y MASON & CO.,
Publishers, Boston,

| anufactured by the

Gloucester & Boston

By Finely Executed Cuts.
Tt is an eight-page paper, and without exception the
Largest or) Pen
Youth’s Publication in the
ters contribute to its columns, among whom are

.

Many other styles. at proportionate
prices. A new
illustrated Catalogue of Styles, and
Price List; also
Circular with 1.lustrated déscription of improvergents
introduced by the Compnny
8 season, will be sent

Wm.

H LYWAN'S

Illustrated
And Cstalogue

2mosl

Floral

of SEEDS

1869.

Guide

and

PLANTS,

is

now published, containing descriptions of over 1,600

Fbysicians who have failed to cure their patients
should try this medicine betore they ge the case up,
as we know very many valuable
lives have heen

varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants. It is splendidly illustrated with about thirty el
t wood engravings and two beautiful colored plates; one of which

saved b,

will

eng Prrsuadioy to give it a trial.

DON’T
DESPAIR because all other remedies have
failed, but try this remedy and you will not be deceived.
The proprietors of this valuable BALSAM take pleasure in calling to it the attention of all medicine dealers desiring that they procure a supply of it
and recommend it to their afilicted patrons and
friends. It wall stand the test for merits as has the
celebrated Pain Killer.

IT WILL CURE WHEN
OTHERS FAIL
Accompany

ALL

ITIS

BANNER

OUR

AIM
news of salva:

To show by authentic narratives how

find their Saviour.
To

lost

stimulate Chrigtians to seek the lost,

them to Jesus,
To enforce the requirements
without fear or favor.

¢“Mrs.

sinners

}

and guide

.
of Christian morality
Ne

To give such religious intelligence as will
the progress of Christ’s kingdom.

indicate
:

To furnish a religious newspaper for the family so
cheap thate
body can take it.
4
TERMS—Single copy 35 cents; 5 copies $1; 20

others on receipt of ten

parish is thoroughly canvassed.
copies sent free. Now is the time to sub-

the American Tract Society,
Boston.

2t3

Physiology, ’hrenology,

chology.

Their

Physiognomy,

application

to HUMAN

MENT— Physically, Intellectually,
and
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL is only
or, to Clergymen
and to clubs of ten,
Single numbers by first post, 30 cents.
R. WELLS, 389 Broadway, New York.

and Psy-

IMPROVE-

Spiritually.
$3 a year;
only $2.—
Address S.

“Jt isa first-class family Journal.”—XN.
Y. EvePost.
* Edited with marked ability.”—Cnristian Inquirer.
‘‘ Very instructive.”—N. Y. Christian Adv cate. ** Always up to a high standard of literature,”

— Wheeling Iniglligencer.
ter.’—Examiiel

land.—Ru
Premiuing

rat

New
given.

* Prices

‘* Filled with valuable mat.

*‘* Deservedly

Yorker,

popular

all over

Agents wanted.

Si

the

Liberal
412

:

of Freewill Baptist Books,

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.
Price.

Psalmody, 18me. in, Sheep,
do
do

Postage.

Total.

single,
dozen,

1,00
9,60

20
2,28

single,

dozen,

,85

8,18

,08

96

9,14

single,
dozen,

1,60
15,36

,—
8,26

1,
18,62

dozen,

11,52

2,40

13,9

do
0)
do.
dozen,
do
.
do Paper Covers, single,
do
0
dozen,
Life of Marks,
single,
dozen,
0
do

#30
°,15
1,44
1,00
9,60

102
28
20
240

17
17
1,20
12,00 .|

2%

-

270

do
do

Embossed Morocco, gingle, 1,10
do
do
dozen, 10,56

do

82mo.

do

do

Butler's Theology,
do
do

History,
d0
Christian Baptiam, Bound,

gingle,

single,

Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do

single,
dozen,

Treatise,

0z¢
sine

Wh,

Thoughts’ When Thought,
do
0
do
The Book of Worship,
0
0
0
Story of Jeeus, (Ques. Book

1,20
25

single,
ozen,
single,
dozen,
Engle,

,80
2,88

25
2,10
1,00
960
3

,16
1,96

,20
04

08
60s
.
56

Minutes

0

of General ®onfernee,

A There is no
dozen,

1,20
11,88

1,26
12,52

,98

‘1,

(Sveriasiing),

3,48

2,16
04
04
44
,04
|
oS

:
A
2,44
18
1,66
1

ozen

We

vB

oF

y

y

i
single,
,75
.,20 . 90
discount on the Minutes by the

with gilt edges; price

is not half the

Address Wm. H,

LYMAN,

Address AMERICAN

WIRE CO., 75 Wil-

ting

Machine is

cheaper

and

superior in

all points

than any other, SAMPLE STOCKING sent WHICH NO
OTHER
MACHINE CAN MAKE.
Low price. Machines
taken in exchange. N.CLARK, Agen', 13 Washington Street, Boston.

4wl

TEACHER

WANTED.

A Teacher for the Spring term of Parsonsfield
Seminary is wanted. One preferred who ean supply
the Pulpit for a moderate compensation. For further particulars
apply to
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Ch. of Ex, Com.
North Parsonsfield, Dec. 30, 1868.

BONE

iwl

DUST.

1—~COARSE and FINE. MIXED
2—-FINE, suitable
for Drilling. 3—FLOURED BONE.
$A. WE WARFANT

OUR BONE

TO ANALYZE PURE,

Packed in bbls. of 250 lbs. each.”
For Winter grain,
Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have

produced most remarkable effects. Sold as low as
any article of same purity and fineness in the market,

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
We offer this Phosphate confidently as being as
good if not superior, to any éver made or sold in this
market, containing
a larger amount of soluble Phoshate and Ammonia than usual in Superphosphates.

for PEMRANENT,

as well as for immediate powerful

IT

HAS

NO

EQUAL.

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.
T=

LODI

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

the

oldest and largest concern of the kind in the United States, possessing extraordiutry facilitics for the
manufacture of Fertilizers, controlling exclusively the
night-soil, offal, bones and dead animals of New York,
Brooklyn and Jersey’ cities, as also the great Communipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit custom
ers

’

,

8,000

Lia

TO.VS

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRETTE,
Made from night-soil, blo8d, bones and offal,
"=
ground to a powder,
1ts effects have been most astonishing, doubling the
crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earlier.
Equal to the best brands of Super-Phosphate for
Present Crop, although sold only for THIRTY DOLLARS per ton,
Packed in bbls. of 25¢ lbs. cach.
Price in New York, $33 ,00 per Ton of 2,000
Ibs. For Price Lists, Circulars, &c., apply to

J. F.SHORES,fJR.,

PORTSMOUTII,N.

OR LODI MANUFACTURING
66 CORTLAND STREET,
P. 0. Box, 3139.

C0),
Nuw

H.

YORK,
émib .

HOW TO SAVE MONEY.
EFORE purchasing the Metropolitan Organ, or
any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, yon may learn
how to save money in purchasing and also how to
preserve your instrument and. always oop it in
good tune, by addressing
L, L. HARMO! f
:
Smortf]
Portsmouth, N, H,

ALL GOOD BOOK AGENTS
Can hear of

EXT IR

INDUCEMENTS, by

calling at or addressing

Shaw

&

Sanford.

22 Bohool Street,

Boston.

ANTED
— AGENTS

—

3

Bo
——

$75 to

$300

oF

MGUth, bvory whet male and 38
} $300
the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON SENSE
FAMILY
BEWING
MACBINE.
This Machine

will stitch, hem,
fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid
nd
embroider in & most su
manner. Prico
only 818, Fully warranted for five yoars, Wo will
pay $1000

for any machine that will sew a stronger,

more beautiful, or morg elastio seam than ours. It
makes tho ‘‘ Elastic Lock Stiteh,” Every
second
) stitch can be cut, and in the oloth cannot be pulled
} Spats without tearing it. ‘We pay Agents from §75 to
$ ors

month and expenses, or a commission from
ha
Address,

SRCOMB & ‘C0, FIFTSBURGH,PA, | BOSTON MAS

THE
BOOK OF
WORSHIP.
have a few copies of this work in Embossed

morocco

which

am st., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn &t., Chicago, Ill.
[4t1
N TED
Applications for circulars
A
« stating why the Lamb Knit-

20

,
2,66
1,
11,76
re

Lessons for every
Sundayin
Aig
the Year, (
. Book)gingle,
20
do
do
do
ozen, 2,00
Appeal to Conscience,
‘pingle,
°,14
do
do
do
dozen, 1,85
Communionist,
single,
A
0
ozen
,Chotalist,
single, Bc:

&c.

effect upon land,

GOOD THING.—A PICTORIAL MAGAZINE
OF HUMAN SCIENCE, for 1869, containing Ethnology,

cents,

actual cost.
:
I am also introducing to the Public ny new Tomato,the LX’ MAN MAMMOTH
CLUSTER,
Dr. D. Rice, says: “Everybody should have it.”—
For illustrated circular, containing description, rec-

he “ CHILD AT
HOME,” we endeavorto make
the BEST periodical in the country for children; and
believe it unsurpassed, either-in beauty of design or
adaptation to the spiritual wants of the young, by

mon ag

Geranium;

rections for Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &c. This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all

copies $3 60; 40 copies $6.

Street,

Pollock’

colored from nature.
In it will be found, designs for
Arranging the flower garden; together with full di-

ommendations,

Each Bottle.

To PUBLISH THE GOSPEL—the good
tion by Jesus Christ.

be, the celebrated

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, Mass.
Ww.
00 Per Year guaranteed, and steady employ] 10
ment. We want a reliable
agent in every
county to sell our Patent White Wire
Clothes Lines,

Is a paper for the people and for Christian workers.

one

Friends wishing to secure the History on these terms
must send the Clubs precisely as we have stated them.
SEMI-WEEKLY and WERKLY subscriptions must not be
mixed in one Club, when made up to secure the History.
Terms, cash in Advance ,

3

FIVE STOPS, with Tremulant; Solid Black Walnut

$61.

The money must, in all cases, be received-at
time, and the papers be sent to one Post-Ofiice.

og

Well

g

This history has received from all quarters the

highest commendations for accuracy of statement
and fullness of detail. Itis substantially bound, and
must be deemed valuable addition to any library.
These volumes should be placed in every School District library in the lang,
and each school contains

a

wires, ate Soman

Fhe following are examples of our reduced scale of

in
of
and

M

FERRY,N.

RR

st an ex-

ARD OF EXCELLENCE in their department,at prices as,
low or even less than than those demanded for inferior Organs.
!
oth

dress itself to the wants of the great farming class. | see that the
Specimen
Reviews of new publications, and of what is new in
scribe.
music and the fine arts; letters from different parts
Published
164 Tremont
of the world—some of them of rare interest to the

farmer, as showing the progress of agriculture
other countries; editorial essays on all topics

"

"STA

“ye

any Sabbath Schoo paper now issued.
;
able writerson Agricultural subjects, to write reguerms—single copies 30 cents; six copies $1; fifty
larly for its columns. The American Institute Farcopies $751; 100 copies $12.
i
he “CHILD AT
HOME” mn colors, isthe only
mers’ Ciub will continue to be reported in THE SEMIpaper of the kind printed in this country.
.It is
WEEKLY and WEEKLY TRIBUNE. No farmer who
rinted in several brilliant colors, and is very attractdesires to till the soil with profit, and to know the ive, and when bound in a volume it makes a beautiful PICTURE ALBUM.
progress constantly made in the science of his callTerms—for less than ten copies, fifty cents each; for
ing, can afford to neglect the advantages of a newsten or more, forty cents each.
;
:
paper like THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, especially when
Any person subscribing for twelve copies, with $6,
it unites with agriculture other fegéures of interest
may receive the “SABBATH AT HOME” free.
hese periodicals are evangeli¢al and strictly unand profit. THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE contains a sum- |
denominational.
mary of all that appears in THE Daliy and SemrWe make Rn ial appeal to pastors, deacons, and
Superintendents of Sabbath Schools. Will you not
WEEKLY editions, while in addition it is made to ad-

DAILY

;

This work

TERMS OF THE TRIBUNE:

As Love is the most valuable
objects are worthy.

vindicated.

»

Advantages,—Retired location, yet easy of access;
-orbitant rice, and saves necessity
for
ring.
“No saloons, or places of idle resort;
corps of
They solicit comparison of the prices
in their new
teachers;
Thorough instruction, &c.
:
;
Catalagne (just issued,) with those of inferior
OrPupils
received
at any time..Send for Circular. 4t1
gans; with careful examination and Somparison of
Tv
oR
;
|B
y
8
ol
8 pe:
?

THE CHRISTIAN

WAR,

given to the public through successive issues

mized in one

—

we can bestow, care should be

THE

MR. GREELEY proposes to write, during the year
1869,an elementary work on Political Economy, wherein the policy of Protection to Home Industry will be

Varieties.
—

OF

promptly forwarded, prepaid, by express or by mail
on receipt of the required subscriptions.

A —————-—

#

HISTORY

R.I.

Qava, adopted snd wil Military & Collegiate Institute,

Directions

GREELEY ON POLITICAL
ECONOMY.
:

:

MANUFAS

Wh

a
ve
ado)
Ww
the policy of printing
their, Price
Lists and Circular 8 their very lowest prices, which
are, therefore, alike to all and subject to no discount.

Dealers treble their sales with them.
Ask your Grocer or Druggist for them, J. W. Coltons,
N. Y., Depot, Dickinson and Lathrop, 71 Maiden Lane, N.Y.
[ eowly.

HORACE

Randall,

G

he5ay adhere
rl
announ
0
8 system

&

ORGAN AND MELODEON

—At-Prices of Inferior Work;

a

impression than my preaching.” +¢¢Ab,
what responsible post.
:
doctor,” was the reply, with ready wit, ¢ it
Sunday and look around. Your spirit will are holding our fellow-creatures in bondI laughed out, * What are you dréamin
is the highest compliment we can pay a
be the
spirit
of this school. If you are inof? You remind me of one of the ol
age?’
For
aught
I
know
that
black
man
different in your treatment of sacred things, was the first emancipated slave in the Uni- Sunday-school books. ‘John Wise was minikter, to say that heis known by
his
s0 will these teachers be. If your heart is ted States.”
born at an early age of poor and pious, walk rather than by his conversation.”
e
4 but honest parents,’
not near to Christ, this school will be cold,
as if ‘poverty and piety
NONE or the Evangelists, not even the beand dull, and barren. Look at the upturnwere incompatible with Honey:
Be ay,
ed faces. Look down even into the upwhat has his
ness to do with his’ man- loved discipie and bosom friend of Jesus has
The
Name
of
Jesus.
given us the least hint of his countenance
turned hearts that are watching
you. Te
ner of eating?”
stature. In this respect our instincts of
—
Ge.
you were nearer Christ what might you not
¢ Surely nothing, but I was cogitating. and
Jesus Christ!" What a name!
Full of In that position Mr. J. would have so much natural affection have been wisely overruldo. By these souls committed to your
care, by these teachers who will not be significant meaning ; fraught with weighti- more influence if he had a tzifle ‘moré- the ed. He who isthe Saviour of all and the
more in earnest than you are, by the judg- est import. No othersname in the universe habits of I wont say a gentleman, for he is perfect examplar of humanity should not be
ment seat of Christ, by elernity itself, I be- of which so much can be said, around a gentleman to his heart's core, but refine- identified with the particular: lineaments of
race or nationality. We should cling
seech you be a better Christian man than which so much clusters, upon which so ment and cultivation. He shows so much one
much depends.
‘Thou shalf
call his the want of early training, not only by tothe Christ in the spirit and in glory rathyou are.
See
Do notaffectpiety. If there is any abom- name Jesus,” said the angel to his parents, this careless habit, which amuses you so, er than to the Christ in the flesh. Nevertheless there must have been an overawing
ination in” the i
itis the Superintendent “for he shall save his people from their but by some of his language.
He evidently majesty and irresistible.charm even in his
sins.”
Noother
name
would
express
the
who “puts on” pious ways.
It is hypocknows not grammar, and says ‘ had ought,’
HT
Fron if you do it from mere
desire object of his mission so well, or con- (though-he does not quite say don’t ought, ) personal appearance to the spiritual eye, to
account for the readiness with which the
“to be impressive, it is cant! Children see vey so much richness of meaning and and things like that.”
:
disciples forsaking all things ‘followed him
through it. It Jens them. Away with significance. ‘*Jesus"—Saviour—*‘shallsave
‘ Well, then you think he wont doif he
your pious tone and precisely solemn face, His people from their sins.” The world of eats with his knife and pours his. tea into in reverence and boundless devotion. He
had not the physiognomy of a sinner. He
and prayer-meeting phrases. These chil- sin conquered, at the same time that his his saucer?”
from his eye and countenance the
dren are not to be impressed with sounding people are saved. Divinity in humanity—
I did not say anything of this habit; reflected
of a sineity incarnate—eternity linked to time— indeed, I approve of it, rather than to burn serene peace and celestial beauty
brass. They penetrate the sham.
And if
less soul in blessed harmony with God. In
they do not,
God does.
But the children purity and innocence, stooping down to one’s mouth and spoil the teeth.
I suppose the absence of authentic representation,
‘do, and all unnatural mouthing makes them pity and to save the lost and ‘most vilely the trouble is that it implies undue haste.
Christian art in its irrepressible desire to
polluted—blackness of guilt at once for- We should take the world more easily.”
hate the religion that you burlesque.
exhibit in visible form the fairest among the
Do not say that the responsibility
is too given and oblivionized—and immortal
“Well, what can we do?”
eat, and that you will resign:
No shal- spirits’ in bondage set at liberty and puri*“ That's just what I do not see. These children of men, was left to its own imperfect conception of ideal beauty.
awer deceit does Satan palm off upon us. fied, redeemed.
little things that really tell against the man —Dr.
Schaff.
Surely,
this
is
a
name
above
every
name.
You cannot shirk responsibility.
Go bury
—his bad grammar especially—might be
your talent in a napkin, and then tell the A name to be honored, rot dishonored— easily corrected, if he were made aware of
JUDGE all that hypocritical stuff about to be loved and revered, not, blasphemed. them. But there is just the point, no one
your being
afraid ot responsibility. How And although a name of terrible import dares tell him. It is a most delicate thing
terrible will your cowardice look to you in to the condemned sinner, who sees in it only to say to a man, ‘ You made this and that
“Enemy” and Judge, of might to con- mistake ; and you have this and that habit
the day of judgment.
But feel your accountability none the less. demn; it is a name in which His people, which should be corrected.” Very few
- Cry out with Paul, * Who is sufficient for the redeemed, can “rejoice all the day,” men will bear it, and, moreover, they will
Colton’s
Select
Flavors
these things?” Let the sense of your own and ‘“be exalted in His righteouness.”
enerally say, ‘Iam as I am, take me or
. OF THE CHOICEST FRUITS AND SPICES.
weakhess overwhelm you. Let the burden
eave me alone.’ They are not conscious of
¢ How sweet the name of Jesus sounds
. Their Strict Purity, Delicious Flavors, Un=
of souls rest upon you. Carry it in your
their deficiencies, or a certain pride makes rivaled
Strength and Great: Economy
are adIn a believer’s ear!
devotions. Let it lie down with you upon
avors
them unwilling to see them. If a man only tracting a trade from Lovers of Choice
It soothes his sorrows, heals his wounds,
‘which
18
without
a
Parallel.
your bed. Let the picture of these upturnAnd drives away his fear.”
*
knows, it is half the battle.”
* The great secret of their successis they are the #rue
ed eyes and hearts never leave you. But
“I knew a certain professor, lecturer, rich flavors of the fruits of GREAT STRENGTH.
Ex-Gov. James Y. Smith of Providence, R. I.
do not let them drive you from your work. | Dear reader, there is no true‘pledsie out who was conscious of some deficiencies,
says: “My wife pronounces them superior to any
of Jesus. Whatever may be your present he did not exactly know what.
Let them drive you to Christ. The same
He knew Flavoring
Extracts she has ever used.”
:
Paul who said, *“ Who is sufficient for these favorable condition, depend upon it, there he understood his subject, at least; and he
Ex- Gov. Wm. A. Buckingham of @onnecticut
says:
‘For
a
long
time
we
have
used
them,
and
things?” said also, ** Our sufficiency is of is no happiness, no heaven separated from engaged a friend
whose advantages had find them very fine.”
Jesus!
:
God.”
been greater, to criticise each lecture, and
De. Jo a,
oliand ( Timothy Titcomb), author ot
&¢., ©
el
ass., says:
ey
Only death, eternyl unrest, never quench- come to him afterward and tell him just Kathrina,
I plead for a more. profound and tender
are the Standard in Rl ths vicinity?
picty

Cretthe

were

asked him if he was not the chaplain of the

‘“Heis a very good man, but he eats with

PW,

Go into your

t

He Eats with his Knife.

ble to retain you in bondage if you want to
Yet this Sennen Sontaied only
You have now the highest motive for liv- beone free.”
paragraph against slavery: ‘How can
ing near to Christ. Your success depends
on this.

| ©

|

failitios an experienced WOTRMOh, (
At Ox¥rORD, some twenty years ago, a accumulated
as to have scarcely more of him in it than
gethey With die
ant bo ibd ge
ted
an algebraic equation or a table of log- |tutor
of one of the tolleges limped in his and co
ce the|
them
em to
conwalk. Stopping one day last summer at a’ best work at the retest economy of cost, an
arithms.—The Advance.j
of er their w
wn
Organs,
ers
railway station, he was accosted by a weli- Sheue Fae Exposition
Medal and seventy-five other
known
politician, who recognized him, and first preminms, which are the ACKNOWLEDGED S8TAND-

morning after the sermon, I understand he
went to his slave and asked him if he would

Sabbath School Superifitendents. |
—

there

More than seven hundred
rying them home to their mark super-, been received to the church
naturally, and as he never will any ow it

remarkable effect.
of the sermon

was this: ‘Oneof the leading men of the

g

My soul thou wilt release.

_ Bdbertisements.

GO

regular attendants. ‘The interest
having once decided‘on the
cnlar fourteen
oceypied the pulpit of that church on the God
awakened increased, until,” after several
set
and
round
of
subjects
which
he
wants
.| 5th of June, 1774, and he “lifted up his
changes of location, made necessary for
reached as the constituent and working want of space, the average
voice
against the law of slavery.”
Dr.
beorces of his salvation, will be likely to put ‘came seven hundred, at which attendance
it
now
stands.
Withington
said :
;
honoron them whenever proclaimed, car-

‘Thou holy Prince of Peace,
Though bound in chains, thou ' heavenly
Power,

—

oT an instance of effective
preacher was the Rev. Ni

In grief Ie’er will look to thee,
;

fucreasing disclosure ol their inexhausti-

half crown, and yet Jou do not pray, and
I dare say never will,
but will go down to

Hymn,

$1.50,

Also a few in Turkey morocco full gilt for

the
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=
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Our friends
will please send for no more Sacred
Melodies and no more Dialogues: and Recitations as
wear entirely out of both of these works.
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MORNING

When

All communications designed for publication should

be addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business

it induces a parade

period has

its peculiar

type or

a fierce conflict

of

opinion, then a question of ecclesiastical
polity or of worship divides contending
factions. At one time a new tenet or a mod-

of one’s

earnest religious men ; at another, an old
dogma or custom that has lain long in quietudeis dragged forth for trial amid the
of

—

the multitude.

Now thé builders are busy and efficient;
then the iconoclasts wield their battle-axes
with something like a desperate fury. Here
isa struggle to reproduce the past; there is
an earnest effort to slough off whatever antiquity and tradition may have left clinging
to our religion. Now the struggle is
maintained over the creed; then the interest gathers about conduct. A century of
studious reflection usually precedes one of

In

turn, therefore, nearly every peculiarity in
theological sentiment comes out in the life
and experience of every land where the
gospel is a vital force.
Our own age and country are remarkable
for the number, variety and antagonisms of
the religious peculiarities that appear.
There

are

several

that

are

marked

and

prominent. One of them is seen in the
' general disposition to underrate or decry
creeds. It is doubtless a reaction from
the rigidity with which, not long since, the
honest doubter was hunted down,

and from

FE
EP TT

AH
fet

3+

aar

i
i

to speak, defend, and impress it upon the

-

hearts of those

who

its saving

need

istry.

min-

;

That is one extreme and it is fraught with
evils. Closely allied to it is another, that
shows'itself in earnest attempts to reduce
the Bible to the level of other compositions

that have sprung from the brains of gifted
but erring men, and to explain everything
in the experiences of regenerated souls by
- reference to scientific principles and physiological law. Over against this is ithe movement toward Ritualism, and the attempt

to

charm or soothe or awe the human soul into sympathy with God by means of artistic
symbol and sanctified mummery.
And,
last

and

most

pitiable

of all,

while

men

are every where demanding a reason for
the dogmas that are offered them,and learning to langh too contemptuously at what
has long been accounted venerable and
sacred, the Pope sends out his eall from the

Vatican in the tones of the middle ages,and
offers a humble place to those who, even at
this late day, will hasten to throw down

Of the

—

senatorial

elections

which

the abdication of reason and the unquestioning acceptance of the full papal
ity in the sphere of belief.
These extremes

stand

over

author-

against

and

often balance each other. They indicate
© great activity of mind,and allow us to hope
that a diviner order may emerge from this
chaos, and that when quiet succeeds the

agitation, it may be such a

great calm as

follows Christ's * Peace, be still.” Mean-

time, happy are they who cling firmly to the

His less offensive imitators,

who may -be found in many cirtles, may
enjoy their own qualities, but they do not

The highest worth is generally least dis
posed to challenge admiration. It is eager
to be true and noble; it takes less interest
in seeming. To be right in. the eye of God
is more than to be eminentin the esteem of
men. The publican’s earnest prayer more

befits the lip than does the pharisee’s com- |
To

be

useful

is better

than td-be praised. One can well spare a
compliment if he may have the evidence
that some needy soul has been helped by his
faith or enriched by hisservice. He who is al-

ways intent on if
isin danger
of leaving his Lord without proper honor,

which he is entitled.

The eminence reached is one fairly won.
Entering the Senate as the champion of
freedom, his course has been steadily onward, neither faltering nor turning to the
right. nor to the left. While his earlier com-

get credit, sooner or later, for

what they are and for what they do. Society weighs them at length in a just balance.
Pretension is seen to be bulky but light;
true-heartedness is equal to many ponder-

ous weights.

Parchments

That is pitiable, and itis a fact that does
not stand alone. Northern ideas and northern enterprise, when represented by north-

peers in the Senate, Seward and Chase, and
his later ones, Fessenden and Trumbull,

and certificates have had their light dimmed, - his has con-

do not at all settle the question whether the
possessor shall be accepted as a hero or
leader. He must prove himself capable by
actual trial and effective service before he
will be endorsed by the critical inspectors
whose challenge and scrutiny he must
meet. Whatever really deserves confidence

stantly shone more and more brigtly. First
| lifting up his voice against the return of fu-

| gitives from bondage, it was equally loud
in behalf of ‘Bleeding Kansas;” and he

now specially pressed upon our attention by served the strictest rules of honor and
the hand of Providence ;—we shall not fling propriety in all his political transactions,
our unheard voices into the air, nor be left
disesteemed when we have eminent worth
in the character, nor find our strength expended for naught when we are faithfully
using our fall power for the redemption of

the world which we are set to lift into fellowship with God.

and

habitation.

©

security

have

their

4

eterngl
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We call special Attdpe

tion to the statement in another column

re-

specting the sTiunguients for continuing

the publication of the Quarterly for the ensuing year. Let those who desire its continyanoe
give their personal efforts ‘to extend
its circulation.
»

will not now deviate from the rule of his
life. May he long be spared, for in such
men as he are centered the hopes of the
Republic.

In a Love Feast in the Methodist Church,
Pittsfield, Mass., held on Sunday morning,

one hundred and twenty-five persons spoke
in thirty minutes, interspersed as usual
with herefand there a verse of song. The
pastor calls this his ‘ ITEM" column, and
match it in interest,

if we

can,

with any hour discourse, or any columnand-a-half-editorial ever preached or writtan! Truly a Methodist Love Feast is a
fast institution,

and

isn't

worth

much,

it

company. at Pittsfield might well challenge

an examination of merits or dare competitors to a trial around the course. But safe-

ty, intélligence, adaptation, and capacity
for service are qualities which are everywhete valuable and not less so in the sphere
of religion than elsewhere. As a means of

stirring

up a surface

enthusiasm, sucha

number of ten-second utterances

might be

effective; but that any clear, impressive
and truly quickening ideas of God, or
Christ,

or duty,

or

Christian

experience,

could be offered or appropriated in connec-,

tion with sucha service as is above described, is doubtful.

for it could

skill and repute.
the returnof peace,

and isto be celebrated on

Boston Cem-

Congregationalists

hold upon not a few. who have long been
their victims, and now that a new. regime

Improving; but Incomplete.
rl

If this peculiar service is

be worth very little with such

dash and heat as are here boasted over.
Men are sanctified by the truth, not by nervous haste; by the brooding and abiding of
the Holy Spirit, not by the fervor and friction born of competing religious aphorisms.
The man who kept the tally must have had
more mathematics than religion during that
half hour.. His counting must have kept h
too busy for consideratien,and-even to have
joined inthe singing or the responses would

They measurably

di-

ing of but one word.

=A

correspondent

of the

| Washington Republican not long since wrote
to that paper as follows:

line

Free, or even

Freewill Baptist is shorter than Congregationalist, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Uni-

some of the Jloves the accompaniment ef
city bells and
parks of artillery, are the musical force.
The best pieces areto be play-

ed and sung, popular and recherche.

tarian, Universalist, &c. There is no need of
curtailment on this account..
~
.
Second.
It should be distinctive.
It
should be such as to designate at once the
particular branch of the church it is means

Season tickets
for a gentleman and two
ladies to the three days’ festival are only
one hundred dollars apiece, and fiftéen
hundred such tickets
ensure the sucess

to specify. A name need not ndoessarily have any natural connection with the thing
to which it is attached, but may be wholly
of the undertaking. Cities and towns can
subscribe, and the profits will be divided. arbitrary, It is but a handle by which we
pro rata to the number of such

get hold of the thing, a definite denomina-

tickets each

town and city shall purchase, said profits to
be used for the benefitof the widows and

orphans of their "soldiers.

¢

' That is a magnificent

idea, certainly;

a specific character,

whether the embodiment of it will be found
at all practicable is a matter of very serious
doubt. Music thus furnished would not

laek volume; but we would prefer not
stand sponsor for its artistic
advance.

tional name, and still it is such a practicalnecessity,
that if we should refuse to give it

to

character in

—GEN, GRANT AND THE FREEDMEN.
Last week, Gen, Grant made ond of what

to doit for us.

others

would

names have arisen.

Should we persist in

calling our churches, institutions, religious
meetings, &c., merely Baptist, persons not

well

posted

in denominational

matiers

would either misapprehend us, or be eom-

pelled to inquire to what branch of the
Baptist family we belong; and then we
should be under the necessity of designating ourselves as Free, or Freewill,
just

Denominational News and Notes,

interests

at

heart, have agreed

to become

responsible for the pecuniary burden of the
publication, as it no longer shares the aid
given it in the past by the Printing Estab-

lishment.

We therefore bespeak and urge

the active cooperaticn of our brethren in the
ministry to secure us substribers, and otherwise, if possible, help us share the burden.

tiously accept, are rejected not only from
the pulpit, but from the schools and from
written creeds. But Free Grace we have

in the name of Christ nailed to our mast,
and from that conspicuous position it must
not be lowered till the glorions doctrine

it designates, so honorable to God and so
encouraging to man, which is now embrac-

We place our wok before you and hope to
merit even a larger share of patronage and
encouragement than heretofore. Will not

ed by more

brethren

heavén.

who have

not sent us their

own

subscriptions please do so immediately, and

half of American

Wilton Seminary.

Quarterly will be furnished at the

old rates, viz: $2 for a single subscription,
$1.50 for each of a club of five ; the person

one

J. F,

endeavor to secure the help ofothers?

The

than

Christians, shall be recognized and honored
by the church of God under the whole

The

past fall

we

devoted

to

visiting

among the churches of Towa,in behalfof our
Institution. Our work at home forbade our
taking the time'to thoroughly canvass the

couldbe put in circulation during the next | of subscribers with their address to accom-

talk our school matters as widely as possi-

sixty days. It is impossible to know what
will be done by the nev government, which

‘pany-all orders.

not at present venture to close the

doors

ir

In addition to the usual theological and

literary departments the Quarterly will contan some valuable historical papers having a
relation to our

denominational

history, our

institutions of learning and missions.

Val-

now so hopefully ajdr for the entrance of.
uable help from writers other than our own
freedom and light.”
,
has been secured., We lay the matter before you with no little hope, which we doubt

not you will jhistify.

:

Articles for insertion should be sent to
Rev. W. H. Bowen, Olneyville, R. 1.”
Money and names should be sent to L. R.

Burlingame, sq, Dover, N. H,

B.

change

decision
our

had

been

denominational

any one

by

without

place,

a call.

and

We

nevertheless obtainedin all a reliable sub-’
scriptionof over $3,000. All things eonsider-

ed, this was doing as wellas we expected,
though we obtained less than half the sum
requisite to the completion of our building.
We shall have t&*pay the churches another
visit, and hope they will store away large
sums against the time. Our building wil
cost to finish it about $12,000. This is no

very heavy

crowded.

sum.

A small per centage of

Vv

Itis one of the finestof the kind

made

not

to

name,

and

it

cause in Towa,

been disposed of at least for the session,
whilst the general sentiment seemed to be,
“Let us have peace ;” when the whole question was repened under an entirely new
aspect by the report of a committee in favor of incorporating the Gen. Conference
under the name of BaptistGen. Conference.
The first vote reached-was on a motion to
amend by prefixing ‘‘United,” the second on
a motion to prefix “Free,” and the third on
one which prevailedto prefix “Freewill.”
The two former motions were lost by a small

The

passing many

in the State.
As to the condition and prospects of our

was generally supposed that the subject had

majority.

We accordingly made a hasty trip,

only half working at

pleted that three stories are now in use, and

7

(CHANGE OF NAME.
The

ble.

yet we deemed it importhnt to

F. W. B. wealth in Iowa, would furnish
thie and more, Our building is so far com-

Recollections of General Conference,
—

State, and

lattei" wad carried

by a

somewhat larger one, though not large,
which showed an unexpected number of
delegates who were prepared to ‘accept the
report of the committee, and
strip our
name of the term “Free,” to which attaches

we

report

them

as

good.

We number between two and three thousand, and are destined to rapidly increase
our

.numbers,

Our ministers are good and

working men; and our people enterprising,
denominational, and fast becoming wealthy.
As many as ten or twelve,

we would think,

good meeting houses are now building or
have been built during the past year. The
brethren seem to be awake to the importance of occupying the favorable points
which “are numerously springing “up all
along the course of our railroads and rivers,
before other denominations have culled the

forest and gained the advantages. The
field is Iirge and ripe, staggering the cour-

age of the looker-on,and enticing the laborer to more than moderate

exertion.

None

know the oportunitiés for usefulness in the
West but those who have seen them and

all its glory as a name, if it has any glory.

become interested in them.

wiew of the fact that several Baptist associations with certain prefixes attached to
their names have joined us, atid others

ple, of which we would speak had we space.

pared fo accept our name. Whether these
associations are willing to compromise on
the simple appellation “Baptist” is uncertain ; they show evidence of the usual tenacity

one, because of its peculiar attractions to

in the countries where Romanism holds com-

for their original names, cognomen and all,

plete sway,

We have never joined in the discussion of the
question as to the terms “Free” or ‘Free-

buque and Sioux city

world, can be easily traced

to

evangelical

and

their degradation,

in revealing the secret of

Quite a num-

Votes to this end were doubtless given in ber of good points ‘are gained by our peo-

have it in contemplation who are not pre-

We fear to speak in commendation of any
one place lest we do injusticé to others of

importance.

We

will, however, speak of

those who wish to engage in western manufactures, We refer to Waterloo, the seat

of Black Hawk Co., located
R. R.

on the Du-

It has two or

three other railroads, of greater or less im-

portance, is divided by Cédar river, one of

n

bh

be sure

Hence denominational nick-

who shall send us the names of ten subscribers with the money shall be entitled to
an additional copy for the year; the names

pride, its suspicion, its sullenness, nor its in depictiing the condition of the masses
dealing.

Ours certainly is

not faulty in this respect.

the many Catholics are equally ready to
distribute. One hundred thousand Bibles
and twenty tons of tracts, if now here,

verted the desolation of the warby taking a Protestantism.
Mc
position between the Union and the RebelIn view of these statements, with how
tion, managing to appear friendly to both. much greater propriety might it be said
The turbulent element in those States es- Roman Catholicism and Rationalism have
caped the severer discipline which fell else- proved failures. Perhaps Dr. Ewer<would
where, and go it does not yet give up its do well to employ some of his ingenuity
| double

of theirs as

is termed his longest and best speeches to a what we ought rather to do in the outsep.
has been fairly entered upon, and the hope | delegation of colored men fom the ColorThird. Itis well that a denominational
of undoing the work of the last four yéars ed. National Convention. ‘In reply to an name be significant.
And if so, what
address of Mr. Langston, the chairmanex,
is at an end, we shall look for a truer and
term can be more expressive, or appropricloser fellowship between the various sec- pressive of confidence, he replied, “I thank ate, than that whieh signifies an atonement
tions of the country, for mutual charity be- the Convention of which you are the rep- universal, a salvation free, and a communtween the Whites and Blacks, and fora résentatives, for the confidence expressed, ion of the saints unrestricted? These doccommon effort to make the whole nation and I hope sincerely that the colored peo- trines of thie fathers are indeed glorious.
loyal to right and the whole land beautiful ple ofgthe nation may receive every protecPerhaps some may think that so long as
with the fruits of peace.
While insisting tion which the laws give to them: They, our Baptist brethren are so sparing of
upon justice we may well be generous and shall have my efforts to secure such protec: their preaching of Calvinism, the time has
helpful ; and while having no soft words for tion. They should prove by their acts— come to drop this prefix, which once had a
treason and rebellion we
may well en- their advancement, prosperity and obedimeaning and high significance. But is not
courage and aid all who weuld give up ence to the iaws—that they are worthy of Calvinism taught in their schools as stricttheir old quarrelsomeness for.a new co-op- all the privileges the government has be- ly as ever ? Do they not insist upon a sound
stowed upon them, and by their future con- indoctrination of it in case of their candieration.
*
duct prove themselves deserving of all they dates for ordination ? And do they not alnow claim.”
most universally practice close communion ?
Current Topics.
These sentences, though few and brief,
‘Had the original motion prevailed, and
———
While he we been stripped of our long cherishTHE BiBLE IN SpAIN.
The impor- are pregnant with meaning.
tation of all books in the Spanish language makes no promise’ to be a * Moses,” we ed distinctive name, what would our Bapof foreign imprint has been forbidden in. doubt not that he will be as good as his tist brethren have said? In view of the
Spain for hundreds of years, except by spec- word and give them all neeeded protec- discussion about dropping the Will, some
of their leading periodicals have taunted
ial permission of the Government.
And tion. 5. ’
—————
us with taking a step backward, and prewhile the present Provisional Government,
dicted that we should next drop the Free,
on its acceptance of power and the conseand then, acknowl
2 ‘that we have
quent dissolution of the Juntas, proclaimed
been
turning
thé
world
upside down for
freedom of the press and of meeting, for
nothing, return to the bosom of the mother
some reason it did not announce liberty of
_ The F. Baptist Quarterly.
church. Well, if returning to that church
worship or religious toleration. An agent
be the proper designationof the act,
we are
sent out by the American and Foreign ChrisIt will be published for the present year as ready for it, when that doctrine and that
tian Union for the purpose of opening and
organizing channels through which the usual. A number of brethren having our practice which we can in no wise conscien-

-FAILURE OF PROTESTANTISM.
Respecting this subject, concerning which so
much has been said of late by Dr. Ewer
factsor fight against the inevitable. The and others, the New York Christian Advonegro is to be both a citizen and a voter, cate very pertinently and truthfully reand they know
it.
Mobocratic violence marks :
The charge against evangelical Protesand a rule of tertor will not be allowed in
the
masses,
the Southern States, and they are gradually tantism of failure to reach
comes from two widely diverse sources—
giving up the arguments which are used | from
Romanists and High-Churchmen onthe
| by tyrants and ruffians, It is not easy for one hand, and on the other from the broad| co of them ‘to abandon all hope of a est- liberalists and rationalists. The Rotriumph on the line which they have 20 long mish Church, indeed, gathers into its
| traversed, but necessity is an effective teach- fold great bodies of the poorest and most
Jegraded portion of the community; but,
ler, and they are gradually learning
the les- unfortunately, they are very
little benefited
| sons studied in that school. The mourning by their merely fornihl
Christianization.
over the ‘lost cause” is given up, or mostly Of those standing on the other wing
of
indulged in secret.
And not a few who Christian belief it thay be inquired, Where
counseled a hostile attitude and a defiant are the communities that have been regenerated by the ‘gospel of humanity?”
policyup to the very. eve of the Presiden- But who are they, and whence do they”
tial election,
now freely use the language come, who are found in the depths of misof submission, and seem inclined to follow ery and crime, gathering up the children
the things that make for peace and that for instruction, offering sympathy and relief to the miserable, and doing the most
have the promise of prosperity. All this efficient practical work in aiding the fallen
is grateful.
.
to overcome temptation and live honest
How does it happen that
But
there
are
some
disagreeable and pure lives?
exceptions to this.
The
bad blood wherever these despised missionaries of
still flows in the veins and poisons the the simple gospel go, outward and inward
renovations, follow? Though it must be
heart'of more or less of the men and wo- confessed that evangelical Churches ‘are
men who help to fashion public” sentiment. doing little, indeed, compared with their
The hostile temper is most rife in the bor- ehportunity and ability, for the world's
der States and at the extreme limits. of elevation, yet all that is practically done
wihat was once known as the Confederacy. for the moral and material improvement
‘of the
present outcasts from civilized soMaryland and Kentucky show ample room ety, and for pagan people throughout the

for improvement.

complain

too long and inconvenient, . though consist-

claim to be the special friends of the negro
sneer at every earnest effort for his eleva-

will be inaugurated in February, but those
. who have the best knowledge believe it will

The spirit of the Southern people is .in|
the main improved and improving. Their
hope of trinmphing over the loyal and resFast Religion.
(olute sentiment of the country perished |
rr
—
| with the election of Gen. Grant.
They!
We clip the following paragraph from a found the result unwelcome enough, but
recent issue of Zion's derald:
they perceive that it is useless to deny plain

asks us to

musical directorof
It is to commemorate

mon, ina building tobe erected, that will
rsons, and thatis to
ern men, meet with repulsion more fre- accommodate 50,
quently than with sympathy. They who t be appropriately called the Coliseum. It is to

almost desperate and reckless. The Mofourth time in succession to the Sgnate of
bile Tribune, for example, is treating its
the United States from the old Commonreaders to such talk as the following:
wealth of Massachusetts. :
The Government of the United States
The distinction thus awarded him is a
literally gone to the devil. There is
rare one. The eminence attained is one has
no possible way in which it can be saved.
reached by none of his predecessors in ofat American panacea for, allills, the balfice, not even Webster.
Elected to the lot-box, has proved to be a complete farce;
Senate for the first time in 1850, -after a a mere instrument of tyranny, as all the instruggle protracted for months, no man in stitutions of free government may become,
and generally
do, when the people for
the long list of Magdsachusetts statesmen has whose good
they were established
me'
seen so long a period of continuous service utterly corrupt and unworthy of freedom.
in the upper branch of the National LegisWe wish this style of speech were conlature. ; Without a competitor for senatorial fined to asingle journal ora single State.
honors in his own state, he is equally with-. Unfortunately it is somewhat widely indulgout a rival in those qualities which in the ed and too freely encouraged.
But a better
populat estimation constitute broad and public sentimgent is surely even if slowly
sound statesmanship ; and what must be es, forming, juster ideas are steadily working
pecially gratifying, the great majority of their way into the minds of the southern
earnest and thinking men in the nation are people, old prejudices are loosening their

disposed to accord to hiinthe distinction to

and his feebler or meeker brother without
proper sympathy ard recoghition.
Most men

for foar of the social ostracismit footed i Americd, nor in the world, as |
een announced by Mr. P. S. Gilmore, a
x
al

would bring to do so.

Legislature ; and he was thus chosen for the sullen pride is mixed with something that is

Messiah, andso keep themselves from wide “¢¢ not worth much” without such ** swiftness
strayings, and abide in the pl
where and fire”, its value is surely questionable,

wi

will”. Indeed we have felt no very great
interest in it. ‘We have our preference,
and our reasons for it, and when called
upon, as at the Conference, we vote accord.

continue three days, andto. be holden the
15th, 16th and 17th of nextJune.
caucus; yet on the day of the election the
_A band of a thopsand instruments, school
HoN. CHARLES SUMNER received every
children to the number of twenty thousand,
tion.
And
in
various
sections
of
the
South
vote cast but two in the upper branch, and
the old bitter speech is still kept up, and the | an orchestra of a thousand singers, and in
all but ‘sixteen in the lower branch, of the
nor even the formality of a nominating

copied. He failed to become popular, and
his pretensions were much oftener disputed

‘placent boasting.

Unlike

here there was no bitterness, no wrangling,

off his hat and made a bow whenever he
alluded to himself, was not a model to be

than allowed.

took

what occurred in several of the other states,

must be confessed, ifit lack the elements of
their tokens of submission at the feet o
1 swiftness and fire.
the great hierarchy which he represents.
If speed were the primary quality in worAnd there are those among us, even in the
bosom of Protestantism, who publicly talk ship and religious speech, we think the
about its failure, and eagerly raise the question whether the home of the sects is not
after all to be found in the Romish house.
hold, and whether unity is not, to come from

ES

are

was not deterred by threat or assault from
exposing
the ‘Barbarism
of slavery.”
During the dark days of the rebellion he
and commendation will not be overlooked ;
was,in the Sénate,the leader of emancipation
whatever offers only a surface gilding above and the genius of abolition. He was for
a poor substance, will sooner or later exhibi- prosecuting the war not for union merely |
its real qualities, and it must take the conset but: for Liberty, and when the conflict of
quences that follow the exposure. Whointo disrepute. The belief of a man is ever, therefore, takes care to develop per- arms ceased no one was more intent in inpronounced of little consequence.
The sonal worth in character and usefulness in sisting upon sure guarantees for the future.
cardinal doctrines of the gospel are treated life, may safely enough let his merits silent- And to-day, when the battle for freedom is
lightly. Confessions of faithare shortened, ly plead their own cause, and be sure that substantially ended, no man is more earnest
in demanding the adoption of those measand their terms grow more vague and the truth respecting them will not remain ures
by means of which the public credit
.. more general.
hidden nor their real claims be ignored.
|
can
be
maintained and the national faith reThis is an extreme which has its perils.
The same remark applies as well to de- main inviolate. This is not all. In addiThe gospel's power lodges in the truth it nominations as to individuals. Self-respect
tion to his fidelity and conscientiousness, he
hasto teach. * Sanctify them through thy is to be maintained, and they who are set has
ever evinced learning, scholarship, and
truth,” was one of Christ's petitions, and by the great Master's commission to preach
ability equaled by but few and perhaps surin using it he indicates the agency that is the gospel to every creature maynot shrink
passed by none; and he has shown that he
to save men. , He declares himself to be the from the duty that is thus imposed; but a
is not merely a theoretical statesman, but
truth. And to expect stable Christian char- perpetual and vehement self-assertion is
a practical one as well: In rewarding benevolence of American Christians could
also
acters, and effisient churches, and well-sus- neither politic nor Christian. We may have
him his state has honored itself.
be made the most effectual, encountered
tained efforts to evangelize the world, when been too much inclined heretofore to pitch
Of the future career of Mr. Sumner but these barriers, and found himself obliged to
there is a lack of well-defined religious be- our tents in out-of-the-way places, to utter
little needs to be said. "Still inthe prime
lief, is to expect results without adequate ourselves in a sort ofapologetic tone when of life, great things may be expected of him. appeal to Hon. John P. Hale, the American
Minister, for assistance. Aided by his great
causes. True lives are the blossoms of great we have addressed the general public, and
If he remains in the Senate to which he has personal popularity and his influence with
thoughts,and the effort that brings straying, to confine our efforts in the main to those
just been reélected for a term of six years, the new government, he at once requested
sinning, suffering men to Christ and re- spheres which are measurably beyond the
he will be the foremost in the advocacy of
demption must root itself in the deep and reach of the public eye. But there is an every good cause. If called to the head of an audience with it, and within three days
received full permission for the entry of Bipositive convictions which God’s inspired opposite extreme that we need to avoid. If
the State Department under Gen. Grant, he bles, tracts, school books, &ec., from Ameriword begets, and which his Spirit keeps there is an earnest Christian spirit animatwill be sure to honor the position. But ca. A correspondent of the Néw York 0balive.
And the weakness, the vacillation, ing our hearts; if we are simply bent on
whatever office he fills, it must beone which server, to whom we are indebted for these
the superficiality
and the paralysis that mark reaching and quickening the souls of men
seeks him, The man who would not visit facts, well remarks that ‘it now only reso much of our religious life and effort, by echoing the word of the gospel; if we,
the state House in 1850 while his destiny mains for Christians to improve the opporwill surely send men back to the feet of the mean to build up our own characteras a
was trembling in the balance,lest he should
Great Teacher, that they may receive his denomination according to the highest pat- lay himselfliabl to the charge of political tunity opened to them. Fourteen millions
e
of people areready and eager to read and
real word, be inspired by it, and taught how tern set forth in the New Testament and
corruption, and who has most carefully ob- listen. The few Spanish Protestants and
the fierceness with which he was subjected
to the ordeal of an inquisition. There was
then too little deference paid to personal
character and practical life; now men are
too ready to lend their endorsement to mere
outward decency, and label social manliness Christian excellence. Theology falls

TBE

like

own] place last week, the one in Massachusetts

ity nor find themselves promoted to leadership by unanimous votes.

An age of criticism follows an age of faith.

intense and perhaps spasmodic action.

We

for fervor, but

—JFidelity--Rewardeds——"Toxercises

ification in policy gains the attention of very impressively illustrate Christian humil-

plaudits or execrations

accuracy in peril.

| personal qualities, and leads to exactions, had a character peculiar to itself.

types of religious life. Now a point in theologyis the center of

his

"life and have a welcome

and crops out in jealousies, and embodies
" vemittancesof money, &c., should be addressed to itselfin the frequent use of the pronoun of
the Agent.
the first person singular, it has little to
commend it and much that provokes hosTo-day’s Religious Extremes: tile criticism. The man who always took
Every
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I heve been to many
gatherings of the . ——THE MoNsTeR CONCERT. Efforis are
colored people throughout Maryland, where being made to provide a musical entertain>
——
Gen, Howard, Judge Bond, and others ‘ment in Boston next Summer that may in
There is a kind and a degree of self- somewhat partial to ideas and havea little were urging, amidst obloquy and reproach,
suspicion of the hurry that tends te be furi- the thousands
of cols
sople assembled some sense entitle thatcity to the appellation
esteem that is not only proper but a duty.
ous and headlong, and finds the maximum to educate themselves, to estal
the fam- of “the hub ofthe universe.” It is thus anWhen
‘it prompts to honor, and scorns
ily relation and re-establish the marriage nounced :
of merit-in the minimum of time.
:
meanness, and refuses to tamper with |
. ge Where no hits clergyman. could be inThe
greatest
musical
concert
ever prodoubtful or worse than doubtful schemes,?
PRT
uced to o
e mesting ith religous.
:
have put

Self- Assertion.

i on the ground that all this is unworthyof a
man, it becomes a virtue and a distinction.
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There is some
intereston the part of sinners. We need a
powerful work of grace in this place. We
are to protract the meeting. I hope
to be
:

come this way. With land unsurpassed,&

moderate climate,
plenty of wood-and
coal, two Railroads, close proximityto the
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We have only to add, the calls for ministerial and Christian labor here, and doubt-

the many who * stand idle” of the East or

friends of Rev. J. C. Osgood and wife; at Gilman.

English and French war vessels to prevent the

w
grade | 4,4 4 gift, in addition to salary, of one hundred | The number of Protestant missionaries who
good mann, whate
| dollars, for which they have their sincere grati- | have labored in China from 1799 to 1867 is given
opportunities
find
to
far
go
need
of his talent,
as 338. A volume has recently been published at
for usefulness. Arduous as has been our | tude.
No
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| ore thanks to thelr freely - E. Sorin
a recent donation amounting to $60.
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Rev. E. Smith and wif

OE. BARER.

> Somply with-

Because we are

“Why are we so still?”

a heavy
carrying
pth
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1.¥
2

Collier. . is

Bro.

leader.

Our

rather than talk.

We work

so busy.

The French

toward ‘the ' C

Q.

Creek

EQ x

him ;

earning

steadily if not rapidly forward. If the
building rises slowly it is going up, as we

think, surely.

The roof is now being put

on, and no indebtedness is yet accumulating
upon us; in fact the way is clear, at least

until the building shall, be enclosed and
some rooms completed.
“What

churches

their strength?”
"es, Methodist

have'you,

We

and what is

have but two church-

and F. W. Baptist.

Neither

of them very strong; the latter, however,
much stronger than the former. Our village and community are abundantly able to
support two strong working churches, or

umph of Christian principles and the rapid

their

of

mefit

p

yor

;

» of

:

th
of Brownbrown University,
Universily, thus

A.D. Fairbanks, and wife, $92,32, which, togeth-

er with other tokens in the form of gifts, is a rea-

son for kind remembrance and this acknowledgment.
.
The friends and parishioners of the Stephen-

fon & Nassau church made their annual visit to
their pastor, Rev. 1. B. Coleman, on the

evening

of Dec. 30th, leaving for the benefit of himself
and wife the very liberal sum of $234,87, for
which they have their thanks.
:
Rev. J. Ashley and wife return thanks to their
friends for a donation visit at their house in Mason, Cass Co., Mich., Dec. 80, who left for their
benefit $190.
;
i
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Meetings. =

by

the New

York

city, by

letter,

dismissed, to unite with

corporate union

of entire churches

has

ty earnest testimonies were

ly interesting.
of $16.

given, was

unusual-

Collection for Missions upwards
I. B. COLEMAN,
Clerk.

‘NOTICES OF TH E PRESS

1

“ An earnest and eloquent plea for the principle of

the question with great breadth of treatment, and ra- .

| ciness of illustration.”

*"

successfully
advance toward a
whichin several cases may be
present year. But, though most
denominations do not yet .see

recognize the substantial

28,30

—_ | «Mr,

atl
Rand, Mr.

cindaM. Varney, of Lebanon, Me.

whether the sundering of the spiritual body of the
Lord over the emblematic representations of His one
body is Scripturally and logicaly unavoidable. Its
author, Rev. Crammond Kennedy, popularly known
ten years ago as the ‘Boy Preacher,” presents his arguments with great boldness, and sustains them
with ability and torece.”

The interest

is

W. Smith’ and Miss J osephine H, Bennett both
Waterville,

Dec.

11,

by Rev.

“We have here a work which modestly challenges

8. Mec

sion.

i

In New Durham, N. H., Oct. 28, by Rev. D. L. 2dg!
erly, Mr. George W. Otis of Farmington, and Miss
Addie F. Nelson, of Biddeford, Me. -

now due on these obli-

In Barnstead, N. H.. Dec. 31, by the same, Mr.
John W. Straw, of Barnstead, and Mrs. Abbie A.
Sackett, of Boston, Mass.

Agt,

In South Berwick, Mee., Jan. 7, by Rev, A. C. Peaslee, Mr, J. A. Green, of Middlestone, Vt., and Miss
Abby A, Shorey, of South Berwick.
G.
In Great Falls, N. H., Nov. 25, by Rev. Robert .,
dedicate their new church, Thursday, Jan, 28, Servicesto commence at 11 o’clock, A.-M. Dedicatory | S: eymour, Mr. Edwin F. Yeaton, of Belgrade, Me
and Miss Fannie S. Haskell, of Auburn,
Me.
EEL
sermon by Rev. A. H. Heath, of Auburn.
Notice.

The 1st Free

‘|

"Letters

Received.

Im Virgil, N.Y,, Dec.,

24, ow Rev.

Mr. James Givens and Miss
Mary
In Groton, Conn., Dec. 31, by

J.

Portsmouth (N, H.).

M. Crandall,

Hawks, both of V.
Rev. A. C. Bronson,

ginie J. Sherwood, of Boston, (both formerly of Bath
aine.)
?
Martha

such arguments,

Sanborn,

H., and Miss M. A. Davis, youngest
an; Jan. 16, at the
thé officiating cler;
Adams Rowell, Esq.,
the brides’ father,
Mr. Thomas R. Moxley and Miss Lucy

A. Rowell, both of fanpage.

N. H.,

Sanbornton,

“In

.

Y.—Held

its last session

J
his sa- | aoted
ago, the liquor dealer who opened
small.
led bef
in th
1
oon

in

oro

the morning was compelle

night of the same day to knock in the head
of his own whisky barrel, while they com-

pleted the demolition by kicking it over.
But a few weeks ago another féll destroyer,
seven fold more terrible dnd daring than
the first, opened his batteries upon our
quiet and peaceable citizens. The druggists
also were unable to so regulate their traflic
that the demon should not reach the brains

of their customers.
citizens

was

A mass meetingof the

called.

Four such

meetings

were held within eight days; at all of which

the constant aim was to reach, peaceably,
some satisfactory basis of adjustment that
The
would effectually abate the evil.
The
reached.
was
point
that
day
eighth
key note was struck by one of the druggists.
He proposed that all abandon entirely the
sale of intoxicating liquors, to

any person,

or for any purpose whatever. The other
parties readily agreed to the proposition,
and then the saloon-keeper demanded that

was

'

the

sum

of

The

$500.

was

session

lengthy and warm, and by the time this
point was reached the excitement was inWhen the bonds were made out and
tense.

increase in ‘number,
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:
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General Assembly
ig striking deep root.
"?|

but theresolugionattendance
harmoniously,
'$ |
:
Passed the 4 he
R B Morton — R
T Moses—
— J W A Martin—
members giox ‘endorsed | of delegates from all the Protestant Churches of KMillerMoody—J
our
of
some
Marshall—D
Marvin —J A Marston
Whereas
Mitchell—A MunZ
Mexyill—A
McGinnis—J
Moyer—8
R
|
of
city
the
in
meet
to
modern Adventism, and by their praetice and in- the world has been called
er—8 McKeown—O T Moultén—B D Morgan—J Miller—
fluence are injuring the interests of our churches, New York in October, 1869. This Assembly will | § Nason—W IL Noyes—W M Jenkins—J O Nye (2)—W L

therefore
Resolved, That
proper
subjects of
Voted that Rev.
er an address, at
the Sabbath school
the Shelby Center

we consider
such members
discipline.
A. Z. Mitchel be held to delivthe March session, in favor of
interest.
Next session with
church...
A.Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

Tama Q. M., Iowa.—Held its Dec. term with
the Orford, church,—a : new church raised

through mission labor in a Freving village of
that name, ten miles west of Tama city. The
Notwithmeeting was one of much interest.
the inclemency of the weather, the
standing
by
represented
all
nearly
eleven churches were
They report union, steadletter and delegate.
numbers, and an
growth in grace and
fastness, a

increased interest in the Mission and Sabbath
school causes. The Q. M. organized a meetinghouse building society
in erecting houses of
with the Toledo church.
before the 3d Sabbath in

to assist feeble churches
Next session
worship,
commencing the Friday
:
March.
E. T. TurTts, Clerk.

CREEK Q. M.,Irr,—Held

WALNUT

its Dec.

term with Burns church ; two churches were not
expressed
Most of the others
represented,

they should all give bonds asa pledge of strong determinations to be steadfast, and three
within the quarter, One new
good faith. All were then and there bound reportedcalledadditions
Mineral church,located in Mineral,
in

largely

Smith, Mr. Arthur Given,

church

the

on

Rock Island R. R.,

Chicago and

was re-

cieved. Rev. J. M. Kayser was appointed Cor.
Mess. to next term of Prairie City Q. M. Next
term with Mineral church.
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.
a
:

signed allkhearts were full, congratulations

meet only a few weeks before the (Ecumenical
Council, which the Pope has called for December,
1869, and will be the best reply the Protestant
world cgn give to the Pope’s letter to Protest-

ants, inviting them to unite with
Rome.”

the

Church

of

The Rev. Dr. Huntington of Boston, has been
elected bishop of the Episcopal diocese of Central

A. B., Principal

Mr. Beecher’s

society

#

has established a Bethe]

which is a branch of Plymouth church, This ig
designed to reach down to the masses, and lift
them up to a higher life.
vices, they have lectures

Besides religious geron various
practical

subjects, and the friends of this society

aim to

make it a real moral force.
It was recently stated at a meeting at the
Cooper Institute that out of the 600,000 Catholics
in the City of New, York, only 250,000 ‘of them
could go to church for want of'place of worship.
More than 200,000 people came over from Europe
during the past year, and fully 40,000 of them
were of the Catholic faith.

From the statistics contained in the Congregational Quarterly ft appears

churches

Congregational

that

number o

the

in the United

{8 8,060, with a_membership of 296,074;

85,306 are reported
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to prevail, Next term with the Canisteo Charch.
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the new, perfume, fall in aromat*

. day
Next | ic showers on thousands of handkerchiefs every
March

8. H. BARRETT, Clerk.
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A Year's Supply of Concert Exercises wotkedout fox
immediate use: Hints on Bible Reading Singing,
Prayer and Preaching; Forms for Open ng
and Cloging Service; Sermon Plans;
torical Notes on Children’s

streot.

His.

Worship, &c.

By

Rev.

H. Cray TRUMBULL,

This is the familiar question putto every iivalid. In
many cases the answer is, *‘ I don’t know exactly, but
don’t feel well”
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Poetry.
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~ “Yes,but is that a reason why you should
treat him in the same manner? I know you

‘The Burial at Sea.

didn’t think,

BY H. H. CLEMENTS,
—

‘hath flown,

Where 16 glow-worm’s ray hath shone,” er =
‘Where no human foot hath trod,
‘Where no flower has dack’d the sod :
Lay the sailor boy at rest
On the. ocean’s heaving breast.
Where no eye for him may weep,
Let the ocean wanderer sleep—

little

Then

they

both

laughed, and papa said, ‘It is not fruit, as

he dropped a piece

Though none knew his place of rest,
He’s a grave in many a breast.

on

good
piece
liked
house

the ground.

I

thought maybe papa was mistaken about
its-not being good for little boys, and I'd
try it. So I did; but, Ugh! it tasted dreadfully, and I spitit out again as quick as

Oft may’bring him back to mind—

pe

Though no other watch is nigh,—
No soft look of loving eye,—
Moon and star, above his head,
Fold their beams across his bed,

I could.

Now,

mother,

what makes Mr.

Ames chew it?”
‘Because he likes the taste of it, dear.”
“0 mother, how ‘can he
“Perhaps he didn’t at first. People sometimes begin to use it for sickness, thinking

"And the plum’d crest of the wave
Nods above his unknown grave!

Blow winds and waft within our reach
The gentle music of your speech,
*T'will be some solace that this breeze
Streamed o’er his couch beneath the seas;

And from your voice will memory take
A semblance of his look and shape.
Oh! ye who rest on beds of ease,
Think of the lives and deaths like these,—
Think of the sister—mother old—
By whose pale lips his fate is told—
Think of the homes where death’s cold hand

Has never smote the household band ;—
Think then, at what a cost in joy
~The ocean claims the sailor boy.

Bonnet.
—

They hang it in its wonted place,
That little shaker bonnet,

And oft in silent agony

sir.’

1 you think, Eddie, but tobaceo,and not
for little boys.” Then Mr. Ames put a
in his mouth and chewed as though he
it. Just as he and papa went into the

Violets oer the early dead,
Yet at ome, some memory kind

—

my

But I said, ‘I will take

some if you please,

"There no weeping heart shall spread

.

I want

Papa said, ‘No, I thank you, I

never use any.’

Save the overarching skies;
And the sea, in storm and calm,
Shall be his eternal psalm,

Shaker

but

: The father thinks with silent grief, +
How oft she came to greet him;

it will help them,and grow to like it in that
way.
ButtI have seen
boys chew and

song

always

pleased

me,

and.he

was so

good and kind that Iloved him dearly, yet
the dirty juice, running down from the
corners of his mouth, and his bad breath,
always made me sick for hours - afterward,

so that I learned to dread his coming.”
“Ugh,” said Eddie, “I guess he wouldn't
have kissed me !”
“Tobacco,

when

swallowed,”

continued

Mrs. Dayton, ‘‘is so pbisonous that a small
quantity will sometimes cause death. You
know Dr. Howe's son, Arthur. When he

The mother’s tears give not relief
Since God called her to meet him.
They feel that he is merciful,
And with Christian grace they say—

was about your age, some one who went to

“Our Father, ’tis Thy heavenly will, Lead us ever in Thy way.”
oe
They think of all the past and weep;
Fond visions crowd upon it;
The merry laugh they heard from out
That little shaker bonnet;
The last good night, the long dread sleép;
The little one once given,
Smiles out again an angel face,
To turn their hearts to heaven.

The Family Circle.

the house to see his father gave him a
handful of raisins. The man was in the
habit of using tobacco, and there happened
tobe a small piece among the raisins. The
child ate both raisins and tobacco. It
threw him.into a dreadful fit and he nearly
died. His father and another doctor worked over him all night,and succeededat last,
by the help of God, in saving his life. Arthur remembers it now. I don’t think he
will ever use tobacco.”
«Q, ” said Eddie, ‘I mean

to ask Arthur

about it when he comes here again.”
“The indulgence of this filthy habit,”
‘continued Mrs. Dayton, ‘costs a great deal
Eddie’s Resolve.
of money which might be used in a better
BY AUNT ETTA.
| manner.
Even among Christians, the mon—
A large religious meeting was gathered ey spent for tobacco would clothe many
‘and build a good many
in the village of Clifton, where little Eddie poor children,
churches,
and
send
many missionaries to
Dayton lived, and as his father and mother
members

of the

church,

many of the brethren and sisters from a
distance found a home a% their house. Eddie was a bright, sprightly boy of four
years. Strangers always talked to him a
great deal, rather more than pleased his
mother; for she feared so much attention
would make him forward and presuming.
At the time of which

we

speak,

about a

dozen ladies and gentlemen were assembled in Mrs. Dayton’s pleasant parlor, dis-

cussing the merits of the afternoon sermon.

Mr, Ames was one of the principal speakers.

He was talking very earnestly and making
many gestires, which Eddie, sitting in a
little chair

by

his mother’s

side,

thought

quite amusing. Stopping suddenly in the
midst of a sentence, he spita large quantity
of tobacco juice upon the nice, clean carpet,
then went on with his remarks. ‘This he
did two or three times. Mrs. Dayton felt
much disturbed ; she knew her carpet was
being defaced, but

thought

it must be en-

dured, and so sat quietly. Not so with
Master Eddie. The carpet, bought and put

down only a short time before, had greatly
excited his admiration, and.he had

careful-

the heathen.”

:

«Q,mother,then it’s wicked! ” replied Eddie, “‘and I shouldn’t think Mr. Ames would

do so. Ithoughthewas a good man. He
talksin meeting, and he prayed, too, this
morning.”
“So he isa good man,

tries
ers,
stop
how

my

dear,

and

he

to do what is right, but like many othhelikes tobacco so well thathe doesn’t
to think how much money it costs, and
much good he might do with it.”

‘But, mother, I heard him talking about
old Mr. Maxwell, who gets so drunk you
know, and he said he might leave \off drinking rum if he hada mind to. I -shouldn’t
think he'd say so if he can’t leave off using
tobacco.”
At this moient

Eddie's

sister Helen, a

young lady of seventeen years, éhtered the
room with an expression of extreme vexation on her usually pleasant face.
“Just look

at

my

new

dress,

mother,”

said she, holding it up to her mother’s astonished gaze. Several breadths of the
delicate silk were
spots.

defaced

by large

“Why Helen,” cried

her

mother,

‘‘how

happened that? The dress is utterly spoiled! m

it with his muddy boots. Now to see it
treated so rudely was more than he could
bear, so, springing quickly from his chair,
he walked with a determined step directly

“I know it, mother.
You know I went
into Mys. Fuller’s after meeting, and when
I came Eome, I thought I would go into the

of severe reproof upon the cause of the mis- just as you see it. I know that dreadful
- chief, took his seat. During
this little’ Mr. Ames must have been in there spitting
scene not a word was spoken, but an amus-

ed smile passed over the faces of all present.

Mrs. Dayton was somewhat mortified,but
‘thought it best to keep silence, and the conversation went on as before.

That night in her own roork, just before
putting her little boy to bed, she togk oceasion to talk with him on the subject.

said,

on the carpet. I've noticed him spitting
around all day. I declare, I think he ought
to be ashamed of himself, and Tye a great
mind to tell him so.”
“I

do

not

wonder,”

said

her

mother,

“that you are vexed.

It is certainly very

provoking. I don’t
ought to: be made

know but Mr, Ames
acquainted with the

amount of mischief he has done, though in

“I was not quite a gentler way than you propose, my dear.

with your conduct toward Mr. Ames

It might help to cure him of his bad | habit;
and that dress cost too much to be ruined

this afternoon,”
ry Mtge he replied, ‘he was spit- in this way. But go now and change it. It
ing divty Yack Stuff right on your new car- is time that Eddie was in bed.”

gv

Sought
1
you wouldn’t want it all

i
dol, my son. But Mr, Ames
_ did think
not
what he was doing, and youn

treated him very politely

waiting

marks

of Passion ;;” for these evil tempers

leave their marks justas surely as the ocean
does, and I have seen manya face stamped
80 deeply with self-will and covetousriess

Scribner &
1869. 12mo.
os
heap & Co.
pita, sity
In“noticing the previous volume by these a i
thors we took occasionto speak
of the vivid and
admirable
style in which these stories
of dome ;
tic and military life are written. ‘This
volum
has a deeper and intenser interest than its p
Ky»
ecessor. ‘The descriptions of some of Napoleon's} bk

series
of books which Messrs, Scribner
& Co. are
proposing 0 farulsh, and of witieh, this is » mop
ber, will hardly fail of popularity.

face.

to. hear them sing.”

The lesson that his mother endeavored to

y

Sa

all things, and that for Jesus’ sake he would

>

q

Leaning on Jesus.

impress most deeply upon his young heart
was that of faith in God: faith in him for

Alittle girl lay near death.

THE

She had

bestow upon him all necessary good.
When’ he'was four years old a terrible

been brought low by a sad and painful dis-

everything was taken from them,

racked with pain, the icy hand of death had

BIRTHDAY PRESENT,

and Other

%)
Pa

;

Stories.

By Mary Latham Clark, Boston: D. Lothrop | 2
&

Co.

1869.

18mo.

pp. 174.

and

they

were. thrown upon the charity of friends.
Soon Willie's clothes and boots began to
wear

out, but his mother

purchase new ones.

On

was

too poor

to

one occasion he

came to her, saying:
=
‘¢ Mother, can’t I have some new boots ?
My toes are all out of these. The snow gets
in, and I am so cold !”
A tear filled his mother’s
answered, ** Soon, Willie,

eyé, when she
I hope to give

any of her companions,

but her body was

fab

x

»

Rt

:

:

;
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J

:

:

i

%
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This is the second- of the volumes which
Messrs. L. & Co. are issuing under the general |

often been employed

in the service of those who | ham

peruse the Star. This bookis madeup of the
touched her; and she was about to go into very bestof her pleasant stories for the young,
'| some of which have already appeared in our coleternity.
‘Does. my,little one feel sad at the thought umns, while others have rendered service elsewhere. They are all good, full of vivacity; symof death?” asked her papa, as he watched
pathy, sweetness and wholesome influence. They
the look of pain on her face.
will instruct while they amuse the boys and
“No, dear papa,” said she smiling; “my girls, andif the lessons taught are learned and
tha little. falls W1ll be ‘made betteras
hand is all the while in the hand of Jesus, practiced,
well as happier while they read,
and he will not let it go.”

i
d

AP

|

FoR

ed from his view, she

saw him kneel down,

and covering his face with his hands, he
prayed:
«0 God father drinks ; mother hes no
money ; my feet get cold and wet.
1want
some boots.
Please send me a pair,
sus’ sake.
Amen.”

for Je-

This was all. He often repeated his pitiful little petition, and the best of all was,
he expected an answer to his prayer.
They'll

come,

mother !” he would often

say, encouragingly; ¢‘
God gets ready.”
Within a week, a lady
the child came to take
He hesitated for a few

they'll

come when

who dearly loved
him out walking.
moments, but soon

determined to go, and they started

off,

At

length the lady noticed his stockings peeping out at the toes of his boots, when she
exclaimed :
“ Why, Willie, look at your feet! They
will freeze. Why didn’t you put on a better pair ?”
¢ These are all I have, ma'am.”

“« All youhave ! But why don’t you have
a new pair ?” she inquired.
¢« T will, just as soon as God sends them,”
|’
_|
he confidently replied.
* Tears filied the lady’s eyes, and, with
a quivering lip, she led him into a shoe shop
near by, saying, * There, child, select anypair you please.” The boots were soon selected, and a more happy, thankful boy
never lived,
On his return he walked into the center of
the room, where his mother was sitting,

and said:

:

STELLA

ASHTON:

¢* Look, mother ! God has sent my boots.
heard me ask for them, and I suppose he
told Mrs. Gray to buy them for me.”

There he stood, with an earnest, solemn
light in his eye, as though

he were

receiv-

inga new baptism of faith from heaven;
then quietly added,
“ We must always remember how. near
God is tous,” and

kneeling at his ‘mother’s

feet, he said, Jesus, I thank you very much
for my new boots.” Please make me a good
boy,-and take care of mother. Amen.”

Willie is now fourteen years of age, and
is_a consistent member

Christ.

of the church

of

In all things he trusts his Saviour;

every desire of his heart he carries directly
to God, and patiently waits the answer,
and it always comes.

Tide Marks.
to

Bristol, and the great, gray rocks stood up,
bare and grim, above the water; but
up, on all their sides, was

high

a black line that

seemed hardly dry, though it was far above
the water.

“What makes that black mark on the
that is the tide mark,”

“Every day, when

she replied.

the tide comes in, the

rises,

until it reaches

that

line, andin a great many years it has worn
away the stone until the mark is cut into
the rock.” a
T have seen a great many people that,
carried tide marks on their faces.
Right in front of me was a pretty little
girl, with delicate features and pleasant blue
eyes. But she had some queer little marks
on her forehead, gnd I wondered how they
came to be there, until Frogently her mother
said :
“Shut down the blind now, Cartie: the
sun shines right in baby’s face.”
“I want to look

12mo. pp. 342. Sold by D. Loth:

:

to moral science

suggests at once the special aim

of the author, and the fine discrimination which
marks

his discussion

accuracy

in thought

reasoning, his clear

of questions

and

speech.

that call

for

His vigorous

discernment, his

rigid

out,” said Carrie, peev-

ishly. But her mother insisted, and Carrie
shut the blind and turned her face away

ened into actual wrinkles.
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and Bright's Speeches will be found not less en-

tertaining than valuable.
The other
devoted respectively to Hon. Hugh

fred de Musset, Indian
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and

THE GAL AXY seems bound to.win, and it hag
found the way.
Itisin the hands of ‘energetic,
and his comprehensiveness of survey are all ex- resolute, enterprising
and skiliful men; they
hibited in this fresh treatise upon his favorite
spare neither money nor brain, and they under-

exhaustive analysis, his robust and manly

branch,of study.

style,

No mere notice can convey any

adequate idea of its contents.

bottom of moral science.

But it goes to the

The nature

and foun-

.dation of moral
obligation is discussed with
great vigor in the Introduction, and the various
systems which have been propounded ard adopted are briefly, plainly and fairly stated, and then

subjected to ‘close and

searching

examination.

This resume and review will be highly prized,
and it prepares the
reader for what follows,

when Dr. Hopkins states his own view and then
proceeds to. apply it. He divides his work into
two parts. Under the head of Theoretical Morals, he seeks to unfold the Law of Love; then,

under the head of Practical Morals, he expounds
Love as a Law.
Whether all his positions are
assented to or not, no one can question the clearness with which they are stated, the vigor with
which they are maintained, or the directness
with which they are made to connect themselves

with practical life and conduct. The work is a
produét of much thought exercised during many
years; and itis also_one. that will compel the
reader’s entire ‘attention. It is solid meat that is
here served up—the

very pemmican of logic and

philosophy. It is the aliment of thinkers, and it
will tone up even their intellects by its stimulus
while it taxes them with its problems snd challenges. It is the ripened product of a rare mind,
and a genuine contribution to a science that has

‘stand the wants of the reading public. It gains
steadily in solid merit without losing anything
of its abounding life and exhilaration, and it has
become thoroughly popular by building up its
own character and transfusing its speech with
vital thought. If it goes on in its present path
its eminent success is assured, New York: Sheldon & Co.
:
;

Messrs. 0. D. Case

ical exposition of the governing principles and
general
forms, both of the Language and Literature; with

copious Notes

Glossary and Chronology,

on the

selections,

designed for system-

atic study. By Henry
. Day, author of *‘ Logic,” ““ Art of Composition,” ete. New York:
arles Scribner & Co.
1869. 12mo. pp. 539.

Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
This very full title-page pretty
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commence what they intend shall
be a regular
annual publication. The volume for the present
year will be an octavo of about 800 solid pages,
and, judging from an inspection of the advance

j foal Juite
“There is no

t?"

nl
scream

sheets, we do not hesitate to Assure our readers
that it is to be a repository of Astronomical, Historical, Political, Financial and Commercial intelligence, of unusual fullness and excellence.
The information touching the life and progress
of our own country during the last thirty years
is ample and available, and the information respecting foreign countries has been drawn from
abundant and reliable sources.
It will be sold
only by agents.
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from Chaucer, of a little

teenth century ,—portions of Hooker’s Ecclesiastical Polity, of the sixteenth century,—a repro_duction of Shakespeare’s Julius Cwmsar,~then
Milton’s Samson Agonistes ;—and finally passages

ste

were

Koil

3

i

by which the Eng-

of thought has

of- langage a8

to the topics

that

specially belong to the domain of Grammar and’
Rhetoric, are. not without interest, though they
are neither thorough nor original, Taken as a
whole, the volume is one which will add to the
enviable reputation of the author, and lay the
literary public under a new debt of obligation,
An abridgment of the work for the use of pupils

lated fon 4 twentieth Paris edition, With
eight full page Illustrations. New York: C.

of the world is wrong,—ties,

riving-wheels, axles, oil-boxes,every-

tno system

reached its present eminence, and sufficiently set
forth its large and varied capacities. The, brief!
an expression of thought, and

—

gi—and employs his leisure in inventptte r devices. Then there are people
ave odd schemes of benevolence,such
is iat of the Massachusetts farmer who
pL
bo Palestine to teach
the Orientals the

ried out, the selections being fully adequate to

discussions devoted to the nature

Uni

IER (who is a pretty good geologist, and is
Me foravpr péckin E away
av;
at his innocent rocks.
Fad hAgain you wi
a machinist who is
pored of ¢¢ Bo paper” copies of standworks, andl rejoices in the possession of
bs in literature which he cannot read.
an excellent steel-plate engraver,
, | besides being a universal critic, is
ular convinced that the entire rail-

later date,~selections from Spenser's Faerie
Queene, belonging to the latter part of the six-

exhibit the steps of progress

man

ated slave in tho

s/f curious thing about New England is
; Fariety of eccentric charactersto be
| there. In almost every town there
prmer or mechanic who has addicted
plf 10 some kind of knowledge very reof from his occupation. Here: you will
shoemaker, in a little shop (which
ks when he goes to dinmer or to the
Bi bffice, much to the inconvenience of
jomers) , who has atttained celebrity as
wipnist. Inanother village there may
aiols (Wheelwright who would sell his best

Ploughman, written about 1360,~some pardgraphs from Sir John Mandeville, a contempora-

lish language as an instrument

FAS SURNAM

Odd Yankees.

selection

son’s Elaine,~and from Longfellow’s Hiawatha.
This method is natural, and the plan is well car-

1 i, (oi

can
nant

ted States

are judicious and valuable, pointing out what is
peculiar and significant, and giving just the information that an ordinary reader would desire.
The representative
and illustrative selections
consist of specimens from several different vefsions of the fourteenth chapter of John's gospel;—an extract from
the Vision of Piers

from Addison’s Spectator,—fro:n Pope’s Rape of
the Lock,~from Cowper's Task,~from Tenny-

i

Or A

Arild

t

ber of specimens from the authors which have
made many of our manuals at once cumbrous,
unsatisfactory and bewildering, he gives us a
brief history of language in general and of the
English language in particular, and then, by
means of selections from leading authors who
represent different periods and stages of development, sets us to study the peculiarities of each

which follow each

Sap

A &t only

56 8 4 op

forth the features of a book which can hardly fail

The notes

Dr.

TheeRasériW dBouiraits.

accurately sets

the English language and literature more general, more interesting and more successful, Keeping free from the dry details and the great num-

voice,

ghho)

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF ENGLISH

LITERATURE; SOIprsilE representative master-pieces in poetry and prose, marking the
successive stagesof its growth, and a method-

& Co., of Hartford, Conn., |

whose publications have uniformly been of the
most substantial character, will issue, during the
month of February, the AMERICAN YEAR BOOK
AND NATIONAL REGISTER, for 1869, and thus

enlisted the ablest thinkers of every eanbury and
land.

ry,—~The Clerke’s Tale

rocks ?” I asked of my friend.

water rises aud

1869.

The very title given to this néw dontribution

period.

It was low tide when we went down

“Oh,

& Co.

rop & Co.
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Mrs. Gray’s money bought them, but God
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hin
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“Are you afraid, dear child?” asked her

ministerat another time.

from the ‘window. Oh, dear me! what a in the ordinary Academy and High School would
‘‘Mother,” said Eddie, as Helen left the face it was! The blue eyes were full of render By huthops labors
still more serviceable,
room, “I'm sure of one thing.
I never will’ frowns instead of smiles, the pleasant lips |
chew tobacco aslong as I live I”
were drawn up in an ugly pout, and the Tu SOypoRs
iA L Story of the French War of
“That is a good resolve,” replied his’ queer little marks on the forehead had deep1818.
Erckmann-Chatrian., Trans-

mother, “and I hope you will keep it.”

oo

ease. Not long before, her step had been
shadow settled down upon him, and by the as light and her heart as joyous and gay as title of Rainy Day Stories. Of the author we
need
to say little
our readers,
as her pen has [| #50
time Willie was seven, their home and

dark

ly obeyed his mother’s injunction not to soil

“Eddie,” she

and

’

parlor and practice my new music before
So I sat down to the
in front of Mr, Ames, and putting out his lit- changing my dress.
tle foot, neatly encased in a new boot with piano, never dreaming that there was a
a red top, (the first he had ever worn), pro- | great pool of tobacco juice on the, carpet,
ceeded to use it as a mop, diligently scrap- and my dress lying in it all the while. How
ing it back and forth, then, casting a look should I? And when I arose there it was

a

him about God and heaven, and his mind
seemedto drinkin all the sweet things she

«Poor little girl,” I thought, “how badly
you will feel when you grow up, to have
your face marked all over with the tide

Mrs, C.Y. Barlow, pusher,
Conquest nd
them to you.”
No; I cannot fear while Jesus supports ‘Sacrifice. Philadelphia:
C. Garrigues&
smoke tobacco because they thought it
Co. 1868. 18mo. pp. 264.
He waited patiently several dis, until me,” she replied quickly.
made men of them. They didn’t know,
The publishers of this volume, who issue nothone morning, as he stood at the window
“But
are
you
not
weary
with
besring
poor things, how foolish it looked to sensiing of doubtful tone or questionable value, have
watching the boys trundlin® their hoops, he pain P?
ble people. They didn't think that they sobbed :
sent out an excellent and thoroughly interesting
She said, “I am leaning on Jesus, and story 'in Helen Ashton. Its characters are of
‘| were injuring their health, and never could
“0 , mother, it is too Bard ! Can’t I get don’t mind the pain.”
the every-day sort, their trials are of the kind
make so strong men either in mind or body some boots anywhere !”
And so this one of Christ's lambs went to that real boys and girls in our own homes enas they otherwise would. I have heard of
“Yes, Willie, you can.”
the fold above, leaning on tke Good Shep- counter; and the only effectual way in which the
a boy, only ten years old, who had learned
true work of life can be dene- and its difficulties
4 JI can Phe eagerly exclaimed. ‘ Where? herd who “‘gathers the lambs in his arms.”
to like it so well, that he would steal away Where 2 Tell me quick !"*
mastered is set forth in such a light as will alWe, too, must all die. Shall we be found
by himself to a field some distance from his
nobody to mistake who is earnest in the de“Do you not know my son?” replied his leaning on Jesus, so that we shall not mind low
sire for light and duty.
fathex’s house, and there, mounted on a
mother. ‘Think now.”
pain or fear death ?
large rock, chew and spit by the hour toWillie stood for a moment, as if in deep
gether, till the rock was stained all over
Pamphlets, Magazines, &e.
thought ; then with a smile logked up to his
with tobacco juice, so that you could hardly
« THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW for December
deals in
i its own calm, discriminating, vigorous
have told its original color. When that boy | mother’s face, and said :»
way with themes that will interest a class of
became an old man, he used to visit at my |" :¢¢ 0, I know! God will give them to me
I was a little girl then, and as he of course. Why didn’t I think of that before? THE LAW OF LOVE AND LOVE AS A Law; or, readers, though the topics chosen and the treat|. father’s.
ment which .they receive, may not render the
Was very fond of children, he never failed to I'll gonow and ask him.” He walked out
Moral Science, Theoretical. and Practical.
By
number especially and immediately popular. But
of
the
parlor
into
his
mother’s
room.
She
Mark
Hopkins,
D.
D.,
LL.
D.,
President
of
take me on his knee, kiss me, and sing a
Williams College.
New York: Chas. Scribner the articles on Browning's Poems, the Amazon,
song for my especial benefit. Though the quietly followed him, and, standing conceal-

Father, mother, little brother,
Tearfully gaze upon it;
(
More dear tothem than precious stones,
That little shaker bonnet.
A volume of despair alone,
And yet a cherished treasure;
They love it for the little face
That peeped from it with pleasure.

both active

of his parents.

1869.

27,

Literary Review.

2

Imprint fond kisses on it.
The merry little-laughing face
No more from it will greet them ;
But vacancy—a memory
Of the little one’ll meet them.

were

Willie “was the only son

When very young his mother beganto teach

JANUARY

told him, justas the flowers receive into
vampaiguy and battles are wonderfully vivid and Pras
it must carry the marks to the grave.
their
the drops of dew that give| that
U
thad in his mouth?”
them strength and beauty. Before he was "My little” friend, becareful how you let |’ then of the soclal ee
the li er
Ky
“Yes, mother, twas tobacco, and I'll tell three years old he would often sit guzing the tide of an unholy temper or the waves tle romances of the heart that are mi
into
you how I know. I heard him say to papa into the sky and would say:
of a wicked passion rise in your heart, and terrific tragediesofAd march, the battlefield She
out in the yard, “Fis fig is nice, wont you
their disfiguring "vy on your tnd he rr sph ng and beautiful. The | WAS
¢ Willie's watching for the holy angels, leave
‘have some?

-

Let no monument arise,

The

dear,

boy to be thoughtful and kind toward all.
But do you know, Eddie, What Mr. {Ames

We

‘Where no swallow’s

. Willie's Faith,

“I think, mother, he treated us very impolitely, staining our nice, mew carpet
so!”

STAR:

RY

SIS

ears, 8
n the s
pany

of agriculture, ahd was two

years finding out that they wouldn't learn
here are morose men and fami4. who neither visit nor are visited ; and
8,

w

dalena,i0
here id

amon

skelp ut

a
Jerked tompessm uf

occasionally, a downright

plancient

(WW

type,

such as we

hgazines and anecdote books.

i

show atkhemntersie

ag an

teh
among both
derstand ra
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)
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There

n, t00, of an extreme eccentricity of
I think there are inBoston about
[.
740 ascomplete immovable,if not ma-

nant, Tories, as can be found this side of
\atantinople,—men who plume them10 | SevRElupon jo everything that makes

Ake’| the
:
P01

glory of their age and country. And
ting of Boston,—solid, sensible Boston

aBiWhab other city

thiéeepntric pe

ever accomplished

a foat

production of those twin

Francis Train and
0ibdfgruities, George
tends owh-salodnt Johannes P— Atlantic Monthly.

faction, no doubt, for he holds an honcrable

position in the Benate,

miser,

read of in
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are weighty

Senatorial Portraits,

a

it

to the sick
Now T

ay

ug

Washington,” furnished to ae Independent,

y

person

a conception of the helpless irritability

4

Magazine,

heart.

I know

them as thoroughly as
Idomy ABC's, I
know: a ‘host of them—all- loving-loyal now
that they are seeking indemnity
from the
Government for their burnt-up
ho
and
caten-up cows and chickens—women who,

Let the men who doubt the

in war study

the

power of women

personal

history of the

women of the South.

~ Senator Howe is answered by Senator
Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, who can
discover no reason whatever why special
favor should be shown Miss Murphy. He
torial-looking senator, with a pleasant voice
and winning manner. - Opposite Vice-President Wade

Groen Senator Williams, of Ore-

gon-a large and rather imposing-looking
man, though no one would suspect it as he
sits crumpled
drawn down

up in his chair.
His head is
into his shoulders; and we

see, looking
forth from between straight
locks, a sallow and rather stolid visage.
How brilliant this face may become when
illuminated from within T am unableto say.
It is certainly impassive enough in repose.

the face of a man with a clear

He has

brain, a cold

temperament, and a warm heart—for a few.
He entered the Senate with some local prestige and
great personal pride as a lawyer;
both of which he has sustained to the satisfaction

of his friends, and to his own satis-

faction, no doubt, for he holds an honorable
position in the Senate.

Senator Dixon, of Connecticut, with a fine
stature, has delicate, almost feminine features, full of kindness.
He has the sudden,

quick look
brain

and motion

alert, acute, and

which

indicate

ready.

a

But he has

the temperament which is incapable of longprotracted effort. Near him sits his oppo-

:

ror trv y but tho

than it used to be;

as if, in the mysterious

processes of life, the springs of
experience had been touched.
tors are marching up and down
Chamber—Mr. Saulsbury, with
behind

him, and

hands

Mr.

in his pocket.

does not

Fessenden,

Senator

look as if he intended

innermost
Two senathe Senate
his hands
with

his

Saulsbury
to

resign,

although the legislature of Delaware have
iven fim but ten days for that purpose.
{le has done his utmost to destroy the result, but nature made him to be a handsome man. Tall, portly, with fine features,
expressive eyes, and a mass of black curly
hair,

he bears with him the

full insignia of

ersonal beauty and of intellectual power.
o see such a man reeking with tobacco
and rum is one of the saddest comments on
human frailty. Senator -Fessenden’s great
frontal head
droops as usual. ' It is the
droop one always Seg in persons whose vital functions aré inadequate to the demands
of an exhaustive brain, Marked as Mr.
Fessenden's intellectual acumen is, one
can't help thinking
how much fuller and
freer it would be
"had he the elasticity of
health to buoy this massive brain into joyous

activity.

Now,

in his

presence,

one

feels that through defective health, rather
than through a defective temperament, this
great man has missed much
of the glow
and brightness of human life which should
have been. his portion.
Serenely in his
chair sits Senator Morgan, a man who sugests very opposite conclusions. To him
as come the utmost modicum of his gifts.
In dress, in figure, in face he looks the

you of the Unitéd States.”

Then followed

po-

ems he has translated) ‘and Agassiz.
The
venerable William Cullen Bryant came infor a share of his questions. hen turning
to me with great animation, he said, “Why
did your government treat the historian

asked me

in

such

a

manner?”

When

he

who would fill Motley’s place, I

Dutch Repyblie,

for Brazilians

do not

for-

get that for thirty years Holland ruled Bra-

Zu.

the emperor

had:

given his views

in gen-

eral, he concluded in a manner which shows

him to be an advanced man, viz.,

‘ But,

Mr. Fletcher, that which is the most important, and that which we need most of all,

is the improvement of the
girls’ schools.
This is the great necessity.
For how can
Brazilians have good wives and good mothers to shape the future of our country,
to diffuse a noble moral influence upon 4
children of the land, if we do not give

our

daughters every advantage P”
For two hours he examined the publications. Taking up a reading book (English)
published in
New York, he said, *
a very good work, but the best books

This is
of all

College,

are the

swhoro

Ilillard's higher:

text books,

formed me that an
certain parts of the
inson’s Charles V.,
satisfactory.
Dr.

and

roeadors

the president

in-

effort had been made in
empire to introduce Robbut it had proved un.
Pacheco(the president)

said to me, ‘‘ there is no work

that we have

for its English,equal to the First Class Reader; but could not Mr. Hillard prepare an
essay on English literature for us, to be
translated into Portuguese, and then, with
this as an introduction, make selections
from his various readers to be suited especially tous who are not of the English
race?”
3
I mention these things because you can
see how American literati are
Brazil. Lord Macaulay, in a

esteemed in
private letter

to Mr. Everett, once said, ‘‘ The judgment
of intelligent foreignersis the judgment of
posterity,” and I assure you that I felt a
great pride in hearing my countrymen pronounced upon by such men as -the intelligent foreigners I have cited above.

What we Owe

to Poverty. .

sally

Wealth owes to poverty an immense debt.
Society is immensely and everlastingly indebted to the poor who have done its work,
the long-forgotten work on which it builds
and lives. It is poverty that felled the forests, and planted the wilderness,
and
leveled the hills, and made straight the
paths in which we walk. Poverty handled
and trimmed and laid upon one another every brick and stone by which this city -has
been built’ up, stretched every telegraph
wire from Maine to California, twisted every strand of the cable which binds the

Without poverty, who would serve us and do
our work, build our railways, navigate our
ships, and procure the products by which
civilization subsists? Let not wealth come
in, and say, ‘It is'my capital that has done

painted

it.

It

more

artist.

expression

to

bring

out,” said tha

Tottering on two canes, there now comes

down the aisle a man whose
on finance

the Bourse

make not onl

great speeches

Wall Street, but

of Paris and the Exchange of
London, tremble.
Nature endowed Senator
Morton,

of

Indiana,

with

a-

great

brain

above a powerful body; and thus far both
have triumphed over mortal {fiseage. In
him we see the full motive temperament,
muscular, tenacious,

is large and round
causative faculties

dominant.

- His

head

developed.

He

rather than high, with

largely

has black hair and beard

and

pallid

com-

wholly
- plexion, with a half melancholy and
gentle expression of countenance.

this!”

capital?

True,

Hast

my brother, but

tal is also the product

brother's face.

Thy

with the

His years, his

weary years, are in it; itis carved out of thy
brother's life. For what is capital buf concrete labor—the labor of the past condensed
and made portable? Poverty, not wealth
has done the work. He is the great and
atient creditor of us all. Poverty, hardanded,

coarse-clad,

toil-bowed,

weather-

scarred, shut out from the palaces, and temples of thine own rearing; thou art our

creditor! - Who shiithrepay thee thy

dues?

long

What a reckoning will that be when

thou and wealth shall “meet at compt !"—
Dr. Hedge.

Gladstone

and the

Welshman,

Os

Courier tells the follow-

stone:

I believe I have a pret-

ty strong will—some people would say it
amounts to willfulness; but when I am unbare to be bothered with questions.

of poverty.

capital is kneaded and molded

sweat of thy

That capi-

ing story of a Welshman's visit to Mr, Glad-

or of that, disease, but what they really do

well I loge all strength of will, and

own bowels?

—

You hear of people dying of this disease,

die of is questions.

whence that

thou, then, spun it, spider-

like, out of thine

The Liverpool

Dying of Questions.

cannot

The,

Welshman says that having read so

much of the great statesman, he became
very deNrous to see—only to see—the great
man.
Oneday last summer he set out early for Mr. Gladstone's “house in Penmaen-

mawr.

It was with many misgivings that,

carrying carefully a small basket with him,

* Will he walked up tothe house; for, having a
ou have your gruel made of gritsor of your small stock of Baglish at hiscommand,
arley P
hen will you take your medi- he feared, it would avail him but little with
cine? ‘These weighty questions—and they theservants. In shat fear he was right, for

ECT IN ORIGINAL!

i

aa

prostrated by disease. But she bore her

long and tenderly cherish her

:

©

3. Bo

HIGGINS.

PATIENCE, wife of Rev. Wm. Abbott, died in
New Portland, Me., Nov. 24, ged 75 years and 7
months,

She experienced

religion in 1887, and

was baptized by her husband, and joined the F.
B. church and remained a worthy member .until

of - the

there.

Le

mi mors,

tha lot of Bro:) and Sister. Abbott,

:

to live in a

comparatively ; new country, and consequently.
they were subjected,
to Tay inconveniences ;
but in her Bro. A. found a faithful GoRbaniets
even before she experienced religion. After she
professed faith in Christ, however, she seemed

Obituaries.

to have an increaring interest

and sympathy for

her husband in his ministerial labors.
has been out of health for seven Fox,

Sister A.
and her

sufferings were great a portion of the time; and

v3

Particular Notice!

especially in her last sickness.
She, however,
bore those sufferings with Christian fortitude,
and finally died in peace.
Bro. A., who survives
her, is supported by the religion which he recommended to others for §o0 many yrs. ; and is patiently waiting the time when he will be permitted to

Persons wishing obitua~

ries published in the Morning

Star, who do not

patronize it, must

them with

accompany

cash

said that I thought the Senate of the United equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
{oa his companion on the other shore. She
States would keep the place empty after the
eaves pumerous other friends who mourn their
attempted insult offered to Motley. In his Brevity is specially imporfant. Not more than a i0s8,
yet hope to meet her in the better land. Fumajesty’s library Motley’s works have a con- single square can well be afforded to any single neral services were attended by Rev. L. Hathaway.
J
L. HUTCHINS, Wu,
Spicuous place. In the library of the Pedro obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
IL. College the name of Motley is prominent; and amongst the choice books ef
For Sale.
IDA MAY, only daughter of E. C.and M. E.
many private gentlemen, I saw the history Flanders,
died in Albany, Vt., Jan. 8, aged 2
of the
Netherlands and the history - of the years and 8 months. ‘Suffer the little children to

a man with no powerin reserve, every force
is ‘trained and in action.
In the
perfect
equipoise of these mediocre powers
he has
found the life-long guaranty of material
success. Honest and changeless the eyes
look out from under their shaggy brows.

meant who

received, and. a portrait

be always be welcomed

so often to old Europe ; and he must not for-

1 don’t like to criticiseit ; but it is the face of what were the brain without the hands?

looks like him, ” said a friend of Gov. M.;
“but do you think that you have quite
brought the expression out?” ‘“There is no

book in return,

get that we are Americans here, as well as

hemispheres in electric communication.
Directed by intelligence, it is true, but

great artist

sister has in her short
es ha
been
an invalid from childhood, and much of the time

libergl chief, which Mrs. Gladstone gave
him, with kind assurances that he would

prosperous
man.
No malignant star has
marred his destiny.
He has so kind a face,

An immobile face,it is easy to seewhat the

as this

called from the church militant to the church
triumphant.
In their early married life it was

JL

heisr-growing

very few to experience so much suffe

from the simple man, presented him with a entirely

bookhe

to teach English literature are the higher
—Henry Wilson, of Massachusetts. Activi- class readers of Hillard, (which he prothat
ty is to him the law of necessity. - He will nounced Heellard.) There is nothing
surely go to Lyman Beecher's heaven, gives so clear an idea of the Anglo-Saxon
where the angels are forever busy and nev-. iterature and its history.” These are the
er tired. If he isn't righting his desk-draw- works from which he instructed his own
er, he is Wilings or reading, or rushing daughtersin English, and though they are
about, - Ideubt ifhe could listen to-anybody now married to two most excellent Orleans
for more than five minutes—which, by the princes, (grandsons of Louis Phillippe,) he
way, is as long a space of time as the aver- told me that, from time to time, he and the
age speaker manages to keep himself in- princesses *‘ read Hillard together."
Yesterday (Oct 21st,) I was at the Pedro
teresting. . Mr. Wilson has aged somewhat
withina

above. . Six children.

severe
ictions
th Christian,
patience and
resignation. Though naturally
diffident and retiringin disposition, yet her rare excellence of
heart won for hér many devoted friends who will

|, inquiries after Whittier (many of whose

.

Aged 28 years. She
professed faith in Christ
1864, joined the F. W, . B. church in N. and lived
a life worthy of her profession. It is the lot of

Brazil are so..well known, has lunch, and

site—one-of the indefatigable, the unrestin,

gray about his features softens and refines
their expression.
With no diminished
strength, his face is deeper and gentler

till called to join the church

had read
so much: and ‘theretipdn, he beg‘ed Mr. Gladstone to accept the small basket
of eggs he had Frou’ with himjand which
were placed together.
in a -very artistic
style.. Mr. Gl
ne took them kindly

The next listener is- Senator -Edmunds; of + A long explanation was given to the educational reports, books, &c.; and after
Vermont—a tall, slim, bald- headed, Roman-

nosed, heavily-bearded gentleman.

:

asking him
otake some
;
inquiries after the
family. It was with
t rerecently returned froma visit to that coun- Welshman’s
luctance that the visitor
partook of food for
try and published, in the New York ZHven- he frequently assured
them that he came
ing Post, a long letter detailing evidences of there not to eat anything, but to see Mr,
the interest taken by the emperor in this Gladstone. However, this warm-hearted
country. Speaking of his interview with son of Wales left highly pleased with his
successful visit and bearing with him the
the emperor, Mr. Fletcher writes :

Motley

too is a tall, gray-haired, fine-featured, sena~

‘oman of his, came

him to Mys, Glad-

0s| YS.

LW

Dr; daughter of Nathan and-Eouiss Dr
stone, of whom and of his great services he MIE
Bartlett, diedin Northfield; Dee. 30, of dropsy,

during
all the war, were such deadly rebels
“After a conversation entirely ‘personal,
that they would as soon have poisoned a
boy-in-blue as’ to have looked at him. No his first exclamation was, “O, why did not
been
matter how much they profess to be *“Up- Longfellow come to Brazil! He
ion,” touch the core of their Southern hearts,
and you will discover that every
Southern
woman who breathes in the South is a rébel.

the sturess
Just then nother

which
ho was sustaine
forty-t 0 yrs. Ag0.

fort ry ved and Stnod the I", B, church at W.
Buxton, of which hie Femaiied a Worthy. ioiber
till removed by deathto the church
triumphant.
and five sons mourn
the loss of an‘affecHis wifehusband
tionate
and indulgent father.
Hal
ulgen D. A. MADDOX.

the loss ofa tender mother, the church of
visitor, and comingto him laugh ed | mourn
a devoted Christian, and themeighborhood a kind
eartilyto hear the enthusiastic Welshman and
courteous friend.
wd
oe :
'

Rev. J,%6, Fletcher, whose writings il-

lustrative of

truly loyal at

8

object fh § admiration was told of thissin-

of a

* American Authors in Brazil.

ern woman

“WM. HoBsoN died
12 years, after-a long

0

MARY PHELPS diedin Northfield, December 9
stone. The kind lady was much amused to aged
She gin No heart to
God in
see the Welshman’s det:
40 see—se— youth,T8years.
and joinedd th the F'. W. B. churchin N., of
only to see, he said—Mr., Gladstone. Th
which
she continued a highly esteemed member

grits or barley
an overy werin ome, an
raises the pulse seven hol 1 at Jomst eMac:

not loyal.
century has never yet |

.

then very
before Bight. : othing daunted,

real invalid, The
Siliguls cashyy
not distarb my equani

be{ millan's

.

dy Welshman
to call again [at
t.
maid-servant, a coun!
that:|-to his rescue. and

move fro
so fatiguin

cussion, and thus

us.

mentally

Mrs. ‘Mary Clemmer Ames, the well
known writer of “A Woman's Letters from
has recently taken
a ¥iew’
when the Murphy:
v

5

‘

hE

come unto me, and forbid them not; for of such.
is the kingdom of God.”
Funeral attended Hy

the writer.

A. J. DUTTON.

“dition.

We know these

sizeof the

her sapport through

She hed

|-

Persons wishing

country.

on

he

de-

will

An

She experienced re-

ligion about thirty years ago, was
baptized and
joined the I. W.
B. church in West Falmouth, of

which she remained a worthy member till called
She leaves a husband,

ix children aad other relatives to wourn their

088.

:

new

law, is

24

and ina few days every
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PIANOS! ORGANS ! MELODIANS!
Attention is called to the fact that many
are being greatly favored by

Rev.
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HARMON.
No man rents Instruments so reasonably

HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds
exchange for New.
He does this:

least

as Mr.
taken in,

I. By avoiding the payment of from 30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store.
II. By sending Instruments directly from thé man.
ufacturer to the purchaser.
2
PLEDGE. If any Instrument fails to
give satisfac
tion

after

afew

week’s use, MR.

HARMON"

will re-

fund the money and take the Instrument: hencé he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
five years.
'
.
Send to MR. HARMON

for Mason

& Hamlin’s Cab-

inet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows.) Al80, for all kinds of Piano’s; especially Chickering &
Sons’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New

York.

20

9

Rev. L. L. HARMON,
000

SOLD.—The

KEEPER and

Circulars free. WALTER
Street, "
ork City.

HOLT &

Co., 102 Nassau
20633

FOR

NEW YORE WEEKLY.
Each issue contains

is laid

JOY,

- COE

00,,

&

around

Publishers’

Co.,

TEN

STO-

STORIES and the VARIED DEPARTMENTS.

THE TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS:
One Year—single COpY....ceeveerescescnnssanns $3.00
346
4
Pour copies ($2.50 each).
cevervives 330
hs!

“Tight

COPI@B.

sus seen s +s suanrssnsns

00

Those sending $20 for a club of eight, all. sefit
at
one time, will ‘be entitled to a copy FREE. Getters
up of clubs can afterward add single copies at $2.50 .
each,

STREET

1285]

$18

& SMITH, Proprietors,

No. 55 Fulton Street, N. Y.

BOSTON NOTION

Sewing

&

Embroidering

Machine.

$18

AGENTS
WANTED—BOTH
MALE AND FEMALE—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the
largest and most complete Machine for the price ever
offered for sale. This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, TUCK, QUILT, CORD, BRAID, BIND and EMBROIDER in the most superior manner,

It makes the

“ELASTIC LOCK STITCH” that will not rip or break.
if every third stitch is cut. Itis durable, very simple, and not easy to get out

of order,

We

warrant,

and keep in order one year free of cost. Good Agts.
wanted in every town and county. Address, with
stamp,
L. M. MASURY & CO.,
210 Washington-Street, Boston.
P. 8.—All kinds of Machines bought, sold, exchanged

and repaired,

and to let,

ESTABLISHED

=

3md0

1861.

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA

COMPANY

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
AT CARGO
PRICES.

PRICE

LIST OF

TEAS.

OOLONG (Rlack), 70¢, 80c, 90c, best $1 per 1b.
ED, ( reen and Black) 700, 80c, 90c, best
rib.
A
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) T0c, 80c, 90¢,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
IMPERIAL (Green), 70c, 80¢, 90¢, $1,00, $1,10,
best HL pe 1b.
;
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 70c, 80c, 90c, $1,00,
81,10 best $1,25 per Ib,
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 900,81, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib.
(Green),best $1,50,

ROASTED

:

AND GROUND

the Morning

Agents,

use

DAILY,
es who

large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of
give perfect satisfaction.

best 460. per Ib.

ROAB

GREEN

per pound, and warrantto
TED (Unground), 80c., 86c.

(Unroasted),

26c., 80c., 330.

ORE Asites
t120

Post Office. Box 5643, New York City.

$25

4139

Tribune

SRANY,

KNITTING MACHINE.

ANTED os
and Sellers for the BIOK=
FORD ¥
ILY KNITTER, the most reliable invention for. the household ever made. It
knits 20,000 stitches a minute, runs back and forw:

Edn, She ee er RRS
KNITTING MACHINE ©€0, 8) Bromield Streot,
and sets up its own work.

to contract for advertising of
oe

to

funded.

Boho, New. York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phils

delphia, are authorized
inpaper.

EIGHT

our expense, within thirty days, and have the money re<

Ways,

«

&

from

RIES and SKETCHES, and HALF A DOZEN
POEMS, in ADDITION to the FOUR SERIAL

best 86¢. per lb.
:
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfaotion, , If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at

“Box 701 Dover, N. H.

This pavement

PAPER

IS THE

Grouxp Corrxx,
20c., 25¢., 80c., 85¢., best 400. per Ib,—

SERTEMBER1, 1808,

Star building.

LITERARY

“

COFFEES

Coal Sheds, &c.

A

UNRIVALED

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and

Carriage

Snow

contains.

answers to inquiries upon all imaginable subjects.

GUNPOWDER,

Warehouse Floors, Gutters,

¥.

their brevity,

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.

York.

Shop Floors,

reputation from

most notable doings all over the world.
THE GOSSIP WITH
CORRESPONDENTS

HAIR "DYE.

BEST PAVEMENT

but
at-

THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS are made up of the
concentrated wit and humor gf many minds.
THE ENOWLEDGE BOX is colfined to useful information on all manner of subjects.
THE NEWS ITEMS Sve in the fewest words the

Magnetic Pocket TIME-

COMPASS, in a hand-

a high

‘excellence, and correctness.

Portsmouth, N. H,

some case, with glass erystal, white enameled dial
steel and metal works, ordinary watch size, soun
and serviceable.
Warranted to denote correct time
and keep in order two years.
Satisfaction'guaranteed.
Sent
post-paid for $1, or 3 for
$2. Agents wanted.—

WEEKLY

N.Y. Weekly Departments
have attained

For circulars address
3m29

YORK

does not confine its usefulness to amusement,
Publishes a great quantity of really Instructive
er in the most condensed form.
The

‘AN

gThels lsbrsted Bene So
ast
Iron or
‘Amalgam’]
rivalin purity
and volume of

==

WEEKLY.

Each number of the NEW YORK WEEKLY contains Several Beautiful Illustrations, Double the
Amount oF Beading Matter of any paper of its class,
and the Sketches, Short Stories, Poems, etc., are by
the ablest writers of America and Europe. The

CHURCHES,SCHOOLS,etc.,

_ Manup’s

wu
Ht ——

H,

DE

WEEKLY.

running through its columns; and at least

Blymer, Norton & Co.

| (z——

PATENTED

handkerchief,

6m29

EQUR GREAT STORIES

To work in Maine, New Hsupshite and Vermont, to

whom exclusive territory will be
of a Sewing Machine firet putin

State, County and Town Rights for sale by

the

EVERYWHERE.

B—

entranc-

‘FLOR

BY DEALERS

Are always found in the

ution, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mill
Machinery; both circular and upright.) Iron

in all its forms! -

with

SALE

NEW

Side Walks, Street Crossings,

the Blest, freighted

Address

COOPER, WILSON & CO.,
Proprietors, -'- - =- - Philadelphia.

when they subscribe

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
. Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

DR. H. ANDERS’

GALES from Araby

and only 35 Cents.

Sold by Druggists, or mailed free.

At present there are

Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

THE

Cures CONSUMPTION by Inhalation!
Circulars free. J. F. DINSMORE, 86 Dey st., N. Y¢

Headach H

heat
in Catarrh; is 80

IcEr€URES WITHOUT SNEEZING ! 221
Powder, is Pp pleasant fo the taste;
As a Troche
Tr
=.
er nauseates; when swallowed,
304
Hav
gives to the Throat and Vocal Or 'gans a
" DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
©OOLNESS AND COMFORT.
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! TRY IT! ~

OF

COMPOSITION PAVEMENT,

reath of oriental spice flowers, are not so

Brea

the burning

NEW

PATENT

WATER,

ORGANS.

2d $a agracable in its effects that it positively

. . AGENT,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and |
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Irom Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kies ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

CAUTION.—Al) genuine has the name * PERU.
VIAN SYRUP,” (not ‘Peruvian Bark,”) Llown in the
glass. A 32 page pamphlet sent free. J. P. DINSMORE, Prop’r,
ey 8st, N. Y.
1y40

be

VOCAL

SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

Cures Dyspepsia
and Debility.

SOROFWULA

AND

The Most Interesting Stories

SNOW & DAVIS’

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

8

COLDSin HEAD

‘ This Remdy
does not “Dry up” a Catarrhy
Loosens it; Flos Bead or iH ofensve a

Company,

MANUFACTURERS

street, New

Invigorates the Brain.

Cures

and

rom

SWAMSCOT)

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No. 16 Bond

Diseases.

i

- THE PEOPLE'S FAVORITE JOURNAL,+

ALOQEOL

IODINE

§

NEW TORK WEEKLY,

Makes the Weak Strong.
Cures Chronic

Agent,

85 Water Street, Boston.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSORIBE

¥ This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.

Tonic,

FACES.

"Address orders to
JOHN K. ROGERS,

FOR

. BATCHELOR’S

SYRUP,

Iron

WITECUT

relatives,

ALLEN,died in Falmouth,

the

PERUVIAN

of a very

but while we mourn she rejoices.
J
:
Y
- M, HAWLEY,

to her reward in heaven.

day,

stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and

She was not willing that any

aged 70 years.

of water three times a

4

~ Ahbertisements.

should leave her sick room without a promise to
meet her in heaven,
8hé had much to give up,
but God’s
grace was sufficient.
She leaves to
mourn her
departure a father, mother, one sister
and one to. whom she was-soon to have been

Me., Dec. 13,

|

TYPE

SCIATICA,

particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain
be dissolved and pass off by the kidneys.
Manufactured by D. KENNEDY,
Roxbury, Mass.

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

under

OB.

Ana lately for ts unrivalled

- NEWSPAPER

or

and suffer, in the

(that I have just got through with,) that most awful,
most heart-withering, most strength-destroying, most
spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of
the ‘dis.
eases that can afilict’our poor human nature:
When you have the
A
:
LUMBAGO,
1
and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
in Bi in bed, and ev:
movement will go to your
fears like a knife; now
me, if reliefand a cure of
any of these diseases in a few days
is not the Greates!
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
.
Directions to Use.
“You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls

IR

by

Sample copies will be sent free on application

amiable disposition she won the respect of all
who knew her. | Four years since, she gave her
heart to God, and joined the C. Baptist church
in H., of which she remained a worthy member
until called from labor to reward.
Much might
be said of the many virtues of the deceased,
but
her record ison high, Tn her Jast sickness she suffered much being d Sulifed much of the time, but
when
reason returned
she expressed
much
thankfulness for every favor received and often

MARIA, wife of WM.

;

the

published

us for the Myrtle.

by Rey: Fi

other

yourself in bed,

youbsmust

chair,

:

is was mo)
s
When you have the
p
NEURALGIA,
Ap
when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very
verge
of madness:
:
‘When you have the

Mytle.

semi-monthly,

of the Myrtle,

LAURA M,,eldest daughter # Land P, Hawley,
of Huntington, Vt., died of f¢phoid fever, Nov.

united for life, with numerous

w

NT)

©

is racked with
a

wishing it Was night, and at night wishing

FOR

cents; a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent

SALLY, wife of Capt. David Moulton of Newfield, Me., died of heart disease, Sept. 21, aged 76
years and 6 months. Sister M., with her husband
was baptized by Rev. A. T. Foss,in 1830,and was
one of the thirty members that composed the F.
W. B. church of 8. Parsonsfield, at its formation.
Modest
apd retiring in her deportment, affectionate and kind in the relations of life, her family
deeply feel their loss. Her aged and suffering
companion awaits the summons to greet her on
the shining shore. Five children
cherish the
memory and virtues of their
sainted mother.
Sustained by, a good hope in Christ, her death
was
peaceful.’ “Funeral services were conducted

praised the Lord,

Artis
ge vatiofiop of"

.

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and"

enlarged-and much improved abofit the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a

POLEMON SUTTON died in Mason, Mich., July
18, after only a few hours sickness. He was
born in Utah Co., N. Y., March 20, 1824. In
1852 he was married to Pheby Moody, of Mason.
Four years ago this winter, he made a public
profession of faith in Christ, and
with others received the ordinance of baptism.{
His Christian
race was short, but we trust it ended gloriously.
In his death the community has lost a good citizen, his wife a faithful companion, and
his two
daughters a tender parent,
Services by the writer.
v
J.
ASHLEY,

Naturally

Neuralg

AND

very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publication should be.addressed
to Rev. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Saco, Me. .
~ All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sentto L.. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
oung, was baptized by Rev. N. Thurston, and
TERMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
oined the F.
W. B. church at Great Falls, in
1832.
She passed some severe trials, but was
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
never known to retaliate for an injury,but would
commit her case to Him who has said, “Ven- cents each,—payable in all cases in adgéance is mine, and I will repay it. She leaves
vance.
three sisters and two brothers.
The loss is greatPostaGE.—The postage on a single copy
ly felt.
M.

1, aged 20 years, 6 months.

and you cannot even turn

Liredid
ih

“morning

of returning,

it sent by mail,

The
This

Dee. 27, aged 31
rebellion he
gave

assisted

mean

hen your system
RHEUMATIC

W

|

was wounded and taken prisoner.
The nature
and location of his wound was such as to cause
the inflammation to extend to his lungs,producing
consumption.
He was an extreme sufferer, but
he bore all with L roa patience, and as the objects
of earth receded
his affections were more and
more on the heavenly and divine, and he finally
passed away in the triumphs of faith. Funeral
sermonas preached by the writer to a large and
sympathizing congregation,
A. SHEPHERD.
HANNAH Dor died in West Parsonsfield, Me.
Dee. 28, aged 72 years,
She was a worthy and
respected sister; she experienced religion ‘while

Towne,

and

STATIONARY

remit the amount of postage in addition to
the price. The postage
on a
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—
twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, bi cts.
This Register has a blank page for memoranda for each month; also a fine cut of
the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of the

EpwIN W. NORTON died at the residence of his

Rev. F. W.
|?Kemp.

a

or $7,00 per hundred.

Com.

imself to his country and its service,in which

enlarged

at 10 cts. a Single copy, 94 cents per dozen,

try-

disease for seven years. Her last sickness was
short but distressing.
Soon death came as a relief from suffering and bore
peacefully away the
trusting spirit of a kind mother,leaving two sors
and one daughter with other relatives to mourn
their loss, which they feel assured is to her
the gain of that happy place, where sickness, sorrow, pain and death are felt and feared no more.

father, in West Burlin, Vt.,
ears. In the time of the late

Rheumatic

Ree mens ovary woud afi

©
|have
.
Se there.

:

livery, without the privilege

been wasting with

Funeral services by Rev. J. Nason.

otherwise

This work is offered for sale, cash

Christ can give,
the

and

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

MINARD.

life and

Siar,

Dover, N. H.

SALLY, widowol Mark Johnson, of North Berwick, Me., died of lingering consumption, Oct.
31, aged T8 years. She felt the need of religion in
early life; and at the age of 15, she sought-and

ing hour of death.

“HARD AND. TOUGH

AGE

Dissolvente—i

be-

our operations, thus necessitating larger
and different machines.
Persons wishing to purchase any one or
all of these, or to make. inquiries concerning them, will please address the subseriber.
L. R. BURLINGAME.

LYDIA, widow of Lewis Chamberlain, died in
Lebanon, Me., Nov. 3, aged 81 years. Some fifty
years ago she joined the church in Lebanon, of
hich she remained a member.
Her husband
preceded her to the other and better world between forty-five and fifty years since, during
which time she hasbeen one of the best of mothers.” At a meeting at her son’s, where she died,
two weeks before she passed away,she was happy
in the Lord, and expressed love te Christ and
his povple,
P. CHESLRY.

which was

to be good machines,

cause we have used them in this office and
proved them. Our reasons for selling them
are satisfactory.
We have increased the

large circle of friends who feel that their loss is
his eternal gain, Services attended by the wri-

but

:

3. One NEWSPAPER FoLDER,—-S. C. Forsaith’s patent,—which will fold a paper
‘about 28 by 40 inches.
:

JAcoB BRowN died in Starksboro’, Me., Nov.

found that peace that none

Kennedy’s

a.

tion.

6,aged 67 years, His sickness was long and severe.
But the. power of religion was clearly
manifested in the patient manner in whieh he
bore his Soin, and his calmness in the ‘hour of
death.
He leaves a wife,
children, and a

R. M.

Dr.

THE

2: One -CurTIS & BAILEY'S’ADDRESSING
MAcHINE, nearly new and in good condi-

C. BURCH.

by Rev. J. Tucker.

OF

{ With eight-horse . boiler—all in’ godd con-

PHEBE NASON died at Union, Erie Co., Pa.,
March 16, aged 74 years.
She was born in Strafford, Vt. She was united in marriage to Ezra
W. Nason, in 1817. . She experienced religion
when about 17 or 18 years of age, and was
baptized by Rev. N. Brown, and joined the F. W. B.
church in Bethany, N. Y.
She liveda Christian
and died in the full assurance of the Christian’s

ter assisted

MEDICAL BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRI,
BLESSING_ | ©, AwAvsxomDFORITS
METAL,

We now have for sale at this office :
1. One
five-horse
PORTABLE (ENGINE,

BETSEY, wife of Amos Felch and daughter of
Moses Kelley, died in South Newbury, Vt., Oct.
15, aged 84 years and 4 months.
She was Baptized, Sept. 9, 1304, and joined the F. B. church
in Weare.
Cou.

home in heaven.

First Lotter Foundry in New England.

netructionsis

Boston, Mass,

. and

Parties are making from
explicit.

2

8. M. PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertis
ing Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
‘New York, are authorized to contract for advertising.

”

as

THE MORNING
Illinois are nearly completed at

py eight years, and an appropriation

inpersonal explandtions as to what had been

princi-

ton

of the Cinclnngti Gazette. The gre

memottl | ©

introduced, and Mr. Sherman reported the finan-

nearly an

hour. The railroad subsidy bill for the benefit
of the Eastern division of the Union Pacific Railway was then taken up and debated until time of

adjournment.
Oa Thursday, the Semate had an able and com-

pact speech from Mr. Sorton of Indiana against
the right: of States to assess and collect a tax on
through railway
passengers, as is done by Maryland and New Jersey-en the line between here
and New ‘York, and then took up Mr. Sherman’s

waational railroad bill, which was debated
the hour of adjournment without

final

I haven’t heard

sucha

sound

for ten years!”

The audience applauded this sentiment, the orchestra stopped, and the béby continued its performance amid unbounded enthusiasm.

FUSIL OIL,of which so-much is said in connection with liquor adulteretions, is a liquid colorless ‘when pure, of offensive smell and burning
teste, obtained by continwing in fermentation in

until

action.—

The House passed a-bill bringing the reconstruct~

the distilling process after the alcohelic. portion
is drawn off. Its actionwpon the animal system
is that of a positive poison, its vapor producing

nausea, headache and giddiness. Its presence in
¥quors is highly injurious, and indicates bad dis-

tillation or the use of damaged grain.
It may be
ed States under the operation of the law for
detected by agitating-the liquor with water and
the ‘appointment
‘of midshipmen at thenaval J
letting it stand for the oil to rise to the surface.

academy, and spent ‘the rest of the day on the
One ounce of fusil oil-kills a rabbit in four minMissouri election case of Switzler versus Ander-'
son. The committee had reported for a second; utes.
EXPERIMENTS have.recently been tried in the
time in favor of-Switzler (democrat), bpt the
House, after four hours and a half debate,

over-'

machine-shops of the Western railroad, in Paris,

in the new art of weldieg iron by pressurg
inson by a very decisive majority.
This action | stead of by a hammer on an anvil. It wy
{ hat union of the two masses of iron was A
causes a good deal of talk in official circles.
Friday, the Senate was wholly occupied with only superficially by means of the hammer, but
railroad matters,-having long speeches from Mr.
that a continued steady pressure had a far greatFrelinghuysen and Mr. Doolittle, and short ones’ er effect in producing & thorough junction.—
from several gentlemen. Nothing was accom- | Among other experiments, two iron bars, 11-2
plished.
Mr. Draké’s resolution from the rail- inches in diameter, were heated to the welding
ruled the committee and gave the seat to Ander-

amination.

ly intercolated with each other.

The House did even less than the

upper branch. Several District bills were acted
<aipon ; one or two rajlroad speeches were made;
eulogies were delivered in. memory of Mr. Hinds
of Arkansas, killed last October, and an adjonrnment then took place.
‘On Saturday, the Senate spent the day in debate-upon the railway.suestion, and the House

The joined por-

tion of the bars was. quite as strong as anywhere
else. A microscopic section of the joint showed
a perfectly homogeneousexture.
:

Oux OF the 280 niembers in both Houses of the
Massachusetts Legislature, 103 have had * legis-

lative experience.”
There are 39 manufacturers,
38 traders, 31 lawyers, 20 farmers, 28 ‘merchants,
discussed the proposed suffrage amendment to 16 who are in the shoe business, 12 “gentlethe.Constitution. "Mr. Boutwell made the only men,” 40 clergymen, 8 clerks 6 physicians, 5
set.speech in its: favor, and Mr. Knott of Ken. | millers, printers, 4 shipmasters and 2 editors.
tucky spoke longest in «opposition to the measIt strikes us that the “ Great and General Court”
ure.
}
must be in a bad way with amnly twelve ‘ gentlemen” out of 280 members usually described by
MISCELLANEOUS,
that title.

and to more effectually accomplish this, we have
often seer them upon their knees that they might

reach a greater distance.
Some animals also that have the mastery often
act very shrewdly, and draw the fodder from before those beside them first, keeping their own
allowance te leisurely consume, or work ever
and gather the best, after the other is gone.

Sometimes grain or roots are fed to a few and
not to the whole, amd in this case with open
mangers the neighboring animals are set into a

4, and Ris son Thomas

Bayard for

the full term of six years from that date.
The
Legislature of Kansas has indefinately
postponed a resolution giving negroee the right

to vote.

:

Ex-Gov.

Featen of New

York, whe

ceed Edwin D. Morgan as United

is to sue-

State Senator,

is forty-nine years old. Ie has served ten years
in the House of Repsentatives, and four years as
Governor of the State, _
The New Hampshire Demoeratic State Convention. which met at Conoord ig«t week, nomi-

nated General John Bedel,of Bath, for Governor.
General Buchanan bas written a long letter
defending his course while in command of the

Fifth Military District.

Tur
finance

Now

this

fault may be easily remedied

viding the manger info sections

well

more than the minister believes

THERE WAS a great earthquake at Colima,
Mexico, on the morning of the 20th of December
last, Great damage was done to buildings, and
many lives were lost, The earthquake was felt
far in the interior, and was especially severe at
Munzanilla, where about twenty persons’ were
killed and mahy buildings raised. Great fissures

were made in the earth. along the line of the
shock.

combination

ture, furnished by a mountain

of Universal

Amnesty

with

Uni-

Colima,

8. Brown

of Tennessee

has

interesting letter tothe Ku Klux Klan

that

Stats, {imploring theme to cease théir
and Jet the State and people have

There bad been the usual volcanic overThus 1868

went

i

ee

re

a little more than two

vince at 8 cost of nearly 8 quarter
of a |

million, and were considered the finest marble

thirty miles from

out

in

character,

shaky, ~for it-was an L earthquake Year

through-

out,

NEARLY 5,000,000 neres of grape vines are cul-

tivated in Franbe.

The average

the wine exceeds $100.000.000.

Tho Raeble buildtags burued in Philadelphia on

himself.

annual value of
The

difficulty of

keeping French wines impedes the foreign trade
sod keeps up the prices. The experiments of

M. Parteur in preserving the winesby a heating
process are looken upon with great interest. If
they are successful
in the fine wines, as

they

bane Boum in the grosser kinds, the price
of clar<
and burgaudies willbe gretly reduced both
ps Englend andin this oatey,
\

were

received local

reports

comparison with the

average planted, is better

than in any preceding year since the adoption

of

ping as discipline

for the youmg.: It publishes

whole strings of letters from persons describing
themselves as mothers and fathers of families,
teachers, governesses, and so forth, all advocat-

ing the libéraluse of the rod. Especially for girls
is. the punishment recommended—even for girls

lieved to be below

rather than

above

' Rats—The

Best

trident

believes

of the

in poison,

Country

and his

partaken.

Thus

that they

will die

near

the water

of which they drank.
They partake readily of
the poison; the arsenic being sweetish and not
at all offensive, and thereby I have rid my place
of them repeatedly.
I place pieces the size of a
large pes, on chips within their reach, being careful to put it out of the way of the poultry.

The. Markets.
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StateFirk primess
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ina

vagabond state, fiom a period of from thirty. to
forty days.
During this time it undergoes four
different changes of shell, but on the fourth it
loses its natatory organs, and is therefore no lon.

Ex Southern. .8

Ohio & West..7

Canada...... 11

Hor

water, but

falls to the bottom where it has td remain for the
future; according, heWever, to its increase of
size, it gains courage toapproach the shore,which
it had left at its birth, The number of enemies
which aseail the young embryos in the deep sea
is enormous; thouxands ‘of all kind of fi«bh, mo-

luses and crustace are pursuing it continually to
destroy it. The very changing of the shells
causes great ravages at these periods, as the young

lobsters have to undergo a crisis which

...oe

@

TRY.
Live Turkeyshe 168. .

The young lobster,as soon as horn,makes away
from its parent, rises to the surface of the wa.
ter, and leaves the shore for deep water, where

ger able to swim on the surface of the

Prime...

. 48 Hams,salted 15
@l6
37 Hams mokdly 00 @:
OTATOES.
Mercers. .
82% [J
Peach Blows. 825

Tohetors

the earliest days of its existence

appears

to be a necessary condition to their rapid growth,

In fact, every young lobster doses and remakes
its crusty shell from eight to ten times the first
year, five to seven the second, three to four the
third, and from two to three the fourth year,
However, after the fifth yeur, the ‘change 1s only
annual,for the reason that,were the changes more

frequent, the shell would not lust isi
protect the ova adhering to the shell of he female
during
the six months of incubation. The lob
ster increases rapidly in »ize until the second year,

0
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STATE

For any ov x Live
pal, ARTHUR GIVEN.
_Lewieton, Jan. 1859.

SEMINARY.

desired, dddress the PrinciPER ORDER.
33

N. H., Jan. 1 , 1849.

412

SEMINARY,

11 weeks.

D. K. FOSTER,

Principal.

Booby, Voc.) Musie,
Board from $4,560 to 8300 per week,
Rooms will
be furnished to those wishing to board themselves.
E. 8. TASKER, Sec. of Trustees.

LA PHAM

INSTITUTE.

The Spring Term will open Feb, 22, 1860, Complete ccurses of study for both sexes.
G. H. KICKR, Pr ingipa,

AGENTS WANTED
North

Bituste, R. I. Jan. 1809:

DOR the AMERICAN YEAR BOOK AND N
AL REGISTER for 1869. Astronomical, Polit
ical, Financial, Commercial, Agricultural, Edueational, Religious. Thi« work contains a vast fund of lute
aud valuable information respeiting the United

PrimesBesssanas Ty a
EAT,
White,#” bush 2 25 g 2 385

depart
which
Att

The

FOR 1869,

The Spring Term of this Institutio:
i: 0. ane contioe ten weeks
m will commence

OBED F038, Sec’y.
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WL250 supply ‘of JExewwt) Dabtiet Books may
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a
ood They furnish our books to all par.
See

No. 9 Cre Te stret, ear

245A

MONTH,

4.5.5

useful

. HOWARD

BY A. J. SCHEM.
HISTORICAL DEPARTMENT: Proceedings of the im«portant Methodist, Protestant, ii
Baptist,
resbylerian, Lutheran, yongre ation),
¥ef nmed
Unitarian, Universalist an
er denominationul

ep

TIONARY DEPARTM
of es
ir A missionary
" iit
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Pull
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articles.

Address

JOHN
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Fat J

8 PALMER'S
¥ GRINGE®R,
for
FamiLy CUTLERY, REAPER & MOWER KNIVES and
LL EDGE TOOLS. It cuts FOUR TIMES as fast as any
Grindstone and with ONE-FOURTH the power, weighs

Write to E. G. STORKE, AUBURN, N.Y
YALENTTNRS.Card Comics only 15¢ts a doz.
Cold 4 ae Soy
tal Valentines 20 ets a dor.
144 Comics
fi by 3 Ta Tndid + ontines in.Envelops at 5¢ 10e 15¢ 20¢
upwards—
Lots for dealers at (ay a
Ee At her timed
cost—Order early—50
Mentines assorted,
as
for only
UNTER

8 CO

Hindsdale, N.H.

25 CENT ALBUM.~
New pstent, bound in cloth
giit, holds 20
sized cards, for only 25cta—Album
and 10 Splendid Photographs for 75¢ts, with 20 Pho
tographs for
Bor omly $1,256
n guaranteed_Al
sent post free—5 Albums for $1—Send 25cts. for Sam
‘ple to
HUNTER & oi Publishers,
2t4
OR
Ei dedale, N. id

boots,

tan

skins

&e.,&

—10,000 solid
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SONGS
= THE TEMPLE
The Successful Music Bock of the Season.
The ifteenth edition of. this popular work is now
ready. We believe, as is substantially expressed by
Con uctors, Teachers and Choristers in nearly ev
section of the Country, “that itis the best new musi:
book for Canvyeations, Singing Schools and Choirs
now before the public.” We DE . a few of the many
reasons for these statements. It is a work of read variety. Init may be found the majestic Choral, the
Joyous Allegro,
the xrateful Cantabile and the tender
Andante,

t containy a clear, concise,

accurate and

pleasing treatise on the Elementary Principles of Musical Notation, guited as well to form a correct musi:
cal taste as to secure the ability to read fluently.
The character of the harmony deserves special con:
sideration in regard to variety force and suitableness
for the

purposes of worship.

Last

but

not

1

least the

mechanical execution of the book is
positively superior to any similar work before the ublio. Single cop| ies for examination will be furnished at dozen price.
#12 per dozen. LEE & SHEPARD, BosTON.
THE WESTERN
~ Preowe

PAs

NEWS

CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
hy

for FARMERS and otters, ~The

Grafton

Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well
put on, mixed with pure Linseed oil, will
last 10 or)
Yoaes; it i8 of a light brown or besutifu!
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,

stone, drab,

olive or cream,

to sult

the taste of the

consumer.
It is valuable for Houser, Barns, Fences,
Oa riage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden. Ware,

Agricu tural Implements, Canal Boats, Ves-els and
Shipa’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water "proof, ) Floor Onl Cloths, (one
Manufactuger having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,
and as a paint for any purpose is unsurpassed for
body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness,
Price

$6 per bb. of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for
years to

come,

Warranted

in all

cases ar Above. —

end for Circular which gives full particulars.

None

enuine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
finersl Paint.
Per-ons can order the Paint and remit the money on receipt of the goods
Address

6m3)

PANIBL

BIDWELL, 264 Pear] 8t., New Yoik.

CATARRIH.
DEMERITT’S

North American

Re

information
of

0.

Price B80 Cente.—~Orders received at this Office. :

Catarrb

Remedy.

NORTH COHABSET, Deo. 2 1898.
Messrs. D. J DEMERITT & CO.,~
Gents —For the last ten years I have been a great
sufferer from Cutarrh, got no help until I used your
remedy for that disease. Whe n 1 commenced usin
it, I war partially deaf and had lost all sense of smell,
I can now hear as well as ever L.cpuld, and my sense
of smell is completely restored to me. I consider it

the best remedy in the world for the Cutarrh, and as
such earnestly recommendit to
This

monial

ISAAC H. LAMBERT,

is ia fo"ghvaeo 3 what |we
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Temperance Cuuee, eto,

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

ties desiring them, at our published
rates.
Mvertisement in another column.

curabihty of BUREN 1LOCKROW

st4

A SURE CURE FOR

ALMANAC,
20, 1868,

CAN BE CURED.

so Those having friends afflicted are earnestly solic:
ted to send for a circular letter of references
and tes
—, hich will
w
convince the most od
tpof
the
curabul
Address

American

HELESIATSIAL & EDUCATIONAL
STOCKS.

:/ |

two months--Sipp—-Codis 3 ly sou) ost
idby
=
& CO., Publishers.
Hindsdale, N.H.

HAM PTON INSTITUTION.

Hampton,

and

’

“How Shall we Faint.” A po
popular treats
on the art of House Paintin , &c., by J
A ' Also, Hints on a
ury. Cloth.216 pages.
Painting: Cloth
38 40 cents. Either of Tu
above tent free by mail en receipt of price.

traps and

The SPRING TERM
at this Institution will com
mence Thursday, Jan. 28, and ¢ontiunue ten weeks.

NEW

of White, Lead, Zino

yp

HUNTERS GUIDE, = Worth $10—to any boy
or farmer—How to hunt and trap 4 anlmals, to make

Adbertisements.

®tates and Foreign countries, including ever
ment of the General and State Governments,

on ANE Be Shesadiar
ara v ares ene 186%
Five-Twenties, 1
wee JOBY
Seven Thirties. sd ia
Ton-Forties. .....ovvveie
107
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all classes will find invaluable for daily refer. no —
Address O. D. CASE & CO., Pul’re, Hartford, Coun,
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AU. 8.
U. 8.
m8.
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Miss. Ep1za L, RAND and Eaya H. HILL, Aseistants
W, O TaskEen, Instrumental Music; Geo. W,
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The Spring Term will commence Feb. 16, 1809, and
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Clapboards 55 00 @60 00
do. Spruce 10 00 @25 00
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State

‘WOOL.
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NEw YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending, Jan 20, 1868.
MAPLE

A

Picklock....

Oak,
¥# ton oovvee
Ber «0
Hemlock bdsl4 00 @15 00
do.
sever Bee on

do.

8 Ted pire vty
il to mi

includes forty make Yas tints, Sompriang all the
colors suitable for exterior pain
In durability
and jpermantuecy of
o olen the Lito be found snperior
in ev
are White Lead, while they cost
(considering the pid
required) only about half
as much
Sample Cards, with a descriptive pamphlet, sent’
free by mail. Be sure you get the genuine “RAILROAD" Colors, every
package of which bears our
full name, in addition to our Sopy.righted title,
“ RAILROAD PAINTS AND RAILROAD
COLORS.” None
are reliable which do not bear these marks.
We would call attention also to our WARRANTED
PERFECTLY
PURE COMBIXATION WHITE
LEAD,
which for economy and gurability
is the best in
ile murkes. Hor Sule by ALL
ryt! LN
roughout the country,
or MAS
WHITO.

§ 1 9

Tae Spring Term begins Febriary 2, 1869. Apply early to the Priacigal
b
EIS, Sed’y Trustees.
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house. ~The recipe is as follows: Mix one ounce
of finely powdered arsenic, and one ounce of lard
with meal into a stiff dough; put it about the
haunts of the rata.
They will eat it greedily, and it makes them
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results of having them dead in or about your
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any at the house, for, asis well

exterminate rats, ‘and yet be from the offensive

an organ of great influence and authority, indulge

it passes

is no ne

Qolong.

Sole.....38

known, rats take free range during the night,
passing backwards and forth from house to barn,
and from their premises to those adjoining or
neighboring. If the poison administered is effective at all, the vietim will not get far from

with this sort of educational reactien; and, assuming The English Woman’s Magazine to be
comment
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Treatment.

COUNTRY.”

New England
Farmer,
Vol. XXIV.
1869.
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the actual

yield.

of fifteen or sixteen years old; and it is to be administered in the indecent fashion of less scrupulous generations.
Indeed, the efficacy of the discipline seems in the eyes of some of its advocates
mainly to consist in its indecency.
Some, of our
New York cotemporaries are naturally disgusted

in stern

estern,
do. uodey.
Goat

free labor. The picking has been prolonged and
the autumn was favorable. Theestimate gives a |
total product of 2,380,000 bales, and this is be- Swedish—
|,

cessity for using

advocasing tight-lacing, has now come outasa
championof tke old-fashioned system of whip-

S8ES8

E

cotton sections have been much more favorable,
especially in the southwest, where the result, in

haunts well

A London periedical, The English Woman's
Magazine, which lately distinguished itself by

2Eiy bh

from the

IN THE

1869.

5

returns

when the condition of the ground
will admit.—O0kic Farmer.

E

.:
.:
:
and

ed

for the past year: In corn there has been an’ increase of 137,000,000 bushels on the last year,and
in the aggregate an increase of 67,000,000 bushels
larger thanin 1859.
This does not include the
Pacific States, which are not favorable to the
production of corn, but is a decrease in proportion to the population. The total product is
905,178,000 bushels.
Cotton.~Since the October

house, in summer, but give them plenty of it at
the barn, whenever they appear. Keep their

Lacing.

ELSE:

the

estimates of the corn and cotton crops

of having their dead carcasses in inaccessible places about the house:
I keep my premises comparatively free from

RE

H

7

RO hod 0D bed Yok ek

GC

Department has formed

5000000

Agricultural

7 8823822888

The

Crops.

ting them ence or twice in two, or by feeding
them out of doors, which is by fér the best way

Tight

, COMMON. .

"

and Cotton

about the only.objection to its use—the nuisance

and weather

A

axles.

by di-

the food allotted to it.
The only difficulty in using close mangers is in
feeding corn Ftatks, but this is obviated by cut-

mat-

to the Emperor. How much of this the Emperor
believes; the ministerdoes not say .~but probably

A. Wise of Virginie has written a long
letter jn opposition to the proposition for the

vores] Suffeage.
oti
Neill

in money

ters. MM. Mugne speaks of public confidence having been restored, and.of the resumption of industry ;for all of which he says the empire is indebted

increased

with boards al-

lowing each animal space enough to contain just

REPORT of Monsieur Magne, French
minister, is a very satisfactory one show-

ing that France is doing

Corn

following

‘On Faesday last the Maine Legislature made
England,
where such things can be.
Oddly
A PARTY of hunters, near Kern Lake, Califor#noice.of lon. Hannibal Hamlin as United States |
enough, itis only seme three or four months since
nia, have discovered a wild boy in the woods. —
Senator for six years to succeed Hon. Lot M.
London papers were all writing articles running
While ont hunting one’ mornigg, they heard an
Morrill, whose term expires on the fourth day
over with virtuous indignation about the degradunusual sound, and after listening a while found
of Hext Mueh.
ing manner in which girls are punished ih Awerthe noise coming nearer; they soon discovered a
ican schools.
It was then, and doubtless is now,
» Lieutenant-Governer “Gumback
of
Indiana
singular object coming toward them with grest
an article of faith with English people that marwithdrew from the senaterial contest in that
speed. ‘When within about 200 yards of them
riageable young women in New York boardingStete .an Friday, and the Legislature . at once
the strayge visitor stopped. and the hunterssaw
schools are birched quite commonly in the oldand. on the first ballot elected the Hon. Daniel,
distinctly that it was a boy, but whether an
fashioned way.
Bome story to that effect gat
D. Brat United States Senator.
American or-8panish boy they could not deterabout, and it was taken as authentic and undeniIn the Nebrasica Legislature the Hon, Thomas
mige. He wasnearly naked, having only a few |sirable; just.as our New York friends now take qu
W. Tipton’ has been re-eleated United States shreds of cloth on kis person. The party startserieux the nonsense written in an obscure little
Senator.
edan pursuit. but the boy wheeled and ran rapLondon magazine, the very existence of which is
JameyA: Biynard was elected last week by
idly back for half a mile, when he turaed to the
unknown to nine-tenths of the reading people of
the Delaware Legislature U, 8. Senator tc serve
right and was lost sight of.
England.
v

until Mazeh

The

state of agitation, and they reach and struggle to

obtain a taste. Ifthe feed is given ‘out-of the
sight of others, ne such commotion occurs.

extras... 8

out in an instant, without taking the work apart,
andthe result is the same: —Country Gentleman.

88

\

peint and brought under the hydraulic press.
The welding was effected with extraordinary
quickness, the fibres of .the iron being thorough-

animals

gShcice d0...9
ie
outhern,sup
.

clean clocks. If instead of a pendulum the clock
has a watch cscapement, this latter can be taken

.

¢)
\

road committee against any further subsidies
was thought by some senators to be equivocal in
its last clause, and, therefore, went over for ex-

manger

The

oil, put the least bit on the

Fo.

<

open

the

Put the machine together, and nine times in ten
it will run just as well as if it had been taken to
the shop.
In fact, this is the way most shopmen

—r

that take in food rapidly, will swallow that before
them and steal from their less active neighbors,

take off

THE BEST AGRICULTURAL TTT

ODICALS
nal.

Fo

for

Letit go.

—

of poor teeth, and others from their natural habThen in. a common

pure sperm

for Cattle.

Every observing farmer who uses stanchions
with open mangers for feeding cattle, knows that
there is something wrong in this arrangement,
for he sees that no faver can be given a particular animal, and in almost every herd one or more
require extra feed and care.
It is well known that some cows are twice as
long taking their food as others, some on account
its.

the face;

8

A wOeMAN could hardly walk through the
saved Nstredts of San Francisco, during -its earlier days,
their postageby asserting fhat such a measure without having every one pause to gaze on her.
could not
be got through the Senate, and the fit A child was a still greater rarity.
One evening
of virtue seon passed off. A large number of at a theater in the same city, where a woman
pension ‘¥ifls were worked through by Mr. Mulhad taken her infant, it began to cry just as the
lens of Tennessee, who made several of his exorchestra began to.play. A man in the pit cried
travagant and characteristic speeches, and kept
out: “Stop those fiddles, amd let the baby cry;
members

and

»&

fort wasimadlete carry the abelition of the fr

pointers

pendulum and its wire. Remove
the ratchet
from the tick wheel, and the clock will run down

“ONE OF

2-4-3
essnse

Paragraphs.

a

the

aJournal for the amusement,
and’ re finement of the family,
.and as an _ever-welcome companion for the
hour, THE NEW WORLD will be found the oat
comprehensive of the weeklies published. A suplement is given away with No 1, containing 39 illus-"
Pations especially mteresting to children.
“The pages of
this handsomely-iliustrated wee
eek!
are sSupaliod with literary matter of the most di
fled and pleasing character, from the pens of the
most pro American and foreign writers.”—New
York Daily Time:
Specimen pt + will be sent to any address on receipt of a three cent postage stamp.
Address
FRANK LESLIE, New York.
44

8828388888

speed wears away the gum and rust from the
pinions—the clock ‘cleans itself. If you have any

—————

off

Devoted to Romance, “Travel and Discovery: Price

instruction, elev

3%

with great velocity.

Them.

PUI
PUBLISHED.

Bix cents per ALA

O.

lo may have been regaled with the sight of &himney-tops pouring out their wavelets of smoke
when he sailed back from his brave conquest of.
the great city of the Dardanelles.
The rep
sentative word for chimneys—Caminus—does
certainly appear in the chronicles of a time long

to Fix

JOURNAL

Swans

‘When the clock stops don’t take it to the repair shop till you have tried as follows: Take

Clocks—How

THE HANDSOMEST AND BEST FAMILY

© TY — TY)© TAT

require much labor for the cleaning.
At what date a true’ chimney first carried its
Streamer of blue above the house-tops is a vexed
question,—certainly not ymuch before the fourteenth century, if so early asthen. The Venetian
chroniclers are sturdy advocates of the Venetian
claim to their first adoption; and, if we may believe the most zealous among them, old Dando-

~]

Tais stated that the adhesion of the'Greek gov-

way until October.

E

soot, and

better than the usual way, and that the hams are
completely kept from the attacks of insects.
Any portion of a cut ham may be returned to the
brine.
He states that he has kept hams in this

H

much carved work, which will gather

Alewives..... 5
Salmon. tee

8

precaution to give their fuel a previous bak-’
ing, so that it might consume away with as litttle
smoke as possible. For all this the atrium (as
its name implies) must have been a terribly murky place, and. Vitruvius cautions against too

Stanchions

ernment to the protocol adopted by the conference
is now considered certain.

gres

wood was wet and paterfamilias chilly? But it
must be mentioned, in justice to provident hus-|.
“and in about six weeks taken out to dry. Mr.B.
bands of that day, that amiable ones took the claims that this method is easier, cheaper, and

The French Blue Book for 1868 has been issued,
and the Paris despatches contain a short refershall not be liable to increased duties.
The .| ence to its contents.
House bill, thus saddled with amendments, was
. The-newly elected Spanish Cortes will meet on’
-antegior to this event. But when did chimney
"passsed by a vote of 38 yeas, 11 nays.
The prin- | ‘the 11th of February.
Eighteen delegates from
cease to mean a mere vent for the smoke, and
cipal topic of debate in the House, after onCuba and eleven from Porto Rico will be. allow .. ;
when did they begin to mean a piled up flue
- slaught on Commisstoner Wells, was the proposseats.
that should give draught and token of something
ed terminus of the Eastern division of the Union
A recent earthguake along the shores of the
like a fireside below Atlantic Almanac for 1869.
Pacific Railway.
Mr. Washburne made one of
Bay of Bengal caused a very great loss of life.
his characteristic speeches, denouncing the land
South American advices confirm the capture
grants and subsidies to these Railroads.
‘of Villetta and the rout of the Paragwayan army.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, Mr. Sherman,
by one majority, gotup hisnational railroad bill,
against
which Mr. Whyte of Meryland spoke an
ur:”The
House has actually passed a bill
prohibiting ‘the use of fac-similie stamp
those who have the franking privilege.
an

and if a stronger flavor of smoke is required, remove the meat and brine, and smoke the tubagain. Beef may be putin the tub with the hams

£
£<
g

It is stated that the constituent Cortes will be
composed of 300 monarchists, 85 republicans and
12 Bourbonists.
:

warm weather comes on more salt is tobe added,

gE
<

The Spanish election returns, almost complete,
have been received irqm all parts of the country.

in

--]

. FOREIGN.

use

w

the charming idlers pleaded so eloquently with
Senators and Representatives, and the latter
were so strongly imbued
with the national
chivalry towards the sex, that the Seéretary had
to give way under .the fire of remonstrances
and
re-instate sev: enty-five of those who had
been turned adrift.

may have ‘suffered when the

will be ready for

IR

But

those times

hams

The above is for cold weather; as

de

to do 100 were ordered to be discharged.

tias of

The

three weeks.

288s

protect the manufacturers and ship builders of
their section.
Several amendments were car-,
ried, including that of Senator Anthony, impos. ing an ad valorem duty of 45 per cent, on manu* factured copper; that of Senator Sumner, impesing a duty of 5 cents per pound on blue vitriol;
and another, providing that ore shipped to-day

had # serious

out of doorways, or some crude scuttle in the
roof. Who can tell what the Delias and Lucre-

of the salt.

Soe E2RR

Mr. McCulloch is said to have

time of it lately, in an attempted reduction of
the force of female clerks in the Treasury. Out
of 160 ladies reported as having little or nothing

fires in them, must have given ooze to the smoke

25

women should have equal pay for labor with men
and that suffrage should be based on loyalty and
intelligence. An address is to be issued to the
country.
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Kenney, without® provocation, and with no apparent motive. Kenney entéred the house while

deavoring te secure amendments ‘which would

the House in'a roar ‘of laughter

the tub instead of the

BESE
IN

took up the Copper Tarriff bill, and an animated
debate ensued, the New England Senators en-

the

smoking

2

corps
bill
begun

" * on the legislative appropriation’bill.
On Tuesday, the Sexiate, after itsbusiness hour,

but

%

meat, He is satisfied with his plan, which he

38

Pacific

There was a good deal

of excitement for a few minutes about-this mat-

ing privilege entirely,

his purpose by

oe

from

ter. A proposition to reduce the marine
was then killed, the naval eh
passed and sentto the Senate, and work

a heathen fire squander their color in the woods,

+

them, and at last concluded he could accomplish

888
® ®Ww

substituted

A savage fire and

=

and

pennant over a house-top is a symbol of domestic-

ity, and a token of civilization,

Mabarfisoments,
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Railroad bonds therefor.

ing in smoke, very likely; butthe trailing blue

Exec.

acting as the

paid agent of national banks, and pushed through
a resolution requiring the Comptroller of the
Currency to show to what extent these institutheir respective deposits

JAVA eereese
t. Do

Z

sixty-six

tions have withdrawn United States’ bonds

An

having in'early life become dissatisfied with ordinary ham and bacen, tried to improve upon

50

or their smoke finds vent from some gross aperhas practiced for fifty- -two years, and communis.
ture of a cavern or hut, and is not borne up by that eates it substantially as follows: Place the tub
only
to
he
1attacked
|
|
ascending
current
which
belongs
“Woodeland
his wife were.
OF
6.08
nwalnut,
|.
‘Woodel with a knife, inflicted three terrible chimney flue, and which carries up its i
or Tork maple, oad he for ont Tonr oy
Drills, brown.
wounds—one upon the face and two upon the side waifs and wreaths of blue writing upon as For one hundred pounds of meat, use four quarts Print Cloths. ....0 a.
sky.
The
fat
thrushes
of
the
Roman
times
‘were
Cotton Flannels16
throat—one of which severed the jugular vein.
of salt, two oundes
of saltpeter,
ahd two ponnds’ Cotton
Jeans. 12 }¢
He lived but a few moments. Kenney has been cooked under difficulties; Horacé has his plaint of sugar. Before the meat is put into the tub, eg
captured.
+ about smarting eyes in a smoky hostelry, and it rub a little salt in pear the bones, and place a
is quite certain that Tiberius never had a good
The woman's rights convention at Washington draught to his fire in any winter’s day in his best part of the salt in the smoked tub; then put in
the meat rather loosely; cover with cold water,
adopted resolutions, demanding that women and
palace. Herculaneum shows no chimneys, and
colored men should be eligible to Congress, that the marble houses of Augustus, when they had and putin the sugar, saltpeter, and the remainder

the belief that

the Secretary of the Treasury was

. Mr. Stephen Bowman, Rensselaer Co., N. Y.,

=

expressed

Pictote.ssee..8

- 1 am inclined to think that the subject of chim»
neys ought to have a literature of its own,—end-

N..

of Hams:

—

23

Mr. Butler
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majority.

—

Bee

granting aid in money or bonds to railroads or
other private corporations was carried after a
little squabble
by twenty majority,
and one

William

pl

sweet .

g25:=3

Of the @Ry:" The morning -hour was

occupied with the introduetion of bills and resolutions. Among the resolutions agreed to was
one directing -an investigation of the affairs of
Messrg. Wells, Fargo & Company, the overland
mail contractors, which wént through ‘without
objection. One declaring aginst the policy of

in his own house, by his nephew,

MOLASSES.
iatiuarall

SRE

so long engaged. The copper tarriff bill was
then taken up and debated until the hour of adjournment. The House was quite lively in the

8

.

+

murdered,between 5 and 6 o’clock in the evening

cial scheme upon which his committee has been

against giving aid in lands was lost by

©

growth is still more
»
grodualy~Zang

Chimneys.

of $650,000

George Woodel,a farmer, living in a remote part
of Claremont, N.H, was recently most savagely

from Boston in favor of the civil service bill was

[%

robgbly occupy two years.

riod the

~

BOSTON WHOLESALE TE
For the week ending, Jan. 20, 1868,

and Water,

is asked from the Legislature for the completion
of the first or the basement story, which will

pal offender appearing to be Colon

eEiTy PAF

of half a

bide

and goes on increasing more gradually until the
fifth,when it beginsto reproduce,and from this pe-

XB

On Monday, in the Senate, two hours were 0ccapied by Messrs. Harlan, Pomeroy and Conness,

ee

a cost

million dollars. The building will be 890 feet
long and 270 wide, and the estimated cost of the whole is $3,000,000. Its completion will occu-

CONGRESSIONAL,

saidof them in various newspapers, the

Rural and Domestic

The foundations of the mew State House in

N ews Summary.
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